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Womon's body found near Rainbow Summit 
RCMP at (he Prioon Rupert detschmest, Monday af- tdephone by the Herald, late Monday, would not state 
ternoon, were not rdessing snymore infmrmatkm whether there would be an autopsy or an inquest on the 
regarding the body of a female found 8andey at five p.m. body. According to RCMP inspector for Dbtrkt Z (in 
in the Rainbow Summit ares. The summit is |11 miles which Terrace and Rupert are located) Bruce Terkeison, 
East of Prince Rupert (about S8 mUon West of Terrace). thelaw necissltates an autopsy to be earried out when and 
The case is being handled out of Prince Rupert. ff foul play is suspected. There has been no mention of foul 
Prisce Rupert coroner, Daryl Stevens, when reached by play to date, in connection with the dead woman. 
Handioapped Aidoalled Tokenism 
Adriat" to t li)  by necessity, into dark, 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The month, while the ban- solitary rooms, she said. 
of f load  at resources depart .dicappedrequlteabout $~75 Htananresourceso,idahs 
ment's $~0 increase l~ a month to. cover normal are aware of the ~ l ~  
monthly benefit payments o living exlpmsas., and have documentary Rupert . .  hemlieappedis "sheer "Maybe Vender Zalm evidonce of the sufferinp of 
tokenism" because th~ thinks the ~0 is seb~ to get thedieabled, eaid HOb Stone, 
payments are still 190 short the.lvmdieapped people off chairman of the BCCD in- 
Rules  0ha~od do't--n-- have t-o - ~  RUPERT, B.R. of theminimumnecded, the his back," said MacRae. come committce. (RP( - -  The damaged British Columbia Coalition ef "But no way. Stone and MacRue said, 
Jobless °"  " °  - "  By GINNV GALT Adriatikwiilheempfledofl4 Sunday. public is told what the true have any such evidence OTTAWA (CP) -- Man. tons of grain at this coastal BCC'D chairman Pat facts.are." themselves. 
datory Job hunting has been British Columbia sum- MacRae said the inc~onso She said the average Stone has prepared a 
. .~  . .~m:  hunt em-no-men pii J . mmitybeloreheadingsouth announced Friday by handicapped person is relPortdetsillNi.theco.st~ 
for many unemployea, . to Victoria for repain~ Human Resources Minister spmdinll less than ~ a .every-eay r eq~-em.mm c~ 
federal offlciois say. 'i The vesse l  sustained. Bill Vander Zalm gives a monthon food to make ends me averag.e nanme.appea 
'i The reason: There Just damage to its hull after ~ le  recipient under the meet and consequently .person, to .he forwarded 
isn't say work to be found. 
i "We can't have people because they believe it is 445,884 overpayments worth anticlpate,"St-Laurontsai(L battling hiah winds in the .HandLeai~:)ed Persons' In- suffea-i~from ainuWition, me p.rovmcim.., go~[~eat  
come Assistance plan ~ a Many are also bein~ re'Ivan, ana an oppamuen . ruani~ around Ion~ for belng'abused. ~ ,8  million in 1976. The commission received north Pacific and arrived 
work that isn't there, says There also have been per- SOME NOT ELIGIBLE 2,.806,000 claims in 197/, up here Thursday ulaht,- an- ' . , . ' " • 
Lar ry ,St .  Laurent, an sistent sual~estion, that In1977, of the total ov . -  from 2,9~0,(}00 in ,976 .  cempauled by the U . ted  H atJti$ cause fHnd . 
executive-director of th, some unemployment in- payment dollars' 23 per coat The commission curront]y Staten Coast Guard vessel 
Canada Employment and m'anee offloe~s are over- resulted from payments to Is conducting a study to. Morlpmthau. 
Imm~ratlon Commiselon. zealous and attempt to oildmants who d~d not meet determine what happens to Captshi Bob Kitchin~, of 
. . . . .  The Job.search disqualify as many. persons conditions of eli~ivility and claimants once the i r  the Nstionul'Marbors Hoard, 
s ..... requirement, riaidiy applied as possible because it looks 46 per cmt rusult~ from 'benefits expire, said Monday"it is surpis/~ • WASHINGTON ( ) - -  called type . ' inde~endont studi that 
in previous years, has been ~0od on their own records, claimants not reporuna, or St, Laurent said many that the 8raln-ladon ship did Scientists ay they have the severe virus; called type A,. new a~gent is infectlom,and 
not break in half".  The first hard evidence that a also is implicated. " t ransmiss ib le ta . ehlm- 
unnamed because of com- Victor Sehwartzman, a incorrectly reporting, out- don't use their full an- vessel hea a flv.eel~hths-inch preVioUsly unknown in- Tests developed in recont ~unzess/from haman Mood. 
..... plaints from frus~ated Job- former informatlonofflcer side money earned while titlement although, the ~ackextendlng18fectalong featious about, probably a . yearsto sereon for eviden~...'. "Thi~inthe first con~ete 
seekers and from employers forthecommisalon, a idina drawing unemployment average duration of benefit the bottom of the hull and l0 virusi;i,s responsible for of.these virase~ eliminated .widmce that a virus or 
with no Jobs to offer, St- te lev i s ion  In terv  insurancebeneflts. paymmtshasin~cesedwith fect up the side. , .-  . mast0fthehspatitisl~O.l~e th m as the.cansc of most.of virus-llkeageatlsinvelved," 
Laurmt said in an interview broadcast today thaibenefit :St-Laurant said the the unemployment ra e. Dmnaged 8rain from .the get from bloodtransmmons., the .remaining '.~ post-. Tabor " said. ~ ,Ear l ier -  
attec Jobkea totsis passed controlofficersareexpented commission is trying to 
theone-mfllfonmurk, to eventually cut off betwecn strike a balance between Hesa id  commission of- shipwillbestockpiledontbe /Governmentscientistsssid .transfusion hepatitis, in- evidence wasc i reum-  
"We were .getting flak 40 and 60 perneont of ~p.,ttin~beaefitstothoanwho licials recently arranaed a dock.The/Yu~oelavianerew Monday that the agent, not dicatin~ that nnother a~mt st~utial." 
h.om the cinimants and from el~Imant~, they see. . . ~ them and weading out meeting in. Sedbury, .Ont., willhavetowaithe~el2to 14 ..r..eco~nlzed.. .. as .a.. separate or.~roup of agents.was 111. " Scientists ay the non.A, 
the employers whose doors ~t-t,auren'~ suys me the cheats, between laid-off .. nickel days while temporary meuse enuty umu reconuy, • votveo.. • ,,,,,n h, ,~, , teh, , ,  a ~,,a in- 
they.were banging an." commission '~ has ~he. unemployment rate miners and !~ prospective repairs aremade to the ship bus become the most Because scientists don't ~,,~,,"~'~,,,~,,,."-~,,,-'~ I~ 
The commission now strengthened its fraud rose toan average.of 8.1 p~ employers from otherparts so it can travel to victoria, prevalent .cause of post- knowwhat the agent is, they . . . . . . . . . .  "urn--sis • ~eeks, after,  tran r~ 
requL~e proof of a Jab detectionmsasurenandulco cmt of the work ferce in1977 clthecountry. , . ,  . . Theunloadiniteannottskn tran~uelonhepatitts, named thenewfomof the  ~,r^M,;~,,, ~f~t show,m 
This. side _effect of tr,aas- disease . non-A, . non B . Like tsm~ B honatiti~ the se~Ch only. when there are hanlaunchedacontroversial from an avera~e of 7.1per "About 250 were snares 12acef0rseveraldeysantil  '. ,, . ~- , , . , , -o . -  . . . .  • 
fusions, . _ ~ . meputitis, for w~at.it .h~., disease can he fatal in.a few Jobi.opp,o, rtunltiss in the ~tmillion ' . .  centin1976, but the incrsase .Jobsonthesp0tandeaother silos ae .  built to .as- wh ich  etlll affAets . . . . . .  - - - '  
clelmant.s area and oconpu- campaign warnin8 people in unemploymmt insurance 500 had 6sad Job prospects," conunodete he grain. ,an ~;estm~ated 15o,0oo to. "About 90 per cen~ ox me cases and there is evldmc~ 
against defraudin~ the claimants Was "a smaller St.Laut~t. sald~ "So the ~00,000 ;)iU~;Lhesldd'~h~ - , . ,eased~l~U~o~.~e~h~ post.LeansfusinnhelDatitis i . ,~ . ,  . . . . .  .M~vtl~dLeeeae 
.plctureian't entirely,black." ~ ~ ..caused.by ~n-A -~, non-B,.and .~nd~,~l i ,~ :  it without '" , . . , os  ;. mi s a ion ' a system. : / :  i ' ~ " ' number tSau you...weuld - . lili~.~...Jl .sJt~ . : - ,,._~.,,,~ ~ ' . .~  . . . . .  # .  
" "  ,~ ° '~ '~ ' - : "  " " . . . .  " "  ' " "  • . . . . . . . .  . " " .  . . . . . .  ,% ' .  I F " '~  . . . .  , ~ m , & u T . ~ n u V ~ m u ~ m v s ~  ~ ~a 4 is  at ~ ellslb ~ . ~  . . . .  : . . . .  . "~  . ~" -  'L'~; ~; .  . . . . .  ~ ~, ~: : '  " : '~ ~ . . . . . . . .  • 
U~' l i  . . . . . .  a~d 'd"  samba.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ' ~ ' m ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ ...... . . . . .  . . .  ..... :.,~.. .~',~' * . .......... :~ilflelnal 181 blood Alter o t~e Nationml lug- AbMIt 3Q p~r cealt o! 
• , ~.., • : . .  - ' , :. ; ~ • . . __ . . . .  , f  __ viruses previously known to conference; .neco mo v~/.y m w~m. 
• amd st!~.io rqlular.,contsct weeks, out. o f  a ~ year, 1 -~ - - . . . . .  - ' . . ' ,  ......... o"~:.e.i ,. , " : : .;, .. , ; . cause the liver ailment. HAVE NO PROOF . mflammauon ann ,  the 
with,;lmeile..employer.a and. depon muS ou-.~re(ItonaJ ' " l ~ ' " '-'" " "  
pr  lv  a te~.employm,  unemploymmtrates, nexore r I Jq)DOrtll111[ kmld it v r'Bdt desplte theseefforts, ...,Weassg~e;i~.~inancther disease can lead to liver 
aaenelea., . From_- ,those. they qunlifx for ..ben efi~,.u p . . . . .  ~C>:,a;/.!./.a:~."/~;, :. : . :,. ~: ,:. ! ~!.,. ~:!':~.~- . . . .  uSs l s  u a past.transfusion hepat/tls .virus, but.we ht0b no proof,. _fsflure and. the death of some 
persists' and scientists ay even though It ,,Is°ks and acts i in ,severe .CW' 
sources ~' the¥ determtnel Xr0m' the. preying :'ei~St- ~LCUSTOMER/:.BERVICE keyp~.e~r ience ,  must ; ;. i . . . . . . . .  ' : the new agent is the culprit, like a virus, Alter con. ~oc~ors can anJY trMt 
whlch~cupktlons,mnyhave week . ' -:~ell~ibllity ,~ REPRESENTATIVE, " I be experienced,, a~dstlng in Doesanyone inTerrace or In the past, ,the principal tlnued.. . • i symptoms ofthe .am.e ass ass  
• Job opportunities.'.  roq ~mesit.r', " . . . . .  opening,: ~15.00" to  $750.00 .producing architectural  vicinity .want a ~.~.a~e, a cause of post.transfusion . Alter a~d .Dr. Edward th.er.e is no cure, opt mum 
FRUSTRATION R ISE8 .  Critics, paruemarly moor per month depending on workl~drawinKs asalstin8 garden-anon, a playhouse or hepatitis, once known as  Tabor.of the food and drug I~U~ts reeavw after the 
. St.Laurantsaldfrustration ~spokasmon, say the com- experience. Requiredto..t.ake . inwrit in8 in ~eneral 0ffice sssssssss~, sortofbuil.din~.buflt serumhapatltis, wasavirus a.dministration found disease has run its oourse, 
, r lssa. ,with the rate. of: min ion  treats all claimants loan applicants and to foll0w ' work.; . fortbem--prexesmonany-- 
; o f " the  .work . fore ~.in.:tiahten/n~theproaramwnen arrears asrequrisd. . . ' COOF, S.varlousopanlnas,,exeept.. for . ! .he basle 
Felruary--andunem- '" it should be expanded. . .. " $3,35 p~ hour and up , . : in 'mater lam.  ~lei( .  Tim- a i ar 
pl0ylnanL Insurnnceo.fflcers St-Laurent sald.f.rau.d is a • MAINTENANCE i " various places. Speal,a~y merman, Grade l2~ce.~.  
. ,,. eaulltht in the 1111,,. eontintdng .he~,coe.... 151JPERVISOR. I olpenin~. Cnokh~. .  ..... instructor. at c~xeaon, s " ". /~|'S,IIMU oaNOOui  t mow " 
There Is. tremendous because ol a mlsmren ~0,000 per .year, delpendin~ .. . . Senior Secondary S .~.t~ill~ r in o n  
s~dal preosore because the. I~blie'percsption that It is on .onperlonce. M~mt .have REGISTERED NURSE, 2 1 .oo~l  for a wortnw..  
unemployed tend t.o held the ~ ~. r ip  off,,anem- extensive experionce ~epminp ,  $7,~ per nour, project(or .proJects)f.cr. ms ~ TORONTO(CP) - -  A cope,"heasid. , lhere  is not much known 
unemployment insurance IZOymentmsurance, " personnaleupervision, work reglstered , in  medical  c lass ,and.nemsans i t .~o.  S l~,  ~ 16 year old Van- Dr,.~mlth said cancer is abeut halr cancers and they 
officers ren~uelble for the lh.ere were 6,854 planning, bufldin8 ' main- surgicalshift work. 64, 4-12, ~ aua.~.eo,o . . . .  
fact  that they are une~- prosecutions xor. unem- tmanoe grounds.kespmg. 12-8. ' ' • . . Last ycerms ~ u ~  a couver girl talks about what the sceand l.araest killer o! often spread faster," she 
it is llke to have eanc~ in a chfldranin Cansoa. said, "So every kind ,of 
vloyed .and they have the .ployment insurance xrana m . . ... " . " ,: . . 600 square !eat mg atn~ special segment of CTV- Pare'smother, Jean ..ZiHo, trutment~is ueed.'Sursery, 
fed~ treasury board be- !~,up ~'.om 4,~o in 1~6. KEYPUNCH " ELECTRICIAN,. 1 . for the Kinsmen!'s Kiddie Repom on Thursday at 9 told CTV shen~ zereed I~. radio therapy, _ 
hind them telling them to Administrative penalties, OPERATOR, 1 opening,  opining, I.W.A. rate, must Camp recreationesntre. In 
keen costs down." eommias~on i creases ~o .$89~.00permonth. Musthave' be Certified. - ,  . .lrevious years the ulass built p.m; / dauahter to lean a nm~nat chemotherapy the results life. elm save their lives bat the 
.7 -~.  addit ion,  ' unem- 62,104 in 1922, f~m 50,956 .. . . . .  . " . a 1300 square foot lodge for Pam. Zilio, whose family "She wasn't allowed to sit side effects and people's 
pl0ymantinsuranceofflelals in1978. . " • . . . .  ' ' : " the same Kiddie Camp discovered she had canoer of home and ~ecl sorry for her- ~tothoass ideef fec£ . . s  
, . . . t ,~ ,oo , , .~  Tor: Poluoo Blottor c~stin~;f~e~t~db[/~ the nervous system two self. . can make life not worm survey indicates 8O per cen~ There were 447,1~ over . . . . .  
of Canadians want. strl~er paymmtsdls~.., veredin 1977, . Terrace RCMP 8re in- soughi In :connection with a continous front parch~ ~_An- years ago, talks candidly to . But she said It ~ m living." " . ; .. 
'controls. "on the. . . . . .  -procure :~ $67.8mlllion, up from vestlgatisg a theft from an .weskendtheftofalM3 blue homer projec~ was a ZToo CTVreparterMonikaJonsm bsrd _because anormmux.em "~ . . . . .  d "~ he~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: abudoned vehicle in Mazda. pickup, truck. The square foot TV station built about her frequent treat- ~tiffleult to balanoe qamst  blue sin(1 that re'm8 
11~ornhlll. Steve Pearson of veldele "was located five In the besement ofCeledonis mentsatVoncouver General reality. 
research at the Vancouver 
: Thorshill is missing two tool minutes ,  before It was Senior Secondary school. Hospital, PERBONALI'ItY C~eral,  
she found it lacked 
o~ ...~oh,,a to contact Dr. David Smith, director Cancer- can change not humane conditions for 
boxes from his parked ear, reported stolen," say POHOe . . . . . .  -.~ , k but our 1~It.b t .nn  rmnoh im at the of children s out-patients at only+your outloo .. y childrm. - . . , 
,~flciais . . . . . . . . . .  '"  ' sa id  Sue blue and one re~ ,- .. . . . .  , . .  :..-. . . . .  . a~t  at ~ Ior  at his the hospital, said in an in- . se l f -hnage, . ,  she . . .  / 'Thelrwardweadsrkand 
toul~x 8re said" to 'conta in. ,  l~CMP~b.'al~so'I~ep~ bray' nome'-"~"ac'-"::~;:~"'~os~-~iox, ~~'~" .- ~,  .tervJewiliere/s. ., . a._55-p~-c~t. . . . . . . .  .,. "Large.  .nosesoz.. eertam cheerlassandunderstaffed," 
, survsvm rate and tontetlve ~.drugs ' tanmake you fat, she.eald. "~ere  was no  
assorted tools and two over: the weekend .with . TODAY IN HISTORY eurerate ' in  thceechildren. Other drup~and r a ~  rnomforpar~tswhenendto 
d,Jctroafo meters. ' numerous fender.beQ_der leSZ--The first permanont Hesald~childw~th can esr . therapy can make your . be with sick childran,". 
you have ' any in- accld,,,,ts involving vchidce, white settlement in So..uth can expect o be under in- fall out . . '  .' , : .  ' Mrs, Zilio speirhendad a 
formation 0n thetheft plesse One car was reported rolled Africa was founded by me . tmsive medical treatment ' Ms,  Jenson Bald that in drive " that contributed 
contact he Terrace RCIVIP. off the road at the bottom of Dutch~ ' . " for five years . . . .  . i trontln8 . Children with MI00,000 to improve fadllti m 
Lnnford. bill. N0. ioJulres 1928--Actor James Garne~ "It is a.tremendous drain cancer, the way is rougher r ~ ~e ~m'S  C~ W~ 
TWO supects are bring w~e reported,.. • Wusborn. on the family's abillty~ . . . .  to than foradults. • attbehospitsl, 
• . . . . 
.. ~ ~..  -.-,W".~ , ,~.  ~ ~J - . 
:" ' ~ '~ i~" '~ . . . . . .  ' ~" ~ " '  " " " " ~ '~ '  
8even y~.ar/~d David Wdsm~er[shy " but happy, an_, tm Nerner Greceelwsstheflrst Idghway~ fstslityoflY/Slntlds k held-on" i:  Minor, Injuries to the three persons ~eup~in8 ~R Cordoba were treatedrin Kithna 
!'e010m~mgd°llars ~khercontest.for tyisg, in second, p~ace~ for the. nerata .,:aster ~ollisJon with ,he, Cordobs r i~t ,  caused the de. make, r ~S :: ~ : : ' Geseral HOspital' CaUSe of the aceideutis MMI~, ,  iovectldatfou:by, the.. Kitimat RCMP. 
~ ~ '  ' ~ '.'~:~.~..:...:~,~.. ~....w~..... ~ ,~.*.~.~r..~.-..~7.~.~.v......~.v~.-.-.-,~.~,~..~ ... , , . • • .._...::~%~.::.~: .~ ' . , . ~ .~ ' .~ .~.~. . .~5 .5 . . .  
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EDITORIAL: ,.. ,omos In Jty atio • Oommun Hue n 
nd " What gn of News? . Spring course planning br variety of new cooking 
the Adult Education of enurass uch as "Baking 
Every newspaper has a limited number of 
pages. This limits it to the space it has to be filled 
with news, photographs and advertising. To 
comply with newspaper postal regulations, the 
advertising is usually not mere than 60 per cent 
- -  which leaves 40 per cent for the "Hews Hole". 
A ten page newspaper - -  any  ten page 
newspaper - -  would therefore not have more 
than four full pages allotted for news and photos. 
So, it is easy to see that an editor ~ forced to be 
selective when it comes to fitting in the news. 
It is always a temptation for an editor to 
succumb to the lure of the wire service and strip. 
in news from it to fill a page rather than depend 
on reporters to go out and dig for local news. 
Usually, people living in small towns - -such as 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers or Rupert are in- 
,crested in the local scene, and wish to be in- 
formed on what is going on downtown, in the 
clubs, Church, hospital, theatre, and super- 
market. This is news they will not find in the big 
dailies. If they are at all the type that wishes to 
be kept i n fo rmed,  they will subscribe to two 
papers --  a big city paper and the local paper. If 
they have a high school education or above, they 
will often subscribe to a news magazine - -  Time, 
Newsweek, Saturday Night-or similar. This will 
keep them abreast of happenings in the U.S. and 
abroad. They will supplement all this b~y catching 
the world news via the electronic ~nedia, or fifth 
estate, as the radio and television coverage is 
sometimes called. 
The rest of one's news gathering is carried out, 
almost unconsciously, by association. 
'The children come home from school, Before 
they have slammed the front door shut, we are 
hearing about what went on there. 
We go shopping at the corner store or the 
supermarket. Everyone who stops to talk to us 
adds to our dally news. at church, the club, 
bowling, curling, beauty parlour or barbershop 
- -  we are virtually bombarded with more. The 
telephone rings - -  and our  newsgathering can- 
tinues. The postman delivers the mail - -  and 
even if it's a letter from ~n in-law complaining 
"nothing new has happened since I last wrote" 
we can be fairly certain that something has - -  
and we will learn about it. Then, whether we 
work in an office, a store, a factory or a cannery 
- -  our l ivel ihood is bound to bring us in touch 
with others and other news sources. And so it 
goes. Our brain, like a human "wire service" 
keeps feeding us a steady scan of news from the 
moment we awaken to the time we retire to bed 
and to sleep. Havin~ said all that. let's return to 
the local newspaper - -ours  and the kind of 
iiews we want and expect our paper to serve us. 
For the purposes of brevity and this editorial let 
us  pass quickly by the subjects of sports, en- 
tertainment, and "lifestyle" (once called the 
Women's Page), the ads, comics and syndicated 
features. These are pretty standard epartments 
that nearly all papers will carry ~ along with the 
dai ly crossword puzzle, TV guide, and 
horoscope. 
We shaU deal, now, with the local scene, The 
current news. Crime. Although it may sound 
simple, this is one of the toughest areas to cover. 
Iris also the trickiest~ and can get'a reporter into 
more trouble than any other. You report John 
Dumdum Jr.  arrested for breaking and entering 
at a certain time, date and place. With one- 
maybe two-reporters on your staff, you miss 
John's trial in court six months to a year later, At 
that trial J .  Dumdum Jr.  is proved to have been 
totally innocent. He hadn't been breaking and 
entering - -  he had merely stopped inside the 
building to find out why the door had been left 
open. It could have happened to anyone. Only- 
you never learn abnout it because you had not 
personally attended the trial that proved 
Dumdum Jr. 's innocence. 
So --  the public --  your readers - -who  have 
read about Dumdum's arrest for breaking 'and 
entering never do fred out it was all a mistake 
A-- that he is as innocent as the driven snow - -  
School Board No. 88 
" (Terrace) is well ander way, 
in fact they go into be printrd 
this weslL I have tried to 
select courses short and 
different from the n~nal 
course offerings of the Fall 
and Winter Sessions. 
Courses incinde some out- 
door sessions for example - -  
"Natural His tory  of B.C." 
wi l l  take  you for h ikes  
through Kltselas Canyon, 
and for a weekend namplng 
trip outside of Smithers, an 
of this while lesrning about 
birds, animals, trees and 
plants particular to the 
Northwest Region. 
The tralalng courees a- 
.elude -- "Training for 
Waiters and Waitresses, 
tanght by Willy Bogel, 
Maitre d' at the Bavarian 
Inn, I am positive this course 
will be beneficial to all throe 
who take it. 
The Home SkLlis courses 
wi l l  include "Furni ture 
Refinishing"-- taught by 
with Yeast". "Micro Wave 
~eldng", or for all you 
people who rome home at 
night o eat leftovers or find 
that your meat has spoiled or 
your lettuce has wiltea 
refers you ate it -- "Basic 
Conkin~ for One or Two" is 
Just the course for you. 
For those of you who want 
help-with math, spelling, 
reading, are taking 
correiq~ndence courses and 
need atutor or want o 8o on 
and get your Grade 12. We 
are developl~ a new courne 
called "Basic Skills" it will 
coat $12.00 for the entire 
course or one dollar per 
ulsht -- Drop In -- Caledonia 
Room No. 110 on Mondays 
and Wednesdays April 17. 
Registration for these and 
other courses will be at the 
Terrace Arena Banquet 
Room, April 8 from 12:00 
p.m. - -  S:00 p.m. 
For more  in format ion 
please phone me: Frances 
Long 635-4931 Local 87. 
Th inksman 
byJm,.Sn th I 
Politics and Fraud 
If you deceive people to "is government spending more; 
get their money, the law calls 
it fraud. But if you deceive 
people to get their votes, 
that's known as 'politics. The 
only real difference between 
fraud and politics is that it's 
often easier to con the voter. 
Confidence men (and, in 
this age of sexual equality, 
women) play on the victim's 
willingness to be deceived. 
Greed is the con man'sstock 
in trade. And nowhere is 
there more greed to be found 
than in the way Canadians 
regard govenunent. 
Canadians think of govern- 
ment as a cornucopia offree 
public benefits. Government 
is expected to provide pen- 
sion benefits that exci~ed 
the ~actuarial value of'the 
it's spending alargershare of 
what we sam. 
The real costs are enor- 
mous. Private businesses have 
been absorbed by govern- 
ment: Workers know the 
state will keep them if they 
can't fad suitable mploy- 
ment so business has trouble 
recruiting competent help. 
Higher taxes to pay for fam- 
ily allowances, pensions, 
health care and unemploy- 
ment benefits lead to higher 
prices and wages as employ- 
era and employees struggle 
to protect hemselves from 
shrinking profits and take- 
home pay packets;,, under 
these renditions, it doesn't 
take Ions for  CaR~lianbnsi. 
nest o price itself out of 
amounts contributed.' Gov--world markets. Worse yet, 
emment isexpected to pro- the majority of goyernment 
vide income for unemployed spending schemes are index. 
workers who do not wish,to ed so that costs increase 
work. Government is expec- faster than tax revenues. The 
ted to provide ducation far federal def~lt for the next 
beyond the level that is use- yesrwillbeubout$14blllion 
ful to society. Government - end there's no relief rom 
is expected to provide bigger the deficit budgeting in sight. 
libraries, more art galleries, Recently, the Canadian 
grants to opera, ballet and Federation of Independent 
travelling rock bands and big- Business ubmitted a brief on 
ger, morelavish parks. Above Canada's industrial future to 
all, government is expected 
to do all ttds for free, 
The public hates to hear 
the troth. Politicians running 
on platforms of fiscal re- 
straint have the same odds 
on survival as a mouse in a 
cat factory. 
The best hings in life may 
well be free -but they aren't 
provided by government. 
Only ten years ago,one-thlrd 
of every dollar earned went 
to government; today, gov- 
emment grabs about 42 cents 
out of every dollar. Not only 
the federal and provincial 
governments. The message 
was simple: Canada oarmot 
become a strong industrial 
nation until all Canadiam 
once again become more self. 
reliant, free from the dopeR, 
donee on govemment"~lfts", 
The unfortunate part of 
a welfare state iKthat adulit 
as well as children believe k 
Santa Claus. 
"Think smell"Is an edltorlal 
message from the Canadian 
Federation of Independent 
Business© ' 
BP (before pollution). The poor guy gets a bad 
reputation - -  and it is all the newspaper's fault. Suntours New • 
On the other hand, ff you dida't report D-d's Xnren  h a  erfo l Iht arrest in the first place, Sam Snively, who got I 
three days in the cooler for armed robbery and . 
assault with intent o kill - -  and was written up in ns po owing series: 
the paper ten years ago will demand toknow why request to the travel industry Montreal toV a~ouvar --
you are' "covering up" for Dumdum, and will to promote tourism within quebeealr 7~7. Friday 
Canada this year, Suntours overntght flight out and 
suggest you have been bribed. " limited has annotmesd.that Saturday hack commencing 
Or there can be two persons with the same 
~ntitiais and the same surname. Such as Horatio 
B.  Kookenheimer and Horace B 
Kcokenhymer. One Kook is bound to threaten to 
sue the paper if just the initials are used. 
Then, of course, there is the reporting of 
it hasapplied to the Air June 23 weeldy until Sep- 
Tranport Committee .for tember 29 offering 7and 14 
approval to epe~t,  the day durations, Expected to 
souowtng Advance ucelctng sell at ~19 round trip. 
Charter flights: Toronto to Vancouver --
Vancouver to Toronto -- Quebecair 707 Friday 
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"'Mornings would be okay if they didn't come so early. " 
Letters to the Editor 
Saved By A Glanoe 
Se~ng that picture in the 
paper of the bridge where 
Rose was found and her body 
at the bottom like that made 
me think of a time some 
years ago/The bridge had 
Just been fixed. I think there 
had been a bad accident. It
was high water. I was 
standing right about the 
: /  
baby and had had to give It 
up. Anyway. There I am, 
figuring it all out. How I'm 
going to do It and ,all that. 
Nobody would even know. 
Lots of people go In the 
Skeena nd are never found. 
I wonder how many are not 
even missed. Some they 
might say good riddance. 
Well along comes this 
i~rse. He'e a big kind of 
round to the aide and stares 
at me. Jwf for a moment. 
Maybe me second maybe 
more. 
It'sUkehe inRaying lkeow 
all wh~t you're thinking. But 
don't do it. Don't do it. 
That was some years ago. 
Now I can't even remember 
horse same by. If It hadn't i; 
gum maybe I wouldn't be, 
here now. I wouldn't be 
writing this letter. 
what rm ~rm~,:i 
sometimes it takes cely a~ 
little thin8 to eimnge your 
mind at a time like that, At, 
least it did me. I know what..~ 
who was riding or was there It means-- being lonely and, .  
anyone sitting on the horns all that. Lonely and cold. ~:, 
when it went past me that -I~veiabetngwarm.Wenesd/I 
time. I don't know for sure. more love. We don't need i~ 
same spot she must have 
been on the boardwalk. I 
can't tell you what I was white horse. I don't even 
thinkTMg. Maybe you could notice who is riding him. As Ale, of things ha l~ed to more lonely. ,,~ 
8uees. Ikn0wldidnotwant he gets ciose to me and goes' me sines then. Some had. Signme. 
'o live any more. I had had a to pass me, he rolle hin eyes Some good, I'm 8led that Thanks Mr. Horne. . . . .  
" Do You:..Know ,:,What:-: .... ::
ii,. mli 
' ' M" . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  " " i~ . . . . . . . . . . .  SL IOW 
¥oulmowwhatlonelyis? Do yon realiy want to mirror just to see another face near your own. 
know? Lonely is, every time yon see an older Lonely i s - -  being in a crowd yet it's like 
person or couple go by, you ask yourself - -  could there'sno one else there, Lonely i s -  like being 
that be my mother-- that guy my father - -  that in a stere or a restaurant or beer parlour - -  and 
couple my parents? Beeanse you  don't knew. its like nobody sees you at all. Lonely is when 
Lonely is - -  having an abortion --  then won- everyone lse is ts lking--  yet none of it is said to 
dering every t ime you see a good looking kid - -  you. . . . .  
did I do right? And sometimes crying in the night Lonely is - -  llke being in w world full of people 
about i t "  and hat ingyoursei f - -and hating Him~ where everyone lse is blind or deaf. Can't see~ 
Lonely is - -  wishing you had atelephone so it you, can't hear  you. L ike you're the invisible\~ 
would ring and there would be some guy on the man. " ~i~i 
other end; than getting a phone - -  and It never 
OONMENT --Reprint from Orown Zellerbach 
r•. • " " Lonely is - -  having to go to the Welfare, and~, nely is - -  seeing other people happy, go ing  you know they're going to ask you the saQ~el;;~ 
in and out of places at n ight- -  always in couples .questions - -  and you know you're go.lng to have'i~i~, 
or together - -  when you are not. me wrong answers, and they are going to give ;i 
Lonely is - -  wondering what it is like to be you papers to read and to fill out and you're n0t'-,~ 
married, and wake up in the night - -  m" in the going to do it. ~ /~ i~ 
morning - -  and having somebody to talk to. Lonely is - -  waking up in the night and wishing' 
Lonely is - -  not having' somebody who really you didn't. ,,~ 
needs you - -  like fix his clothes, take care of his Lonely is - -  when all the food you eat tastes tht~:~ 
laundry, fix him a lunch. Get drunk with, maybe, same,  r ~'~'1 
once in a while. Come home to. Lonely is - -  not wanting to wake up --  ever. ,~ 
Lonely is - - feel ing so down you look in your I know. :/,,~ 
Someone asked recently why we're rapidly moving ahead 
with a ~mll l ion modernization of our coastal operations In 
B.C. whenseme other companies in Canada have been 
do, in8 mms. 
The question simply underlines the fact that any plant or 
operation has a life eyrie that begins and ends depmdingon 
the economic environment that applies to an individual 
~ ts us to do this. • • ~A 
ere_ have been other times when the economlcs:~ 
surrounding a CZ ol~ation made the risks of mode,  
far too 8mat. '~ " '  
• We found our markets for exotic hardwood plyw0~ ,, 
dw~.d~g.~ .In the 18eOa nd, r es l~  mat mod~t i~. :  !
women t nelp, we e~esm a small manufacturing operation:in~. 
company, mchmon~ . . . . .  
To survive It not only needs efficient machinery but a l so  . . . .  * ' ; ' "'*' ofI~or.a host of o th~'reasons, and despite pendlng.mHllo~.!~ 
skilled people to run things; prro~dmlty to raw matetals, _..eounrs.~__m..o~on, weamo came to the conclubl~i., 
supplies and low~ost energy; access to transportation mme,e~r~.~,~ mat we ~uld nolonger operate Ocean Palls~";~ 
systems that rapidly move products to markets, and, of m me nm~ ~ It no ~ongar nt our eeonamle m~,,,,mt"V,*'~"~ 
" It survives today under adWermt owner and differ'eat sot**of~ course, markets that want the plant's products.. 
Those factors get out of balance as a plant ages, and economic factors. , . , ..... ~ 
eventually, a point is reached where the opera,ion can ..~w!~.,L_we'_~.~..i~_ .now'by moderni~ ouri,~i~* 
become inefficient. . ut~a,u.ue ~ auapun8 m our own econonuc environment ~,  
As that time approaches, a company.has to examine its ensm'e me atu~val of these operations. . ' " .., :'~.~ 
own particular economic environment and-determine 
whether to modernize orgo out of the business. • "ugly" crimes - -  and every town- -  no matter 
how small - -  is bound to have its share. Some 
newspapers like to pr ide themselves on being a 
"family newspaper". This makes it easier for 
th,mt-much easier-to concentrate on coverage of 
club meetings, sports, church news, arts and 
crafts, graduations, births marriages, deaths 
and anniversaries. It allows them to leave out 
coverage that would indicate (and warn) the 
public there are child molesters, murderers, 
rapists, burglars, crooked politicians, inept 
school teachers - -and  possibly also bungling 
doctors and crooked lawyers.on their very street 
in their own neighbourhood. 
"Since that new editor arrived, I can recall 
one clergyman saying in one small town, "we've 
had nothing but one crime wave after another in 
our heretofore happy little village." 
Far from exhausting the subject his editorial 
has only briefly touched upon it. 
But here too, space has to be a consideration. 
And the editorial too has to be "cut to fit". 
Pacific Western Airlines 737 
Jet Saturday day round trip 
commencing Jane 24 weekly 
to September so effarinS 7 
and 14' day durations ~nd 
selling at 1199. 
Calgary to Toronto -- 
Pacific Western Airlines 787 
Jet Saturday day round trip 
June 24 weekly to September 
30 el'orang 7 and 14 day 
duratlans and selling for 
$~e9. 
Edmonton to Toronto - -  
Pacif ic Western Airlines 737 
Sauu~ay day round ~p 
from,Jane 24 weemy m 
September 30offering 7 and 
14 day durations and selling 
for $1e9. 
Edmonton toVancouver - -  
Pael l lc Western Airlines 73'/ 
Jet offering 7 and 14 day 
durations. Friday flights 
from June,3 to September 29
and selling for IriR. 
In addition Suntours 
Limdtnd has applied for the 
overulght flight leaving June 
24 weekly to September 30 
with 7 and 14 day durations C~ has found some happy solutions for old age eresping 
and selling for $199. into Its operations byepmdin8 hundreds ofmillions of dollars 
on retooling plants and mWs, 
~18 But that's only because our own unique conom/e picture Apr. 2nd. 1 
Oanada's 34th Annual 
National Health Week 
.. WoridHealth 
Day-April f • 
National health week, 
ordar~l throt~hout 
Canal, has for its obJectiv~ 
the c/dling of public attention 
to all problems of health -- 
.with particular emphasis m 
prevention. 
The Health League of 
Canada for more than 59 
years has promoted a 
programme of health 
educe,Ion, to the support of 
the work of the official health 
official ~ealth deportments 
- -  in doing • everything 
possible to perfect Canndn's 
health. 
What is happening in your 
eommanity? 
Self-imposed rinks eansing 
unnecessary slclmese, and 
departments and to all death: accidents, alcohol 
possible so.operation wt~ anddrugdddiction, dgarette 
other national voluntary smoking, malnutrition and 
health organlnatinns, obesity. " . 
You, the individual citlzen, There . is a lack of 
can be active along with recreation'with tension and 
voluntary associations and stress; pol lut ion-  on. 
vironmentnl risks. Also, 
current lifestyles including 
pollution of the mind -- 
revolution in sex attitudes 
and behavlour greater 
freedom -- par sonity and 
~areles~ ass  , ading to 
venereal disease. 
|i: I dai ly  hera ld  i L?,.g 
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For All Your Burgler 
and Fire Proteotion 
The Skeets Jr. Secondary 
School.Stage Band rehearses 
for the coming Pacific 
Northwest Music Festlvsl to 
be held ~in Terrace from 
April I~ to 29~. (Photo 
courtesy of 8keeaa 
Photography Club..) 
Requirements 
Yd lowhea~ -Ace  F~ Prot ,~ton  O 
". i 
CONTACT. .  
Glenn i)arson or 
Wally Lefebvre 
• Liosnoed Private Investigator 
(604) 635-3863 
Tmm~ 
Library News 
Tired of the same old. The Commodore by C.S. 
television programs and Forester. This character 
want some truly stimulating study follows the career of 
entertainment? Why .not an ambitious English sea' 
drop dhwn to the  Qubll¢ captain thi'ough the tur-  
l ibrary where we " have halent Napoleonic Wars, 
l iterally ' thousands of The Magus, by  John 
"Channe ls" - -  and no Fowien. This is' the new 
Irrltatln~ commercials, version of Fowles' famous' 
Here are Just a few books mystery-suspmse.love 
to look for, ones so story. You won't be able to 
en~'oesi~ that we have put this one down. 
recently had to replace our _ . i 
old worn copies with new , - rave ..Ne~. World, by 
editions. Aldous ~lux~ey. I f~you 
The African Witch, by haven't rend this ene yet, 
~o]~scury .  The sc~ne_ la you owe lt to yourself to do .eo 
~o lon iu l '  Africa under' as soon es possible. ~s 
British rule. The first impact Huxley's future world of 
of. Western culture on the p~easure end contentment a' 
Enrolment Decline May 
Shut Some B.C.. Schools 
not the Job of the education and capable of respending to Brady said that of the 10 
system to anticipate the Job society's changes,. Brady provinces,nB.C, has the ' 
market and turn out people said. lowest spending on- 
to fit the Jobs, Pat Brady, "We cannot stop a t  the neducatinn per capita in the 
president of the British three Its," he added, eailins[ labor force. 
C ' ' 
Federation, snid Sunday. 
Brady told about 1,000 
people attending the 
federatlon's annual general 
meeting that the teaching 
profession has been 
criticized for not an- 
ticipating the Job market and 
tailoring studants to let. 
"It IS foolish to say that the 
COLORING CONTE 
WINNERS/ 
We had a tough job pick 
the winners. Thanks kids 
hope you all had fun t¢ 
1st Susan Stanbuq 
mltive peoples there has had 
important rq~rctmions for 
today's world. 
utopia or a nightmare? 
The Don Flows Home to 
the Sea, by  l~il~ail 
school system cannot predict 
the Job m~ket," Brady said, 
because the market is in- 
for preservation f the "open 
• mode of education for free Me warned the federation 
choice where the in~,vidusi ~at_d~ ~.7,~1~ 
student is assisted in  woma cause some sen~ -e  
v.l~, ~l..~.*v h,;n 1.1. her anUt unwn aso sore 
~-~-~t~e~'t~ the'[fillet ' ' "  teacher•  would have to 
P°Brady retraced m~y of move. 
the recent concerns of the . • ... .  a . . . . .  #- - . . - -  
[eoerauon, sucn as.  ,,,, m,h w,,~.~dnv 
demand for local control of . . . . . .  W- - "  
curriculum, cr i t i c i sm of Dave Kundal, vice- 
tax/rig the homeowner topay president of the B.C. school 
for schools a l id  declining' Trustees Association, sa id  
• '..enrelmmts in B.C, _ . .  today there's nothing wrong , g 
'me Adventures of Sholokhov. The.secondin hip fluenced by...many factors, He said 'misleading and with a lack of conflict bet- 
~berleck Holmes, by Sir . se~ o~ no ve)s aoout ~ anch as gove~nmto and incomplete ' data" ween trustees and teachers. 
. Arthur. Cenan Doyle. The narsn realities on me . technological change, releasednby the ministry of . . . . .  
nnt0 f  an~b~_,  of eoHe~: ?~ R.uss~,~ Steppes d~ur'~ d~ ,~..ilnadtutlens,,:such.. as. the . education was leading the . . . . . .  ' . " ii ' 
' timm o~ s t~e~n~t  ~ ~ ~ ~ . . 0 ~ t / o / ~  "~0o l  sYst~:'!eannot .be !~.public .~/intoi,, maMngnthe Kandal~saidthetw0 greul~ 
w~ld 's  nest ~ erin~ v, ~ M.~i~.ol~_ ~ pHze-t~fop: .-'~xpected" "to'~swing" with *'~"naiVe~: assumptloii" that have' ~a ~ ~oii~moh~ 0bJeettve ~ "
~Ivor. ' . :!. ]/te~ature m 1~85. swings in society," he said. schools which have fewer improving the education of 
, i  i n " ' " . .. The school .system should students will require fewer yoeng people . . . . . . .  . . 
 Prinoe George M.P. _ _ , :  L ~ "" ' ~ - -  
. - . .  Ostler Leaves For so ,  Amer,oa 
nappy  at u ia iope  pl sldentC rto ersl e sh  e w t~ti ~)cTlenUtocros~: president twOil e  n 
' i . . .  . . ' third offl ! . p . . .]~g Washington h gr 
~...~.,. ,~ .^. ,^ ,m ~^. ~. , .~^ ~ . . . .  e .Pe. .~e,  today, a seven-day Journey first state visit by a..U.S, worked on energy 
• . rmm v u~.-/~, u u=.~.m.~=,m~© .~.~'~,~.~__a~ to Latin Amerlca nd Mrica. president o sub.Sa.naran legislation. 
..rover., m. a eugncen mm me mearungtm mogue His first Stop Is Caracas,' Africa, visiting Nigerm ann 
tha~too~ aee at the final committee meeting,  Vene~.uela, for consultations Libels. ., . Cubisfirstoversoastrlpm 
dealing ruth the northern pipeline legislation with President Curlos An . . . . . .  office, Carter visited 
The Peace  R iver -L ia rd  Regional District dres Perez on energy,' The trip Is the second half England and Switzerland 
delel~atian was the last " rou"  to " "~" -  k..~^.^ human rights, nuclear non- of the grand; tour of the.:.,: last May' His second trip 
...:ws-,-,,~.. . ~ -5  . p a~p~m u~m~ prol i feration and Latin developing Third World that took him to Poland, Iran,- 
.met~nmuneeanan~r.uuermwasnappyconote American political issues, bo planned for late last year.' nlndia, SaudlArab.ia;En~ 
thatthebrtefnresentedb ~heRe~ionalDistrlet. He plans to fly on Wed- That Journey was broken France and Boigmm i 
appy  ote 
ef pres nted b  RegionalDtstriet.. 
incorporated many of t~ points that he con-, 
• a/dens crucial prior to thg start of pipeline 
eonstruetien in British Coh~hbia. ~ " 
n g~u 
nesday to Brazil. Later in the into two sections to allow the' Decmuber and January, 
, , .  Oubans a Be Building Mr. Oberle said that he felt that the delegation ~
was very  wel l  rece ived.u l though it  remains  to be ' i l  • ".• ' m , a s ";* 
seen whether any positive results will accrue, i ~ J~- i~r  ; .~Mim~|n~ I ~ A  
The Regional Distr/et. was re. presented, by Mr. . . . . . .  .  w. . - -  : . . . . , . . . . . . . , . . . . .~ .  . ,  ~,,~ ~ 
J ed  Woo!ley, Mr. Wally Braul, and Mr .  Tex LONDON (AP) - -  The bloekaned the island. The new Soviet bid to ingall 
MacK.e~. cn. The delegates s t ressed  the need for DAILZ Telegraph says the ~' ~Soviet leader gave in. nuclear mis_siles .Just off ~e  
.an advisory council comprised of. l oca l  and  So~et Union Is. building .a ~ Mos s commented tha t coast . o.z ~'mrloa,__womu 
. c .o r•g iena l  representatives which would, work in .. ~.cie~~ubm~e ba~.~ njuneUon with the. Piveli e Monitoring ~, ,~/ '~ ,~ ~ 
'Authority ot ensure that the legitimate co"~n~? - . . . . . . . . .  
asp~ratmns of the people ot normeastern British ' ~e  writer, Robert Moss, 
Columbia are not ignored. ' " . ~ ' who. spe.ei.alizes ~, Corn; 
n+~,. mnin mmints incl,,d,,a ~- ,h .  daa*~.,*,o murat affairs, citm semor 
. - - - .~-  - r . . . . .  " - "  . . . . . .  Western military observers" brief were: lack of proper appeal procedures, us  . . . . . . .  . . . .  • ... . ,  as his source and said . . 
ihsufflciant pen~dw clause~i reconsu 'ucuon ox' serlni survel l l•nce un. 
the Alaska Highway, an assessment of land revered the developments. 
clahm. ,manpowertralningpro~ams, thecostof In Washington, tho U.S. 
. gas laterals, property taxes ann social costs, the ~efence d partment denied 
role of the British Columbia Railway, and ira- the report. 
pact studies. The .witnesses t.esUfied th~K : the i r  Cienfuegos:M°sssaldonthecuba'sfacilitYsouthis at  
main concern was to ensure mat the  inevitable coast. Ho~ •aid the Soviet 
Union started the base in nqpstive side effects of; the massive pipeline 
l~t  would be considered and hopefully 
resolved prior to the start of construction, 
i Both Oberle and the regional representatives 
made it.clear that they are not op.po~ed to the 
pipeline, and f..eel ti~a. t c ,_nsi.derable.ben.~its,wlll 
a'~c~rue to northeastern British Columbia. The. 
concern is tha tlocal, in.put.will he en- 
eouraged e~d guarantees mace mat/in view of' 
thefaet that substantial benefits will be shared 
by all Canadians, the costs of the pipeline would 
be shared with other levels of governmenL.Th~ 
Regional District does not welcome~the prospect 
of having to'raLse local taxation rates in order to  
absorb the added cesta of the'pipeline and its 
work force. , ~/. ':;: 
Mr .  Oberle also mentioned that he is still 
-. 1971 but was warned to stop 
ins.tough note from thin 
U.S~ pres ident  Richard 
• NLIon. : ' 
' "This time round, things 
r ~- - ra ther  differant, Ac- 
cording to reliable sources in 
Washington, the Carter 
administration has so far 
.' made no attempt to warn off 
the Russians." . 
Muse did not say where the 
Soviet missiles are located in 
Cuba. n : 
In 1962, a crisis occurred 
when then' U.S. president 
John Kennedy ordered 
Soviet ~ premier Niklta 
Kmrushchev to.take Soviet 
missiles Out of Cuba and 
waiting to he~ from the province on a numberof ~ ~mASa--- " . . . . . .  
im rtant matters. This concernis hared by the  '~ ~,n~,.qra/~'~'~]~'~'~ u 
Re~lonal. District,' whxch ;.also feels ~at  s ome.,,~ Culifo ,r~a'si Mount' Trash-/ 
~basbeenmade.  In any evenc;resioents mrs re, a_: !084oot pile of 
tile Peace River country can rest asspred that .*  comp.a_ct~tr.ash .built .by 
. ' J~rana ~aglla, ~p wile owns a their ease has at least been heard. It remains to ,","~*ol . . . . .  ,, -,, - ,,. 
be seen what the.federal-Pr~ncV~lu~al an~ete l~t  "It c--~'t g'~o'~nu'~ Sh'~:i . 
~t ing  the pipeline will ua , . planto begin lasdsoaplng the : 
an ~e~melv  imuortant and sensitive matter, vp in a few months." ~ . 
respecUng i  
 extre ly i p   
, ,  . $] 
., R,R,2 Old Lakelse Lake l 
• , "Tenses  ~ 
/";i ; , i / ;2r id sandra" E*dabrook. I,.I. ' i i  
i , , .7  . $ ]  
) T IED 38  Gannet Ore,east 
' FOR Kitimat ' ~ , 
• SECOND . . . 
-R IZE  David Wemrmllsr , 
r k .  7 . . $10.00 
! 3928 Uountainv,ew Avenue 
~, " Terraoo • , i i " 
'3rd "n Lasehenko _ ' _  _ . .  
,p 4 $5 .00  
4818 Tusk Avenue ' '~ 
Terra. 
.WAY TO. GO KIDS! 
"American failure to resist amo~t ~ a .dam~.,,g ad- 
such moss z~rovoontinn ass mls~on o! wcel~lees. • 
i 
" O ' 4' T H '  H E R A L D I TU e' d" ~ , " *~h ,'8'' 97' "i ida  ~ ' ' [ " [I[ ~"  ~ " J 
6rowing Canadian Exodus Oausing Flor.__ Boom 
lVlIAMI (AP)--canadisnsfearfulofanuncertaineconomy "Theatan~a'rd]inearoundherek that ifyouwant o nella cnuse they;'re unsure about the future, 
and the prospect of Quebec separatism are pulling in- 
vestment money out of Canada nd pouring it into ~orida, 
The Herald reports. 
"Canadians are buying everything that's not nailed own," 
said Bob Potenzism, Chamber of Commerce manager in 
Hollywood, where an estimated onefourth of the 123,500 
permanent population ow is Canadian. 
It says Canadian property ownership in the state now is 
property, put a totally exorbitant price.tag on it," he said. conm'vatlvdy estimated at $450 million,, with.anoth~" $I~3 
"Some Canadian issure to come along and buy it." . billion planned by large Canadian consogtlums ]nme next 
The flood of Canadianndollars comes from individuals years. 
transferring thdr savings out of Canada and giant con- 
sortiums behind some of the state's largest commercial M The Parti quebecois, voted into power in 1976, ~as corn- 
residential developments, The Herald reports after a five- mitted the province to a referendumnon separation by 1980. 
week tnauirv. The newspaper says many investors are pulling up roots be-' 
f 
Kidnapped Belgian Baron Hooded, Ohaine d, Multilated 
PARIS (AP)  - -  The ~d. 
nappers of Baron Edouard. 
Jean Empain kept the 
Belgian industrialist hooded; 
ill-fed and chained to a Den 
during nine weeks in 
eapltivity and cut off the tip 
ofohla little finger to send to 
authorities as woof he was 
held, French police 
said today. 
Empain, head of the 
EmpalnSchnelder industr!al 
empire, was released on the 
outskirts of Paris on Sunday 
night. He now is in seclusion 
at hk Park apartment, 
Police Director Jean 
Dneret told a news con- 
. ference that three days after 
he was abducted, gmpaln's 
kidouppers sliced off the tip 
of his little finger and sent it 
to police to convince 
authorities they had the 40- 
year-old Belgian nobleman. 
There had been on- 
confirmed reports of such a 
mutiliation. 
The wound was left to heal 
by itself, Dueret said. He 
said Empain was kept 
chained to a small bed in 
such a way that he could not 
stretch out. 
"He suffered greatly," 
Dueret said. "Happily Baron 
Empoin is a very solid man 
and-~,~.h, endured these awful 
conditions," ' 
After his release, Empain 
looked exhausted but said he 
k in good health, Police 
Commissioner Pierre Ot- 
tavioli reported. 
He was freed two days 
alter police ambushed five of 
the kidnapp~s as they were 
about to pick up an $8.6- 
million ransom payment. 
PARIS (AP) -  Kidnapped Three of the pickup gang 
industrialist Bal~0n Edounrd- escaped without the money, 
Jean Empnln, freed after one was killed, and another 
two months, says his captors .wee wounded and captured. 
kept him chained and The captive, 36-year-old 
hooded, but despite rougi~ 
treatment he came home in 
good health. 
Empain, 40-year -o lc  
Belgian head of the Empain- 
Schneider indmtrial empire, 
was freed Sundaynight, two 
days after police ambushed 
five of the kidnappers as 
they Were about o pick up an 
$8 .6 -mi l l i on  tans  or  
payment. 
Nazi Maroh Through Jewish Suburb 
Opposed By Amerioan Jewish Oongress 
"a community whose gWe the village time to 
population consists of a very appealbefore the march was 
large proportion of holocaust scheduled to take place. 
survivors and victims." DRAFTED RESOLUTION 
Many residents of Skolde A minority group at the 
were in Hitler death camps. AJC meeting here drafted a
American Nazis originally resolutionnsimilar to the 
wanted to parade in  Skokie position of the American 
on April 20 to coincide with Civil Liberties Union that he 
the birthday of  Adolph First Ammdment to the 
Hitler. But on Marrh 17, U,S. Canetitution protected the 
District Judge Bernard M. right-of the Nazis to march. 
Deckernin Chicago ordered But the 72-per.cent 
a 45-day delay. 
He cited the "possibility of 
turmoil and violence.'n 
Decker struck down three 
village ordinances designed 
to stop the Nazi march. He 
said he grantedthe dday to 
MIAMI (AP)  - -  The 
American Jewish Congress 
has affirmed its opposition to 
a planned Nazi march 
through the Chicago suburb 
of Skokie although many 
AJC members voted in favor 
of nllow~g the march. 
No exact otals of the vote 
Sunday were announced. 
Rlemard Cohen, a 
spokesman for the AJC's 
gklnveroing council, said 
egaten assorti~ a Nazi 
~Jht to march were outvoted 
about a 54o-2 margin. 
The decision 'supported a
January resolution in which 
the council opposed the 
march throagh what it called 
made dear that free speech- 
is not absolute at all times 
and under all dr- 
cmnatanccs." 
There in no constitutional 
shield, the resolution con- 
tended, for "insulting or 
fighting words, those which 
by their very utterance in- 
flier injury and constitute an 
immediate breach of 
peace." 
majority vote Sunday The resolution added: 
supported the January "The context is significant 
couneli resolution that here. The Nazis appear to 
declared, .While the First have ddiberately naught out 
Amendment guarantees free. such a community for the 
spaenh and expression, the purpose of' provoking a 
courts have consistently violent respease." 
Nazi Plot To Free Hess 
Foiled by W,6erman 0ops 
~rm~uy IBeut~) -- Police West Germans detained ~s  were kl:er ~vered .  The three Western govern- 
have foiled a plan by neo- after an attack on a Dutch The mur~ saidthe ~up men~ have said they are 
Nazis to free Rndolf. H~,  army earap in the" state o f  was suspected of ho~ 
Hitler's former deputy, from Lower Saxony last month, c~,.riedout ~ermroh l~ ics  
the prison where he has . . . . .  The ~wn. ,de~, .  a. ~-  ,-to.obu~ guns and.¢!~. , . ,  
spent more than 3O years, yearold army corporal and a Lueneburg punne 
police sources said today. 22-year.old salesman, were Rcifenberg, who is handling 
Five members of a right- found to be right-wing eg- the case, was not available 
wing extremist group, which tremints, the sources said. for comment. 
Hess, who will be 84 next 
month, k the only prisoner in 
West Berlin's Spandau jail. 
He is serving a life smtence 
imposed at the Nuernberg 
war crimes trials in 1946. 
The prkon is controlled by 
the Second World War 
victors. 
willing to releaan him on 
health and' compassionate 
grounds. The ~Vtet ~Unlm, 
however, has refused to free 
him. Hess tried to commit 
suicide in February last year.  
by elsohing his wrists. 
The sources aid it in net 
clear how far advanced the 
group's plans were to  free 
Hess bby force or e0mctiy hew 
his sympathizers intended to ,  
get him out of the Jail, which 
k under constant guard by at- 
least a dazes soldiers and 
wardens. 
operated under the guise of a 
shnoting club, have been 
detained and a hunt has been 
launched for between 15 and 
23 others, they added. 
The  aourees said 
authorities learned of the 
to release Hess by force 
after searching homes of two 
Further inquiries led to the 
d~zcevery of their fellow 
conspirators., 
Armed masked men over- 
POWered four Dutch smtries 
and took theh" sub-machin~ 
guns at their NATO camp at 
Bergen-Hohne on Feb.  §, 
justice offleeals said. The 
Japanese Polioe Battle Demonstrators 
TOKYO (AP)  - -  Militant Six of the group got tothe siorey concrete bunker but PROTESTER8 SEiZeD 
foes of Japan's new in- control room on the l~th floor police ut thelr way inside, n Within minutes they were 
ternational airport who of the tower, barrinaded The police first lowered a pouring inside toround up 
wrcoked the control tower themselves inside and heavyset over the top of the. the rest of the protesters, the 
under cover of an assault by wrecked equipment for two fortress, forcing demon~' hard core of thousands of 
thousands of demonstrators hems before the police broke strators who were throwing students, farmers and lof- 
in and arrested them. down gamline bombs and tkts opposed to-the airport, 
iron bars to retreat inside, located 68 kflometms ,nor- 
theast northeast ~Of the 
capital, . 
The tough peliee qetim 
came alter a aunmanm- 
style raid Sunday by 
demonstrators who 
penetrated the airport's 
control tower and caused 
serious damage to the  
operations center. 
Before the pelice action, 
the demonstrators voweo 
today to continue their at- 
tacks on the Narita field. 
The squads of police, firing 
tear ~as and wearing special 
fireproof clothing, swarmed 
up a ladder to the rooL n 
dmouatratom tried to climb 
a 60-fcet ower ladlt atop the 
giant bunker but were 
ea~urod by police. 
Tree four were 10w~ed to 
'the ground by ropes as other 
poles rushed the  building 
and began ,~eL~ into the 
sides of thestructure with 
e~l~ torches. 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT IN A SNAIL 
Marsh World 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
vowed today to continue 
their attacks oanthe Narita 
field. 
"We'll employ everything 
we can," said Issaku 
Tomato, leader of the Anti- 
mAir~rt League. "We'll fight 
we see the airport 
abolished., 
Airport officials said the 
~ s  I smashed radar, 
meteorology eqmpment m 
the control room, and the 
es kilometres north- 
east of Tokyo will probably 
have to be delayed again, 
Demonstrations, riots, 
attacks and other blockceg 
taCtics have already delayed 
the opening of the airpen for~ 
six years, and five .persona 
have bern killed in battles 
there.n 
~uredle~t 20persona were 
Sunday when about 
e,BO0 militants clashed 
repeatedly with some of the 
IS,000 riot pollce guarding 
the airport while S,000 more 
dammatrated in the town of 
Narlta, five kilometrea 
away. Police said I16 personf 
were arrmted. 
DIVERT POLICE 
While most of the mob 
threw firebombs, rocks and 
steel pipes at the police from 
outside ti~ m~twity fences, 
groups on trucks broke 
throagh the police lines at 
various points and made 
firebomb attacks to divert 
attention from the assault on 
the control tower. 
Police said that attack was 
made by radicals who had 
hidden for. more than half a 
day in nn underground 
drainage system that runf 
through the airport, The 
police enid they found rice 
balls, bread and other food. 
canteens, an - acetylene 
eylind~ and a pushcart in 
the system. 
Five airport employees in
the tower fled to the roof ~d 
escaped by police helienpter. 
MOB FIRED ON 
The police opened fire on 
the mob, a rare oecurrmce 
in Japan, and wounded at 
least one man in the foot. The~ 
police said they fired ooly 
warning shots and said the 
man was hit by a f lcechet. 'A'  
second bandaged battler told 
reporters he was shot inthe 
1~ dozen or more radicals 
were still holed up this after- 
noon in a four-storey con- 
crete blockhome built on" 
private land near the main 
runway to serve as a loan- 
dation for steel towers to 
block the flight path. 
The blockhouse has no 
windows or doors except on 
the reef. The police attacked 
it with tern" gas, water 
cannon and cranes, but ~s  
holdouts rained firebombs, 
rocks and len~hs of pipe 
down on them md drove 
them off. 
Narita Airport was built to 
take the load of international 
air, traffic off Tokyo!a 
Himeda Airport, which Is to 
be used for domestie fllghta. 
The foes of the afrvort in. 
elude farmers who were 
forced to sell their land for 
the field, and redical~stu- 
dents and other leftists who 
see it as an anti-government 
issue and say the airport 
might be used for military 
purposes, 
More than 1,000 Hot police 
tonight swarmed over a 
giant fortress used by left.' 
wing' demonstrators at 
~p~r~S. new latin'national 
e,,di s  ht  nags  
the opening of the airport, 
scheduled for next Thur. 
sday, fled into the throe- 
0ttavioli said Empain had 
been "mutilated" but gave 
no details. This apparently 
confirmed earlier reports 
that he kcdnappers had sent 
SWIMMER'S ITCH -- Swimmer's Itch Is caused by 
,' a~ small waterfowl parasite.: The arval stages 
of tho~parasite occur in aquatlc~alls, At certain 
times during the summer these larvae leave the 
the snail and swim around In tho water. When 
they find a duck they penetrate the skin of its 
feet and legs and enter the bloodstream. Swim. 
mer's Itch Is the result of thousands of these 
small parasites attempting to penetrate human 
skln. The parasite, however, ts unable to Inf,.;. 
L huma~ beings and only causes an itchy rash 
5 • '76 f'~t_,~.. 
Alain Caillol, telephoned one of the baron's fingertips 
other members of the gang to the police as proof that 
Sunday night o urge them to they were holding him. 
free Empain, the police Empain was kidnapped by 
mdd.n 
Police Commcssioner five men on the morning of 
Pierre 0ttavioli" said as Jan.23 ashe was leaving his 
many as 10 men are believed home for his office. The 
to have participated in the kidnappers are reported to 
kid~apping and that Fanpain have demanded a ransom of 
was moved several tishes between $10 million and $20 
during his captivity. He told million in Swiss francs. After 
the  police he didn't know weeks of negotiations, the 
where be had been held. $8.6-million payment was 
The kidnappers freed the agreed on. But the police 
baron Sunday night on the intervened because the 
southeast ide of Park and go 
gave him a few francs. He payment of ransom is an, 
tookthe subway~to he Place nlneentive to more kidnap- 
de l'0pera, telephoned his l~S .  
wife from Le Dru@tore, and The Empain-Schneider 
she and the police collected industrial group is one of 
him shortly after.n " Europe's most-powerful 
GUARDED BY POLICE ceaglomerate¢ It" haS 150 
Empain went into companies, employs 120,000 
seclusion with his wife and workers, has extensive 
• family in their Avenue Foch North Amerieannholdings 
apartment. A police cordon and did an estimated.. $4.5 
kept thron@of reporters and billion worth of business last 
photo~aphers back. ' year. 
Brzezinski Wants 
Begin's Removal 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The message to Israeli Foreign 
New York Post says  a Minister Moshe Dayan. The 
"highlyreliable" source told Post said a source "close to 
it that Zbl~niew Brsasinski, Dayan" gave it the in- 
President Carter's national formation. 
• so mn'l~ adviser, was the Israel's tate-owned radio 
U.S. official who last week last Friday quoted an 
called for the removal of unidentified U.S. official as 
luael i  Pr ime Minister urgin~ Begin to step azide 
Menachem Begin. and the governing Likud 
~e newspaper said in a party to be removed from 
Jermalem-datelined story'" Parliament to speed Middle 
that B~k i  delivered the East peace talks.n 
WANTS TO LEASE NEW COMBINATION 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
British Columbia Hydro is VICTORIA (CP) - -  The 
advertising to lease an provincial government has 
ll,O00-acre ranch it bought approved a $716,000 grant o 
last year as a key property in pay a thtrdof the capital cost, 
its proposed plans for the tobuildmorethenl00smcer 
Hat Creek epen-pit mine and citizen housing units in 
thermal generating plant in nearby Saanich, Housing 
the British Columbia In- Minister Hu~ Ct~in said 
te~'ior. Hydro spokesman Thursday. The project,. 
Dave Robertann said the organizednby the Luther 
ranch was boaght under Court Society, is one of,the 
eompany policy of accepting first in British Columbia to 
offers on pruperty which offer a combiimtion of in- 
may be affected by future termediate care and self-" 
development, contained acoommodation. 
KK STYLE 
. I 
, .  • , . 
LOSES MO%EY 
Larry Sic dman; once part owner of a prosperous fuel-oil 
distributors~,~ in Montreal,' now is a partner in a Fort 
Landerdale business brokerage, placing Florida investmen!s 
for other Canadians. He says he~vaged only 65 or 70 cents 
on the" dollar fn selling out on ~e eve of the 1976 election. 
"It was worth it," he said. "Better to get out now with that 
than get locked in later." 
He said he feared his children might be discriminated 
against because they are not of Fren~ heritage. "I feel 
we're in the same boat as someone fleeing Poland, or mining 
out over the wire from East Germany," Steadman said. "We 
should be entitled to ask the United States for political 
asylum as refugees from Quebec." 
The outflow of capital also is being spurred by double-digit 
inflation and the wornelunemployment in Canada since the 
1930s, The. Herald saD. 
About ,f~00,0001n Canadian cash passed over the co~.t~ at 
the lan .dn]a. rk bank in Fort Lauderdele in Fet)ruary, ~ta u~o 
Hoimedahl, manager of the international departmmt. He 
said the benknexpeots to handle 130 million in Canadian 
money during 1978. 
The most visible part of the Canadian groundswell here are 
the developments backed by large co nsortiums. Am _o~...me 
largest b the Villages of Homesteact-a p~anned $1-bllUon 
community of 50,000 being built on 13,500 acres outside 
Homestead; 
Develovers are the real-estate arm of the giant Hudson's 
BAY Corp. and the Toronto-based Wimpey Developments 
Inc. 
A Gardener's 
best friend is a 
Bolend 
5 hp chain 
drive tiller 
.Sav ing  money is . ,~  
what gardening is ".~..~: ~ : ~  
all abqt~|~ir:~,~,~L t. ,:b~ ~. 
) : /~'~J ' ; Ibaa~.~a~y and man/l~o~u's,,,-~/,, .~ .~ 
v,twit~d!B61er~'@~hp~ain-~J~V~e~tllle~,~ ¢:,,. : - /  
Wide stance handles and console-mounted 
controls make operation easy. Add a wide 
variety of cultivating attachments and you've 
got a walk-behind tractor~: See Bolens 
chain and gear driven tillers now at . . .  
Terraoo Equipment Sales Ud. 
4539 GREIG AVENUE 
PHONE 635-6384 
DEALER NO. 01249A 
• 1978 FMC Corp  
4:M¢ Products  
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 oru Fo LJnks In Food Industry 
h '-d. t~llr Iivt'~ depend IIII ii. " 
A need I,lr i lcpendahle" _ _ ,  
supplic, ,1 w, "c, c can. iufriliou~, . . . .  " i ,~ / mml lmmm~ml  A ~k 
" r I I..I c , , " / f l e l~  r i l l s  no l  a lwav , l l  a~ree .  
:'.~7e'7~ ::~,:"~.',"pi;71"~'?~'~" m0nt. ~ach .,k i, ih0 ~o,d . i 
' I 1 " ' ' ' " " P , "  system has distinct needs  a n d  I cc~sor.~ :~d retailers prompteda ' ' . .  ". .", .. ' . 
• . pmolenls, ano I~ often ml~nn- 
consultation pnlcess abeUl lhe derail)lid bt the rc,,t of Ihe 
isi~;~ndWh~<~ntibncfa; 'in system. Vi:ol~Sh~ps t<'ere. ,,r. 
- ;  .,- ," ',. . . . . . . . .  ganized so thai repre.;,entatives of 
m,  me HnKs m me narves=-m, articular'interest ~mu-s could 
home food chain a~sembled in p . '  . . • g P . • 
~-. " . . . . . .  ' . . ,  pamcipale inoiscuksionsoiareas transp~trtali, m indu~tr~ and food The food s~stem and its 
~"ula'i°WaallnF'~deS~c~//;;>C~'n/fre" ;h~eh i~n~r~s~°ain~e~sa;/v ~;e lf pn,,!c,~,6rs c,plained Io erov.ers ~,uppliers no,,," eniplov one in I'our 
ence. c(i-*,ponsorcd hY the federa] . third dimension efl:ect to Ihe th~ requiremenls of their'plant~. Canadians. the processim, indus- 
Deparlments of Agriculture and xarious facets ofthe fi)od indus- ThN e~:hange, of idea~ became I~ alone has more than 200.000 
ConsumerandCorporate ~ffairs. t~. Consumers" representative,, one o: the more imp,wt:ml a~- ~orkers. Canadq is one of the 
to ex~:hantzc op nons an~ ideas listened to the preblem~, , f Ihe pect.~ oftile c,ml'eren~'e I'cw countries in the world Which 
on future"fired policies.~$ome produces more Ibod than its 
400 pcoplealtc'nded ihemeetings : " ' population consumes. If the in, 
reP~'°n'i""Predu<°~'°rga"'zaRice price rises ,,o<=,,o.o,o,,,,,, lions, fie'herman, marketint lobs. income from sales of food 
bourds. 'processors. disirlbutor., ]thread. and emergency supplies 
andretailers, g0vemmeats. Con. : Jn limes of famine and natural 
sumers'.and u'niversities from disasters, then the whole food 
coast-to-coast.- " . " - " system and govemmem have to 
These srakeh~lders in the food Over the past yearthe price of of the Canadian dollar and infh- co-operate to improve parlor- 
system were invited to participate rice in Canada ha~ risen almost tion in the United States pushing mance. 
in a series of workshops to 25 per cent. Some of that price up the price of rice. the situation 
cxamine:tbe problems of. each increase is because of the devalu- isaggravated byIowcroutput in "'Vee could save a lot of 
sector -of Ihe system and to ati0n of the Canadian dollar, the United States. Over the past wa~ted effort in Canada's food 
attempt to arrive at a consensus sorne is hecause rice now costs three )'ears there has been a system if we'd make more of an 
'as to the.direction tobe taken by more in the home market and decline in the United States attempt tounderstand each others 
in~lu'stry, ~ govcmmc~lt and le- tb~ref0re ismore xpensive when acreage devoted to rice and lower views, positions and interests:" 
search organizations. The work- it reachesthe Canadian border, yields in the cmp~ that were ~aid June Mcnz[es. Vice Chair of 
• shopscxumi0ed: Income Stabili- :~ • ' grown. . die Anti-Inflation Board speak- 
/ation and Support: Trade Pol- Most o f  the" rice used by Glolially. there has been a ing to Calgary-area food retail- 
icy.and Safeguards Research. Canadians. is the long gi'ain record crop of rice.this year. due crs. "Most of us would also 
Irlformation and Education variety and is'imported from the in the main to large crops in benefit from more knowledge 
%, . • 
(!ncludmg nutntmn and food Umted States. Usually the nee is countries that do nnt export heir shout how the food system oper- 
safety), Marketing. and Food shipped to Canada in >the dehul- rice. Thailand. which is a rice ates. More understanding abbut 
Aid; Processing, Distributing, led form and is. milled and exporting country, has also ex- the whole process would help 
Retailing, and Consumer Con- packaged inCanada; . periericcd lower yields than eliminate consumer suspicion of 
earns, in addition ib the" dcvaluati0n usual, food processors and retailers.'" 
UBI) Soientistli GetS366,200 Researoh Grant 
For Energy Enivronment, PollutiOn And Ooeanography 
- Sixteen Nat inna lR~rch  special research in energy, for university research in Bride; 
Council grants totalling environmental toxieoloJLV three areas  of Canadian R.L. Chase 
I~  ,200 have been awarded and oceanography, interest" and received more (oceanography) $13,300: 
U'bi~'eraity o f '  British The NRC set aaldai$2.4 tha~450 requests for funds. Heavy metal enrichment in 
~ lumbia"  scientists for milliunfor"strateglc~lraats 0nly 8~ grants were ap- deepsea  sediments, with 
" ;~ . proved, including the 16 to J.W. Murray and E.V. Grill; 
6o_. dies layoffs  fecuity. rec ip ients ,  PA l .  Lebhmd • v't stu o..o, the UBC (oceanography)  . ,500  
plant science professor Numerical studies of the 
• :" " ' " "  " " Victor Runeekles, will head Fraser River plume; 
.OTTAWA - -  l abour  ternational Wcodworkers of a research group that has L.A, Mysak 
Minister .John Murno today America; "and . .  Chi l ies :received I~15,o0o to study the (Mathematics) $I0,800 ' 
#~n0unced the establish- Per reau l t ,  a Montreal long-term effects of air Prob lems in dynamical 
~mt  of, a Commission o f  consultant; Mr. Pecrllult is ~ l l~antson  B,C. vegetation oceanography; 
~qiflry to study the issue Of- "a former presidmt of the and the environment. T.R. Parson 
l l iy-offs~and job redun- Conseil du Patronat 'du  Until now, said Prf. (oceanography) $29,600: Co- 
~c ics  in industries under quebec. , Runeckles,  the reseai'ch operative investigations of  
f.~,._~ral labour jurisdiction.. In the Intllests of emphasis has beun on'hlgh- the hiology of the northern 
l~:.~mmissl0n members mitigating adverse ffects of level expoecure to ' air northeast Pacific Ocean. re .- 
~:  chairman, : Dr. A.W.R. redundaac iu  and lay~offs in pollutants, espec ia l ly  to the Food web and biological 
~ rrothers, a Vancouver the Commission of Ipquiry sulpher dioxide.- He said far dynamics of harvestable 
!~ ryer ; and experienced wil l  study' the following lees hi knownabeut chronic, resources; • ~ . 
dlatot'; -Jack .. Munro, mstt~s, in respect of those low-level ' exposure, "whlcli G.L, Pickard " 
iii ~sldeiit,Distrlct 1 In- induestriee which fall ander may prove to  be of con- (oceanography) $44,000: 
!~ ~ :: ' . federal jurislilctionf:* :" lilderably greater ,en~ Digital CTD probe; 
• JI ,e l  o t ' t ~ t  ~m bnll ~ani l~ imd:h ly~0f f  iironmental lq)pact; ~=~ 7.: "~ ' /~$~d (oceanography) 
%.|i~'.O tli.~l~]JJ[-'L, Jl,~nisProced~el:~luflllzedt:,,,by I Prof.  Rui!eckles saidi-'he:"~,~'00: ~, 1~[et (estuary)• dr- 
y. employers; ,. . will cstsbll~ test .plots of culatlon, dynamics and 
T r e n d s  , : "  , . ,on .=. , .= , , . . , , v .  p lants  and mixing;  and =1,400 .foi a 
relations In red lmdan~ and agr ien l tura l  crops to  protab le  data  acquls i t i0n 
• .' lay-off situations, the i r l te rminehowlow!evds  of system; . I I = ' "  r ~""  : : 
Sidney Spiv~, chainnan o f  mutual. and  respective pollutants affect plant J .E . .  Hay (geography) 
t~e~Manitoba task force on gov- obllgatinna to.employees and adaptatinn, growth, and $94,700: An assessment of 
ernmcnt reorganization, said in tO thecsmmanity at large; productivity. He will also the spatial variability o f  
Winnipeg that the government " 3) access to pr!or in- study :the interaction bet :  solar energy at the earth's 
restraint program is not intended fomration on redandsncies ween plants and insects and Surface; , 
t0,~ a temporary measure, but and lay-offs;- " ' l im i ts  and diseases, under - B.R, James  (chemistry) 
~vil[ibe:a/ound for a long t,me. 4) the effectiveness of 10w-level pollutants. • $25,300: Utilization of,carbon 
~'said his force was developing federa l  leg i s la t ive ,  "Die relevance o f  h!s. mo~oxide; ' ' ,;-" 
~d¢chanisms for "long term fi- regulatory and program reseerohatemsfrom thefact Antal. Kozak  (forestrY') 
pancial restraints", measures designed to ~liiist that the inddence of sulphur' $9,000: Estimation of bark 
011 Price Increase in  redundancy, and lay-off dioxide inthe atmosphere is ' volume of. thecommerda l  
~i.~ine oil ~companics received situations; . . . . . .  ' . expected to increase as new trees o f~Br l t i sh  Columbis; 
liuth0.rization to raise their ,5) the possibility of thermal po_wer generating Jan Lega (mineral 
ga~line ~nd fuel oil prices, but changes and improvements plants that burn corn come engineering) $2S,000: Sur- 
!~!I~AIB ' reduced the size of in practices and Wocodures into operation and as new factants, properties 'o f  
~c~a.ses planned by two. B.P. of employers, unions and smelters are built in various 
C~dada was told to reduce its government with a view to parts of the province. 
planned increaseforgasoline and avoiding laY-offs ~o the Sulphur dioxide is produced 
light fuel oil to 0.2 cents a gallon exteitt poss ib le ,  and .when coal in burned and it is 
from) 0.7. Federated Coopera-.: minimizing their adverse  also a by-prodact Of the 
tiv6s~was told to cut. its planned ' effects when they do occur; smdt ing process . .  
liic!!:ase for the same products. 6)":. the possibility o f  O~.har UBC " grant  
fmin one cent to 0.6. lntotal, the. developing a ¢0da-of good recipients: ' 
~pl~mvcd price increases average :. 0.5~emsagallon. . practice with respect to  W,R. Cullen (chemistry) 
redundancies and lay~)ffs; $30,000: Microbial tran- 
• ; : .  • .: 7):any matters'ineldmtal sformatlons of metals.  ' r  l - -  I~  I{} l rs  or,;rdaflng ot any of the metallolds, and their 
foml io i~mi i tn .  , esm~un~,  with B.C. Me- 
" ' 
surfaces, flotation studies; 
and $15,000 for a thermal 
analypis ytesm; 
J.H.G. Smith (forestry) 
$36,000: Present and 
potential energy yields from 
B.C., tree species, with 
Oscar Szlldai; 
Tomiya Weatanabe 
(geophysics-astronomy) 
$17,000: Solar magnetic 
disturbances in power-line 
systems, with R.E. Horita. 
MATSQUI (CP) --  
Leonard B~trand of MSt- 
iui ;was remanded Thur- 
ky to March 28 an a 
ia rges,  of a rsonand 
~ g  and ent~lag.laid 
[ter a f ire Tuesday 
~ royed the" office of<, the ltish Columbia . Egg 
irketiag Board. Bertrand 
a'former employee of the ' 
~ l .  Damage in the fire is 
~ted  at $500,000. 
7/: 
~N CHARGED . 
TERMINAL 
(636-3680) 
ParOOl Piokup i Delivery 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- ' .0 :  , _ _~.  . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dennis Blnftead, 43, of . . . ( :  .... , , . " 
• aby; B.C., will appear • ~." ' " ' :  : "i ' • : .. ~;~ci~, co= in June ~ .U IM-h~- I  l!am01s i l l  
laeoseven counts of frauo. ' ,.:~,..< :, , ; . • , .., ,=  
and 10 charges of receiving .. " 
~teommlsa l~ following :Ohai~i,, I lw l lWs-  End Tables - _t'/I l i l l  
ah~<RCMP investigation of l IM l l l i l l~ :  ' 'T ITs" " ' "  " • ql I l s l l l i  
Ma:Mf l lan  Bloedel  L td , 's  " mmll!! i lmle 
0g-tradlng division. Bin. ' . : ,~.-.- . " ' . • • A :  ' ' 
"eedinaformermanagerof ' " ' . " " ' \ " ~.-.~ion Suitel (gilohen & Living Room) 159.00 
~: , , -~: . . - - - - - -  _ . , . + . " .  . , . ~ , " . ,  , , ; : "  , .. 
!' :PROTECTING' TRAIL . . . .  " ~:Wc~om~. (cP) - ~he • . Bod l i  Box Spnngl : 
hl 's '¢0r lc .  A lexander  ' . ' " . " .  , • ' ' ",  . ,. ' : 
.Mekenz leGrease  Trai l  :.'~-. - - - - - - - i - -  - m a ~ m , ~ m ~ u : '  ;' -~: "". : ' 
~t~i'eun Della Cso]a and an 11 "' n u m u t i i n . l m u n u u m  ~ DRESSERS OR OHESTS i 
~ea:nort i i  of Qtmsnel will be • " - - - -  - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  = - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  ~'  r l ' ' t . . . . . .  " m 
' ' t~ted  and llpgraded by ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  | = ; ' "  ' ' . . . .  " l~.:p,ov=oi., ~o,~e.t,,:~| . .: IIO~FIII| Sr ST!!IIES, WASHER 011 DRYERS I 
~m/Bawl l ,  l~,~reauan ena . l  . ~ . . .= . L = =';'r'=' . . . .  ~ ' m l ' Q  m m ' ~  = ~ n - -  - -  - -  - -  = ' ' ' = m 
~onleii'ail0n~/i~hdst~, ,said , : I : .  . .'....~:~ .. : ].<.." "., . .  " .  : - ' • 
~midii~,:The'friillWU u~i : • :~' . : [ District :of- Terrace Only [ • l u te ;  ana wa Y I " : • • 'Mai!lumale on hfi Journey to I ~ L : - I 
Deflation citation nomination 
for Wynward, Sask. employees 
"1 '% 
I 
A nnolinathm fur a Deflation 
Citation was received this week 
Skein Wynyard, Saskatchewan. 
The employees of Crawlbrds 
Ft~ls. a Ixlultry eviscerating 
plant in Wynyard. have agreed to 
a new ¢ont r : l c l  which grants them 
no  co lnpcnsa i lO l l  Inc rease  a t  the 
lime of evening. Wages nlliv be 
adjusted ~ the end of Ma)" lind 
Ihe.end of Seplenlber to a¢coln- 
modate changes in the tom of 
living since Jann;iry. 1978. 
"'The employees are aware of 
the staid of the indusiQ' and this 
was their answer to one of the 
problems, rising costs." said Mr, 
Crawford. 
The workers, who number u.~ 
manv as 300 during peak times. 
am I~lr the inosl part members of 
the Retail. Wholesale and De- 
parlolCnl Store Union. Craw'fords 
Fnods rproduces more than half 
the eviscerated poultry products 
of  the province, supplying por- 
tion lots for fast femd chains and 
pre-cooked preducts marketed in 
all pans of Canada. 
Nominalion submitted by Mrs. 
V.J. Goodman. News Editor. 
Wynyard Advance. 
Book Tells Who Owns Our Cities 
CITY FOR SALE by Henry Aubin, James 
Lorimer and Co. Ltd., Toronto. Published in 
January, 1978. Who really owns our cities? The 
" Rothschilds? The ..Imperial Hapsburgs? The 
Vatican? Benstar and.Trizee? 
• Focussing on the development of one Canadian 
city, Montreal, this hard-hitting analysis lays 
bare the facts about the individuals, cor- 
perations and dynasties which organize and 
finance the growth of all major North American 
and western.European cities. . 
Aubin's expose is based on almost two years of 
careful research. He sifted through musty files 
for hUndreds of hours and interviewed more than 
readable." 
Already the No. 1 non-fiction bestseller in 
Quebec, this book is an eye-opener for readers all 
across Canada. Aubin's lucid and substantial 
report ranges from money, bein K laundered 
through Liechtenstein and Switzerland to the 
ultimate heights of corporate power. He also 
examines all the major land development firms 
in Canada, including Trizec, Genstar and 
Cadillac-Fairview. 
Henry Aubin is a graduate of Harvard 
University and a former reporter for the 
Washington Post. The series of articles - -  
published in the Montreal Gazette - -  which 
400 people in six countries to unearth all the formed the basiS for City for Sale won Aumn ms 
essential information on the land development seoond National Newspaper Award and a record- 
firms and corporate capital which determine ~tt.'.u~ third consecutive National Business 
and profit from Canada's urban landscape. His WrifingAward. ' 
study has been acclaimed by urban activists and 
developers~ , by leftists and rightists, by " ~nAv ~N . l~nnv  ' 
federalists and separatists, by small and large ByI'I~IE"(~AN-~I)I'-~fl~-I~P~ESS 
;businessmen. Not one fact has been challenged. _ .. _ _ _ " . . . . . . . . .  
w,,~,, wa,~,,,~,4 ,~-- l l^tk~, , l~; l~l  t l~  ¢o,~n,,a "i~e o.~. ~uprmle t;ourt amunommt,nme l~m, was 
~.~_v~..:.~ _~=~,,~ ,~_ , ,~ ,  ~.~k'~ ,u. : ,:,~ ,,,,~.,,_,~ ruled the Income Tax Act of needed before enactment in 
iulluli~ie[ l luu. l l  t,¢ult=t ui.- l luuul Ii u lv t~u l luuuu  , 1894 was unconstitutional 83 1913. The rate then was one 
praises the  book: "Fascinating reading...  So years ago today-in 1895-- ~ cent =mincomcs higher 
often one is tremendously criticised on ill- und~emoney~athadb.ecn, than l~i,000. ~..e C~.adian 
i,,f,~,,,~o,~ ,~;o,,~= nf a,~==i,, n,, =,,~,.;o= k,,, to;~,, for coue~eawas returnea. ~rst government first ievlea 
14111.e&aa61.,i.i i~a~l .~t  v E Iv l l l l  I J  v i i  t l~v& Ai*ll ! p@lttw X~. la t J  V 1~, ;~1 nh i~; .e l  t l ,~  iT  12 t'l;,~41 : . . . . .  ,n . . I . , . ; .~  *h  e F f l~  
,Sa le )  has  got  a mass  of  cor rect  fac ts ,and  l ied  war  income tax had l a ,~, , ,a  w . . . , ,~  War hut Br i t ish 
them., together..into• .something .eminently in,l~l and a constltu~ionr'~ . ~.o~n~bin hacl led the waY+l=.  
~C~. ' . :~) . . := . ' .< i .  , l£c . '~  ..'f,.~;, ~ :l,~=~i ,i:.~"~.::<'y' '=~' ,~=.~ : : !~; I ' :~! ~"~:,~, .~"."=-~., , :~ :~ -~r;~.. l~k. "~,,,. ~: :.;~. ~ ~ ,~ " ,~#,/ : .~' .  ;;'~-S~L~.-;|- ~ 
......... . . . .  , ,Inli v 
i,,,..T ' l lr  .i W .IZ 
S VPE t 
$239.95 
Illl- 
© 
$1oo 
......... f~  
P~ 
$219,95  
SS-7§O Pair 
$149.95  
~ln-qouuS9 
I TS. 
11249.95 
.EX-1K 
$499.95  , .... 
$=99.9  
• /o , ! : !  = -  . . . . . . .  
,43 : ..-_s 
$350.00  . . . ,  $299.95  i" 
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Suzanne Burnett + ++,.. .. ~ ~, + i ~ /~ ~.. 
Quebec Radio Personality- Singer Uses Husband For Straigk Man 
mainstream of French-Ca- 
nadian culture in Montreal. 
Now married and living in 
St. Catharines, she brings 
some of that culture to her 
Ontario outpost hrough her 
weekly radio program, 
Chansons a la francaise, in 
which she interviews Quebec 
singers, composers and 
musicians for an English- 
speaking audience at last 
count numbering two million 
listeners. 
Since last September the 
(CP) - -  Suzaune Btn'nott 
calls herself an ambassador 
of French.Canalen talent. 
A forme Montresler, Mrs. 
Burnett brings to life the pic- 
ture many anglophones 
holdoof a usbeooise, legant, 
vivacious, clever and 
dressing with an unerring 
sense of style. 
Once known as Suzy 
Rochon, fashion model, 
reporter, television and 
radio personality, her early 
years were spent in the 
show has been funded by the solitudesare h rself and her "WbenlflrstmovedtoOn- In one corner sits her under his funding. Mrs. 
Ontario ministry of culture angiophonehnaband Gordon tarinlwouldalwayserestaa secretary ,  Jncque l ine  Burnctt began to write to 
and recreation, which of radio station CHOW in scandal in restaurants. I Paradis, writing to artists, Quebec promoters and 
syndicates it free to 19 radio Welland, Ot. would wave my hands and record companies, agents, singers onlY to find herself 
stations. Although Mrs. Burnett talk loudly--just as we do in hotels, - pulling together Mrs, ignored. ~, 
At a time whoa anyflfing does all*the interviews, she Montrea l - -and Gordor unrnett's two-or thrce-duy 
concerncng Quebec is ap -  and her husband provide a would kick me under the trips to Montreal where she 
pronchedin a spirit of deadly joint -iiit~0ductlon and table before I noticed the does her interviews. 
seriousness, Mrs. Burnett commentary. ' whole restaurant was "Herel do the first edits of 
uses her show to make fun of 
the "deux solitudes." n
BANTERS WITH 
HUSBAND 
For the .purpose of the 
hourlong show, the donx 
','My husband plays the 
straight man," she said 
laughing. "He mimics my 
accent and corrects my 
English right on the air." 
Listeners enjoy the banter, 
staring at me." the interviews," she said,' 
"But you know," she said, gesturing towards a large 
turning serious. "You have tape deck by the windows. 
to work at anything you care "The artists I interview have 
about. You must look for the not complete control of the 
good, not the bad in these (lit- English language. When we 
she said. They like the idea ferencce." .talk they ask me the English Halifax Restaurant Owner of ahushandandwifewho +orda in French, so whenl kid each other about culture OFFICE CRAMMED ~ome hack I have to edit all Mrs. Buruett"s office is 
and language differences, jammed with files, tape that out." . ' 
W a s  Immigrant D i s h w a s h e r  ,,we candothatbecause dacks, recorda nd souvenirs Originally, she and her 
there is respect for each from every corner of the husband id the show from 
other's culture, world, his studio in Welland and 
slips from behind the desk, Later came a one-ycar 
dons an apron and becomes holiday hack in Greece and 
one of the chefs, when he returned, he and a 
Life in restaurants i  not nephew opened one of the 
new to Kamoulnkos. He best -known Ha l i fax  
started as a 12-year-old dish- restauranta--gapata's. 
HALFAB (CL) - -  Jchn 
Kamoulakos came to 
Canada to profit and leave. 
After 20 years, he has the 
profit but he's still here--and 
liking it., 
Kamoulakos was a 
Greeknimmigrant  two 
decades ago hoping to make 
money he could take hack to 
Greece. 
He now spmdf his time be- 
hind a desk covered with 
paperwork, making business 
deals and keeping an eye on 
a closedcircuit elevision 
camera which is focused on 
the order-receiving desk in 
the kitchen of Pepb's 
Restaurant. 
The camera is not a tool 
for spying on employees but 
simply gives Kamoulakce a 
quick way of knowing when a 
sudden rush of business 
develops. At that point, he 
washer in a restaurant in 
Sparta. In his late teens he 
came to Halifax with enough 
money in his pocket o last a 
few days. 
8TARTEDLUN- 
CHEONETTE 
He washed ishes at first, 
thon~went i to the kitchen as 
a cook. Later, he and a 
brotherin-law started a 
luncheonette in rented 
premises on a downtown 
street in" Halifax "became 
we had no money to put 
down." 
Five years later they 
bought the building, 
remodelled it and went on 
with their work. 
Kamoulakca chose the 
menu-Greek and 
Mexican--for the restaurant 
though "I had to do some 
studying for the Mexican 
food." 
He opined another 
restaurant nearby in 1976 
and included a jazz club 
downstairs. 
Things are going well, he 
conceded, though he was 
reluctant to discuss himself 
or money. 
"People Mink I have 
money. I don't know. All I 
know is that there's a lot of 
work involved. I just want to 
make myself comfortable." 
Seven Free Trips For 
Ahmed the Egyptian 
the next crossing to France. 
But the French wouldn't 
have him either. 
Both sides ~ remained 
adamant and ferry officials 
were stuck with Ahmed, 
ferrying him and his car 
hack asd forth. 
Each night, British Rail, 
(RP( - -  Lovelorn Egyptian 
Ahmed Kandil never did get 
to sce the girl he came all the 
way from Cairo to visit. 
He did, however, cross the 
English Channel seven 
times, get free bed and board 
during his visit and a free 
flight back to Cairo. 
owners ~of Scalink Ferries, 
The trouble started when put .him in the im- 
he left Dieppe for England up 
by ferry with a car be buught migration block~ shipping 
in France. him out again in the mor- 
• • n~ng,  . 
Ot~  ' arrival*~ ., offi~ials-~+-"- Aft~' tlte~fftVeiith er6~ing, 
refused Ahmed •entry Sealink officials gave up. 
' because his papers were not In arraagemmt with the 
in order, home office, it was decided 
He was shipped back on to fly Al~.med, who had no 
money, back to Cairo at their 
expense. 
"In situations like this, 
under in.ternatlonal l w, the 
carrin~"is left. holding the 
baby, so to speak,' said a 
British Rail spokesman." 
"We.had no option." 
"He was taking up 
passenger space,, although 
this is not our Imsiest time of 
the year." 
The reasoanfor Ahmed's 
unkind trontmmt +'by "~ Ifn- ~ '~ 
migration officials? 
"All we can say is that his 
papers were false," said a 
home office spokesman. 
U,S, Insurance Branch 
Will Become Canadian 
TORONTO (CP) --  An 
American insurance com- 
pany's Canadian branch will 
be operating as a Canadian 
cerpomtion i  the next few 
months, the insurance 
company's president says. 
J.R. Cox, president'of 
Insurance Co. of North 
America, Philadelphia, said 
the move is part of the 
company's program of 
domesticating foreign subsi- 
diaries. 
lie told a meeting of the In- 
surance Institute of Ontario 
that INA of Toronto has been 
a branch operation for many 
years but the arrangement 
has proved unsatisfactory. 
. He said the same capital is 
q 
used for Kansas and Kenya 
as well as Canada and that 
causes undue complicationf 
in foreign exchange ex- 
pusures, regulatory issues, 
reinsurance r tentions and a 
myriad of other technical 
problems. 
Cox said the move to 
greater domestication will 
also be a means of using 
newly dedicated capital that 
should be raised when it is 
not needed. 
The tendency to raise 
capital only in crisis times is 
sometblng he' has always 
quarrelled with, he added. 
"Assume that an in- 
surance nompany .can 
produce a pre-tax return on 
equity of 15 per cent. But 
taxes absorb about half of 
this return and divtdeeds an- 
other quarter or third. 
CARRIERS 
WANTED 
,.-sick 
,,,.) 
TERRAOE 
Webber 
Goulet, 
and 
Pear area 
"I was so stupid," she saici 
with a laugh. "They did not 
know who was  Suzanne 
Burnett. They knew me as 
Suzy Rochon. 
To insure a safe driving career, 
trust the experts to show you 
how. It may save your life. 
~ Skeena Driving SdmO 
B,C, Government Bonded 
636-7532, 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
Mof'fat 
Home Laundry 
Heavy Duty 
2 Speed Autowauhor 469.96 
Heavy Duly 
Electric Drier 289.96 
pair 749.90 
,.x 62.49 
! equalpayments ' 
of mJ  802.39 
PHOHE 
636-6367 
THORNHILL 
Kofoed 
and 
River 
area 
.... i / 
Queens ay area 
DALLY HERALD 
4664 Lakelse Avenue 
DICK 
TBcP~M. Furniture & ApplianOes 
Terrace, B.C. 
FREE DELIVERY TO TERRAOE 
& KITIMAT 
ON THE SPOT FINANOIN6 
OPEN A TOTEM AOOOUHT 
638-1168 
ED 
J t 
,, ..) i 
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+ ~ ~ . • .  ' ~ + WEL-TNURS.-FRI.-SlT. +
~,~. :1  ' '  ~ G R O C E " Y  'B i le  u U l '  'm " ,A . .  i 
: EvaporatedMilk,.oi,,o.,,o,.,,n, ........ 2/ .85  60LFBALLS OOFFEEPEROULATOR 1 
' " 6 CUP 
Vegetabne Oil Garden land. 128fl. oz. Tin ............ 3.49 :x'o",',,, .x3.9 9 : : c~ reX 5n 9 7 i 
} Fnour .o, +,, Pur.se. 201b..Bag ................................ :.2.59 nl B~Yt~LE 0HA-IN;LOI)K CORN BRO0i 1 
1 $ STRING 
21 Cof fee  . . .  Reg. or Fine Grind. 1 lb. Pkge ................ 3,19 . . , ,1.99 o-+ 1 .97 :  ~ : Each 
}i:: Instant lhooolate Hersheys. 21b:Tin.........l ,99  1 -:-.mH-UiS-i-'- BriCK uo wl,i+-~- 1 
~i  : -  . ! i :  'i )O~eE~Ce~hetat ~L~ANIA  12" _ _ _ 
* +/ Hilroy. Wide or Narrow ' " , - C ' ~, Loose Leaf Refills Rule. Pkge.~2OOs ........ , .99 ~rsSp* ia l  1 6 .9  71 Each 1 29 .  
~i~- - ,+- - -~o~.~-  . . . .  =--, . . . . .  - . . . . .  - - - - -  I , • ,:;/: ~p .  t . . . .  '~p .  Fancy. Halv~ t d '' m '' i i  I . . . .  i I . . . . .  l . . . .  l J j  i l l i J J l  ~ 
~+Soupv.. . , . .o, , , . .  3 / .69t  Peaoheso..,...,,O.T,..69 WEED-OUtER I PAINT ROLLER SET x- 
~/~= Boans .,h Pork,4,, o. ,;...32 ! ~ookies:;.~=,.,,,o. ,, 1 ,29  , ++ :~. " ' Harmonle • PaullM. ~ a lp  1 " 
~ d' r d ' " q " ' " J " " g*" TRIM'ALL A A A A I TRINEL a A A ~r" 
~-- . ,  . .~- - - - . . - -  . . . .  ___  . . . . . . . . . . .  ; - -  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  _ _ _ _ _ _ .  . . . .  F - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
~i -~ Government I }i PORK eo~ ROAST, . . . . ,  Pork ......... . .... .u.dl. 15  BUSHEL BASKETS I OIL BASE PAINT 
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Silver broom warms,up for Patienoe stronger when skating . time longer 
world ourling showdown " 
When T~n Schaeffor won Carlman at lead, Schanffer 
the Swedish Curling has 30 year old Fred Rid- 
Champlonchlp two week8 doratadat seeondandSvante 
bsck, the cast for the tenth 0edman (~5) at third. 
annual World Curling While Sweden was 
Championship n Wtunipea, deciding its Silva" Broom 
March "27-April 2; was entry, so also were Canada 
and the United StateS. completed. 
Schaeffer was the survivor 
of a 24 team diminstion 
series that began aweek ago 
in Unknplng in south Sweden 
The 24 teams, divided into 
four i~oupe of six teams 
each, played a round-robin 
series with the top two in 
each group advancing to an 
eight team double knockout 
ser ies .  
Along the way, such 
Swedish curling notables as 
Raanar Kemp, last year's 
Silver Broom winner, end 
1973 Silver Broom champion, 
K Jell Osearius, were 
diminated. 
Kemp lost in the quarter 
finals to Lars Sahlin of 
Karistad, 4-3, and Sablin was 
in turn upset by Schaeffer. 
The Schaeffer rink has 
Silver Broom experience in 
the person of the skip, and 
lead Boa Carlman, Bc(h 
were members of KJell- 
Oecarius' 1973 world win- 
nets, and wore rt~mars-UD tO' 
Kamp in last years' Swedish 
Chemplonahip. In addition to 
The Brier, held in Van- 
couver last week, attracted a 
record crowd of 63,~1 for the 
week, and they saw Alber- 
ta's Mike Chernoff rink, with 
Ed Lukowich threv~m~ last 
rock. take the Canadian title 
with a 9-2 record. 
The win for the Medicine 
Hat team provided another 
Brier first, for it marked the 
first time ever that a former 
schoolboy champion has 
gone en to win the Brier. He 
attended the 1961 High 
School Championship where 
he was runner-up, and then 
Won the title in 19~. At that 
time, he skipped end threw 
18st rock fur the Alberta 
side: this year in the Brier, 
• he threw last rocks while 
Mike Chernoff handled skip 
duties. 
In the U.S. finals, Bob 
Nichols and his Wiscomin 
foursome, took the American 
title with a sterling record of 
11 straight wins. Included in 
that 11-0 record wera vic- 
tories over former U.S. 
By JOHN MoREmON 
LEEUWARDEN, 
Netherinnd (Rentor) -- It 
Uare thinking of entering 
world's most. Kindling 
i re marathon, there i8 
• somcthlag you need besides 
.a sharp pair of skates.- 
~Ueoce. 
champion Bruce Roberts of 
Minnesota and Rob ~to 
of North Dalota. 
The Nichols rink has three 
members of Bud Somer- 
vJile's 1974 Silver Broom 
winners on it. Only 
Somerville is missing, due to 
open heart surgery which he 
underwent last month. 
Locken, Bill Strum and 
Nichols each moved up a __ 
spot and recruited.Bob Mur Ford  
Chrimnan to play lead. m 
~e 1978 World Cur l~ 
Championship gets an- by Murray Neff~ 
derway omclally on Mar@ In Wednesday n~,t action 
24th when the competing of Terrace Men s Floor 
rinks arrive in Winnipe~. Hockey League, the .Terrace 
Practice sessions will be Hotel team dawned Mur- 
heldon Saturday and Sunday Ford l~g lag  7 to 3 behind 
and the opening mend of the steady goal-tending of 
play wili M=dey an Heany Inane. . 
 ===thgo In a ch==ng 
The warld series winds up period Ken Crmmm gave 
with seml*llnals on Saturday Terrace Hotel a 1-0 lead. 
~d?  first and finals on April In the second period Mtw 
Ford Lo~ fought hack 
The other seven entries, in with agoal by Swan Gresves 
addition to Canada, the to tie the game nlytco have 
U.SA.endSwoden, arefrem Terrane Hotel score 2 
Italy (Ltone Rezzadore), unanewored goals by Neff 
France (Pierre Bonn), Ross. John Brimshaw and 
Scotland (Jim Sanderson). 
Swimrinnd F redy  
Coilioud), Norway (Kriatlan 
Soerum), Denmark (Arvid 
Petersan and Germany 
(Keith WendorO. : 
Terraoo Hotel downs 
Musher o0mplotos 
long kok 
NOME (AP)  - -  Col. 
Nonmm Veu~han, a vet~ 
Bruins oonsider 0anadians'tops' - 
By THE CANADAN ~ 
Considering It was a 
possible Stanley Cup 
preview, both Montreal 
Canadians nnd Boston 
Brulns were• surprisingly 
happy with a tie. 
"I will never be more 
wonder my team than Ium 
tonight," said Brains coach 
Don Cherry after the 3.2 
deadlock before a sdlout 
• ~wd of  14,602 at  Boston  
': ~.rdm Sunday night. 
,The Montreal Ceaadlens 
8re the champions of the 
wor.~," said Rostsu's'Wayne 
Cash~an, ,You play a great 
game against hem and you 
wove something to yourself 
and to your team. It's a big 
~t,"  
..For ..... the.,~-.ca~idlens, 
however, the tie marked yet 
a '  , p i  hsno i  
c~.,:'~r.!~'~ for the team the 
best ~ntional Hockey 
League, ~'~:< :~rd this season. 
"W,' we~, :~tting hack and 
lo0ki.r,~ for a tie," said Cana- 
~e~s coa~ ~cotty Bowmen. 
"A tie was all we needed. 
Thls was our championship 
@me." 
The Canadiens already 
have locked up the Norris 
Division title, and the Bruise 
have a five-point lead over 
Buffalo in the Adams 
Division with seven games 
re~a ln~.  
HAWKS BEAT CANUCK8 
In other NHL games 
Sunday,. Chicago -Black 
Hawks beat Vancouver 
Canucks 4-3, Detroit Red 
Wings defeated Wmhin~ton 
Capitals 4-1 and New York 
Islanders beat Minnesota 
North Stars 6-3. 
On Saturday, New York 
Rangers beat Toronto Maple 
leafs 5-2, Montreal blanked 
Washington 5-0, Cleveland 
Barons tied the Islanders 4-4, 
Philadelphia Flyers edged 
Minnesota 4-S, Buffalo 
Sabres defeated Colorado 
Rockies 4-3, Atlanta Flames 
upset Boston 6-3, St. Louis 
Blues and Chicago Black 
Hawks tied 2-2 and Detroit 
and Pittsburgh Penguins 
also tied 2-2. 
"What you've seen on the 
Ice is an indication of what 
kind of pinyoff it will be," 
said Montreal goaltandar 
Ken Dryden. "A tie was a 
rathe~ appropriate result." 
Beaten, took a 1~0 lead in 
the first period on Cash- 
man s 19th goal. But Mon- 
treal Jumped ahead 2-1 
midway thrc*.'~h t e second 
period on goals by Steve 
'Smtt, his 45th, and Jacques 
Lemaire, his 3~_th. 
The Bruins fled it with 
seconds left in the second 
period on defenceman Brad 
Park's ~)th goal on a con- 
troversisl play. 
Montreal centre Doug 
Rlsebroush went dawn in 
front of the Casadiess beach 
with what appeared to be a 
serious injury. Bowman 
wanted ~ay stopped, but 
referee Bob Myers allowed 
the game to continue 
because the Bruins had a 
scoring opportunity, and 
Park immediately tied the 
What sets the Elf- organizers, but In the who complete the course. 
stedentocht (11 towns race) weather. A suoc~ion of STILL OPTIMISTIC EN~ANI~ WARNED 
apart h~m other sporilng mild winters has prevented Sooner or later, he said, 
events is  the fact that it the holding of the =00- the climate will change Hints to potential entrants 
practically never takes ldlomctradamdcsinco 1963, a~,,in. - issued by the oraanisors tell 
place. Anoth~ winter has gone "Protect he lower part of Th  explanation Ueanot in by without the ca k a d f f  you look back, there them what o xpect: 
have been long successions your body with chram~. " any lack of enthusiasm on lakes which form the route of mild Winters before. This 
the pert of the cmteetants or freezing hard mouah. But year the frest came ~ late, leather between your - 
any suUeatlon that the race in mid-February, and only dsrcluthea. ' 
past 11 Frisslan towns' will lantod a few days." ."Rub your face and hands 
never be hdd again is heresy The race has bern hdd 13 with fat, 
to the hard core of akat~ times sInce 1909. In the last "Beware of frostbite.'This 
humtlea who go into tralni~ 30 years it has taken place in can lead to infection and 
each year Just in .ease. 1924, 19S6 and 1963. death. Loggers ~ the b.lg day ever does The event is divided into . "If any part of your body 
come,the man who will two. the race proper starto at oeoomea numb, go to the 
make the deetal _oq is Dr. Jan S:S0a.m. in Leewardon and neareatflret-aldP~. . 
Dave Charr~, That broke Kuperus, prealdmt of the isope~onlytoerackckaters ,,Kcopgoing steodfly ena 
the game open for Terrace rade association and a over 18 who pass a stringent don'takate alone in the dark. 
Hotel and converscly put the dlrector of one of Frieslend's medical test. The non- ,,Rememborthatwbilea 
Loiters right behind the biggest banks, competitive U-t~la~el"to~; short spell of wealm~s is 
provo~I/ni ela~ ball. ,. " starts lamed ate y . sormal, it is better to ~ve up 
Nell Ross kept things [ [o rs  ~J~R~ tcrwords dawn the same than press on and risk 
rolling for Terrace Hotel in ~. route and is open to anyone, permanent damage to your 
the third period with his three in four The statistics of the 1063 health." 
second goal of the night, race, admittedly held in Wlthuptol6,000skatorsen 
appalling conditions, give the ice for anything bstwem 
alOngAsheroftwith alliesand, from.BilIMurray Burrdl's(Reuter)BrownMra'LadPeterwen the somethinaof the flavor ef the 10and 16hours, half the time 
Name, The L0aera second goal 'and one by Lee Arm- I r ish:  Grand National event. Of 568 skaters in the in darkness, broken bones, 
smm~, but will have to.try steeplechase for the third, finish.nraCe; only 57 reached the casualttesfr°atbcte' inevitablyand occur.0ther 
8gain next game wnT~5?P time in four years today. And of the 9,~94 who began The organizers take no 
~t~u~y tbe first place Brown Lad, top weight for the tour, only 69 crossed the responsibility for broken 
the3~ mile han~cep, won a finishing line to _em-n the colinrb~ea nd heart at- 
dawnto-the wire duel with 
Sand Pit to win by three- silver cross awarded to an tacks. 
quarters of a lmath. 
Brown Lad, a 84o-1 shot 
ridden by Gerry Dowd, 
• ~ns ly  won the race in 
17/5 end 1976 and his suneeea 
emulates Red Rums 
year  in annexpedition achievemeat lest year in 
commemorating the 60th winning the tougher and 
anniversary of Byrd's tray- more famous English Grand 
ds in 19~8.80. Natimal ut Aintzee for the 
Vanahan travelled most of third tlme.n 
the Iditarod with Andrew Pat Kiely rode 14-to-1 
Foxie of Stebbins, who outsider Sand Pit, which 
crossed the line three finished 15 lengths clear of 
ssconds behind him to win, third.placed F'rantouri, with 
• the red lantern awarded the Tlm .Ryaup, at 30-to-,n 
last mucher to finish the long 
t rek .  " 
Fox/e  'a lT ived car ry ing  a ALLERGIES  ARE 
Ira8 pole with a ptann~[an. CULPRIT~ ' , ." 
on top of it sad sport~ a LIVERPOOL, England 
that read "The End." (CP) - -  Everyday food and 
Fozin took up his p0altlon a t  drink such an potatoes, tea, 
the rear of the 34 mushers coffcoortomatocscsncanse 
who completed the course serious physical and even 
soon after traversing Rainy mental illness, say studies 
Pass through the Alaska done by doctors here.,..Tea 
Range. He stopped for a few end coffee seemed to affect 
ys' shoutlag andloaded his paticots more than anything 
sled with ptarmigan, the else--caffclnecouldprodues 
Alaska aurae" bird whose irritability, pulpitatlons, 
brown plum~e turns white headache and stomach 
Antartlc Expedition In the 
late l~0s. mushed his dogs 
into Nome on Sunday af. 
gome with a 20-fcoter past tet~completlng the I,-049- 
mile Iditurod Trail sled dog Dryden. nE . . . . . .  race on hb third try. 
Olmm. l~, .~omf lm m n  nm,  f veau~t lu l l  o u&&vu dmm~ 
=,..,.,.!,, ),.,, =,a ~,~uraed succeuful completion, she 
' - '~o"  later project th~ ~.-year-old ad- 
-, t,.-~ - -"  --- .,.o,~ ~ve~turer took m more than J P Boraetean ~ . . . .  
o~,,;-a;~,.d,~m~derstobeat sour years ago. Ate us me 
~.-'~.'~=~,~.-"~..,~z~ br oldest musher to complete 
~'hS"~an'a~lnnln-----~aoai the long trek from An- 
o-",~-~v;- , ' , ,"t~'-~ ° -  emcrage to this Bering See 
~..~.,, nf P~k~mu's he- commmdty.n 
• -~ '~,=aYh- -Bo-b - - l~ l  Vanghan entered the 
"=LT.~.'~o..-----']~ reserve IcUm~xi.in 1975 and w~h- 
, . . ! , .  ~.~|= w~,,.~., who drew with-frostbitten feet, 
m=,~., nmlv hie th i rd  ~surt ~or .1"1e l r~e~aMam m auto, uu 
centre Stan Mikita for .~u~e ana ser.atenea srom~. 
,,,~,~,~, )~ ~,,,,~er mm me. ;race, e~sausu~ me 
Johnston made a big save sue - :  
Western League playoffs 
to see B0's best 
By THE CANADIAN LRE88 Re~Ina, while Brian Propp 
New Westminet~ Brulas' en~ Ray Allison replied for 
captain Stan Smyl and lh'andon. 
Victoria Cougars' leading The top three teams Jn 
scorer Gcordie Robertson each WCBL division will 
played important . roles 
durIng the weekend In 
leading thdr clubs Into the 
Western Canada Hockey 
League p~offs, • 
Smyl scored two third- 
period goals Sunday n~ht to 
break a 3-3 deadlock and 
~lve the Brulas a 6.4 win over 
Portland Winter Hawks. 
Robertoon scored three goals 
and added three assists 
Saturday night as the 
Cougars downed Medicine 
Hat Ti~era 10-8. 
Both dubs have 77 points 
in the Western Division, one 
more than Seattle Break~s, 
who were diminated trom 
poet-season play. The Brains 
have one regular-season 
pine ranalncog, tonlaht In 
Portland agaInst the 
Hawks . .  
In other season=elosinR 
action, ~ FIon Bomber- 
doubled Sashatoon Blades 8-, 
4 Saturday and Lethbridgo 
Broncos edged Calgary 
Wrm~lers Sandsy, 
Meanwhile, lle~ae Pats 
bspn the F,~em Dlvialm 
playoffa Sunday by upsetting 
BrandonnWheat Kings 3-2 in 
overtime. 
PENALTY l lURT9 ' 
Blaleddl scored the 
whmor on a power play for 
the visiting Pats, wi~o 
finishod the rqular season. 
43 points behind Brenda. 
Dou~ Wickmbeiser and 
Paul He(pro also aeorsd for 
ipfay a double .round.robin 
'playoff aeries. The two 
teams with the best series 
records advance to the best- 
of-seven divisional final, n 
In New Westminster, the 
Brulns also got two goals 
from Kent Reardonnand 
sl 
~ane~ from Terry Kirkham 
Dang Derkson. Paul 
Malvey, Wayne Babych, 
Dave Ross and Dale Ya- 
kiwchak tallied for Portland 
• which was outchot 47.81. 
In Vlctaria, Bob Jansch 
scored twice and Bill Job~m, 
Leroy Hock, Cm~ Franer, 
Gary Lupul and SIS 
Girouanndded the othe: 
goals for the Couaar¢ 
Linemates Marlin 
Mallnowski, Cal IInleaz and 
Jim Nill scored two goals 
each for the Tigers as did 
Dave Soopok. 
t ii 
RETIREES ENROL 
TORONTO (CP) -- More 
than 40 persona re enrolled 
In a course m retirement 
offered Jointly by the 
me 
school beard and George 
Brown College of Applied, 
Arts and Technology. 
Sessions begin with ad. 
Justmmts and attitudes and 
aging and go on to cover 
retirement income, wills, 
health, nutrition and 
creative leisure, 
in winter..,." :. ' troubles. , .  , ~a 
l)epke. In  Ivr;,, Vaaglmn "'~ "* :" " " " in the first period end Mlkita ' : '  ' , 
m) r~ one goal~..m~..  up. injured b in  leg • while , ', ' . -~ , . .... , , , . . .  - , , . 
. ,  meah~..hls~ Lellm --, m . . . .  ' -.', ' . . . .  • ....... • . . . .  
-- - -  Wi th  the  Gu ide ,  
our ix~ormanc~'b~uzeWe sylvania Avenue during 
~ ~.e' p l~  teams that are P . . . .  
more mentally prepared!l~..ugor~.tim.Pkr~a~l_ e" T _~ , 
. , . - -  ,h . . . .^ . . .  ,.  1,.e',, mmmpzareaaposponemem 
- " * ' -  . . . .  - you  c 'an  
good to see Miklta standi~ ~ Y.~., . . . . .  
k l . . . .~ .  A . .hm~m.  k'~ kn d Htmor~us  O! weu-wlsoers  
nu)  Ipuu~.  WM~d~VV~.~ .~ '~"  ' ~ Vn.ahnn n*  thA  f lnhd~ 
w ,au~ ~v..uD a. w.  ~ , ) ^n)~A a,~rl|na ln) nf  C]88S "~ "u"O""  m ~.  
. . ,  .,-.,h ,^ o )oo.,, )h,,) has llne as he fulfilled his March 
had its ups and dawns." - r . . . . .  r - , ,  - 
) )~,k~ e,mtr~. Dale Me- make it all the way to Home 
r.=~ .'--~,~'-h'[n-.~ a ,] of this year." The trek took Z . ' .  
~e'eee~n~md'--~'~°s~r~ days, 14 hours and  19 
by Errol Thomps-~n and minutes, i ' .  - ' - - . .  
~'..,A~ _V^Itt n land  ~'~h~nl) a t  " HIS 8rr lv81 wan nera lU~l  
" '~  " '~  . . . .  " -  . . . .  by blue~rees music from one 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~..~~.~.~ - ~ ~ '  ~::: ~ ~i~: ",:-,~:!::  ~ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : "" '  ,<~'~:::::::::~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : " '"~:::c. : : : . .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  
• :: : :~  :.:::::::.::. .. : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ============================= ~ 
Bob Nystrom had two o f  his sponsors, the ~ • i~ii~i~iiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii!~iiiiii:,~ . . . .  ~/~ iii!~!i!~::iiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiii!i~i~:ii~!~!~ > i ..... ~ .... 
goals and three 8radars*mad Srhaltz Band. Vaaghan s ~l~!~i~i~i~, ::~i~;~:, ' ~:~:.:~ ~:
Bob Rourne added two goms efforis to make the trak drew ~...~,~:.:<.:~ .~:,:~::,~.~.. , .............. : ,: ...... .. ~. . .  ~ ~'~ .: :~,~$" .- • ::,:.: :. =========================== ~..,, : 
to lead the Islanders who the support.of many youn~ :~:~<~. ~:.. "'~<. ~ ~ ~:~: ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .:< 
rallied from behind a 3-0 people at the University ot . . . . . . . . .  . ................................... .:.: . ~ . . . . . . . . .  . 
Minnesota lead. ; Alaska, Anchorage, where " ~ ~ > ~~:~:~:: ~ "::::~'~;:'~ . . . .  :">: iiiiii! ,~ ill ~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ~ :: '::i~:i ' 
, househe i  employedmanager.aS asalstantat he ' " ~:~:~':~:~:~ ::~:~<~ .... :~" ~ 
WERE NOT A TRIBE school's'Performing Arts . ~~~i~i~i~~!~I~ii~ii~!iiil]~ii:/:~:~,:i~i:~: i: i:i • : ,  : i . . . . . .  
Center. ' " ~::::=:, ........ ,~::~, .... :: .~:~:,~:~i~:~:~,~:':..:. ".> .::.. . " ......... . . . .  . ' ' ..::i~! :i~:' ii~ ,~::i::::::iii::'::.:::i~:::::::ii::i'::~::ii::/:i : ::: :: :::::: :.,::; . .. i~. ~i'ii " ' '~:. .. . 
BOSTON(AP)--U.S. DIs- .does not mean the end of ...... . . . . . .  . ......... i~!:~:::: .... i! :-i::ii::.:~:i:~ ;::~"~ 
trier Judge Walter Skinner advantureforthecolonel. He . . . . . . .  r)'  ...................... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~':<::::~.;'~/ ~::~.'~'. 
confirmed Friday. e Jury plans to partidpato next ' i~: .::~::::~: ::. ':~iii ~:~i~:!~i~ 
decision that the Warn= .:......:~:::~i::: .'~:::~::~: i/:::~.:.:::~.: ....... '::: ~:;~i,:i;:~i~i:il 
mm:~mPl~'~°ag-indinnSseveral keyWoredatesn~ in'a ' • FARMERB BREED' YAKS' '" i~;:i,.i,i::,:i~,!.:i!,,i:i,!i,i.! :::::!:;:: .. '>::,, 
the last two centuries, thus MOSCOW. (AP) - -  Soviet 
hurting their claim to ~SO farmers are starting their 
million worth of prime Mas- own herds with pe~tiareed 
sachnsstts land. The Ind- yaks, the offoclal news 
cans' claim that the land agency Tans reported 
around Manhpen, en Cape Friday..  Tans sa id  tbe 
Cod, hadbeenflle~allytakm Buluakul yak farmIn the 
from their ancestors has Permit Mountains of Soviet 
frozen all development and emtral Asia has raised yaks 
most real estate tran- wdlthln ~ up to ToO 
section, kflo]~u~s," 
I 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST .... ," "' 
Before you buy, Investl|ste the advantages of this rent- 
to.own plan. AIJ monies paid apply t~ purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing pawsr. lit and Jan The i ncome tax  return has And remember: 
months rant and drive away. . been improved  this year,  1. " 
EXAMPLES making it easier for  youLto do Include all your  original 
Based on36month lease . . • ~ it yourself. And to make it ' receipts. 
78 P 250 pickup 78 Ecooollns Van 71 C 100 CMv pu even  easier, read the six basic 2. 
S148.00per month $13&00par month S129.00par m0nlfi steps in : the  Gu ide .  You ' l l  Doub~e:.check your return 
,me end price lease end price leas. end price probab ly  find all you  need to 
$~,ws.oo . , re .so $~.s.0o before mailing it. If you have 
_or .simply return or slmjply~ r.~um_ or simply return knowthere. But if you have a refund~coming, you'll getit 
• 8 Camaro. HT 70 Zephyr Sedan 71 Do,Me.Van " any additional questions, if ~soone~ your tax form has 
$1~.00 per month S124.00 parmonth S129.00par month ~'ou ' l l f l~dthe answers in the 
iuse end price lease end price tease end price deta i led porffon Of the Gu ide .  been  done  accurately. 
$2,025.00 S1,825.00 $1A75.00 
l 
ot  s imply re turn l  or  slml~lY ,rel um [ ~ s imply return 
,,,,.,.,dr. , . , . , . . . .  , , ,  , - . .  ahead!  , . . .par  monthl$,ss.0oparmonthiSS~.00pwmonth " ~ ' !  , G O  ' lease end prices lease end price[ lease end price ) 
$1400.00 return_' $3,375.00simply return, $L035.00 . o r  simplY return.' " YOU can  d o  i t  
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ' • ' 
CALL  LARRY HAYES - R ICHARDS ' • ~ Revenue Canada Revenu Canada 
CO L L E CT 987-7 ! ! ! ' i? 1 "P',  Taxation Imp~t'.:/.~", ° :.. 
BELMONT LEASING LTD, ~on, Joseph P. Guay L'hon. Joseph P. Guay 
116@ MARINE DRIVE Minister Mtnlstre 
NORTH VANCOUVER,  B.C.D.00479A . : < :  . .  - 
Despite s tem u,s, sloop finishes first 
. (CP) --;.Wgrd0r.,~ _S)-foot ,~ter,  weekend, rerted time and m'~ m Dlvlsim~ • =.,d .~ . . . . . .  ;=,~,0" 
mu~P skli~Peor~,~ ¥ Bm~ . .TheUnlted~'.Statea_en..tr ~ Division I In unofficial of S~e~as  ~h-k'~" . . . . . .  
't-_.'~,'~ u, ~,=, , ,  ua=ueu compsetea t ie  l lu-mue regtdta. 
4us-lmot winds and a fleet of coursein Georgia Strait in 17 Weatherly, a former Three boats were 
boats to clean up the i~um, S I-S minutes .to. America's Cup cemlmigner dismuted in the gale-force 
_IVWW~e in the Southern capture  f i r s t - to - f inn  from TACOMA' WASH winds which tore sails and 
stralts yacht race during the honors, flrstover-ailoncor- FINISI-neI~ SECOND IN broke other gesur. Race of-, 
' f ldak said about SO boa~s,~ 
• • m . failed to finish " ' ,Oanadnan divers show but  o,~=-= o; ~.,,,e .~1 
==',o%o=. o , ' =m= 
.~ue., ~suc~cosfully defended also of Polnte .Claire, Lind= Cuthbert. . _., ._.~ . . . .  , 
I men's tower and three- finished third both tunes. . ,~ .u  au. ,.,~v= 
metre tit les during the ~md~am w.ce the one- E! l za~.  M.aeKa.y, of ~osninil,ns.ailed by Alex 
weekend at the Canadian metre springnoara event quene~,t]ntmectthlramthe ~o~ oz vancouver, was 
winter diving chem- Friday tower, while Teri York, of m 
idonaidl)8. ~ , Jan~ Nutter, of Markham White Rock, B.C., and 
Cca~am edged team. Divers, of Toronto, won ~e ~v~x~ ,=.,  ~!_~o~]o O.S, v II 
mate Km Armst~ in both women's three-metre UUe ~iaure,~oo,*s~.on.uu:um~u 0 Oy 
,,,,,,~ ~.~-=.,  in ~e ~=~,y, after fin|,','-, ~%~.~,~. . .u ,  =e (~)_  The ~-,*,~ S,=es 
tow~ S,nday, =,d M.?S-. ,~o ,d  I,  the tow~ eve,t peuuon, volleyball team scored the 
' ' . • : • " second coneeeutive, victory 
I of its Canadian tour Sunday Poupot plaoo first in rally ~,,.== theC=,adtan 
• . ". • national equadS4, ..-& l l .  
(Reuter) - -  Jea-hierre. ' 5,000-kilometre rally, the ~acks back to the Kenyan "', 13-15, IS-ll before 1,00o 
Nleolea and JesaClauae French t l  only enetched caldtai fanI. 
L~ebvre of France roared the lead In the cl0sin6 hours . . ' Canada lost to the U.S. in 
Nalrobl in t~dr mud- anth,,,s,,~,,o,~theirrlvais ..mmvedual.ho_norswere.ail Edmonton Saturday after 
-.-~_-----amatm'°d Pe~eotu~ 504 coui~ -~ v,-- n.-.. utaern" mat was left at s tue  winnint he opening ane od 
• -~-~"~'u . . . . .  ,,, ,~,, ,i,= ----~th Safari. on the sllpp~y so . became none of the teema the tour in Calgary. 
Rally. slopes.of Mount Kenya an(l ..main .ts~.ed the tlFee cal..to '£ne final stop for the 
Although wel l -p laced droveanearlyfaultlms~nal me .s~sb ne~. ed to;qua.u~ touring teams is Tuesday In 
~rouJhout, the five-day stretch over water4oi~ecl mrmemanmacturersprme. Nmaa~no. 
I Ill IN I I  I I 
• BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
I I 
SUZUKI, iotoriiyoloii, end. N ielSen Auto Rep air 
IIooosiiorioii, in steak Newt ' -~. 
• ~ l ' *k '~ '~ '~ , L IC I [NC E D M E C HA N I C 
BUglNF ,~I  L . ICENCE 122612-  B 
EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
4539 Grelg. 63S-6384 ao?e IIMPgON CREI. PHONE 6SI.~I98 
OeeleirNo. 01249A SU2UKIGOF, S~It~D~TANC~! Tznn,c=. s.c..voG =,= ass.sees 
.... 
I STYLING. HOTWAX DEPILATION I 
...... I -  - " (NOCUTT ING) i  . . . . . . .  I 
/*:~&i~.~4KaiUm St. " Phon' ns.oas I 
I (Sunnyhi l l  T ra i le r  Park) ' ~ I 
4623 takelse ( ) Phone 635 
I I 
- $~ellite Yh~yl 
Custom Furniture. Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
. =..~u~¢.~M~ Repair. Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies - 
-' Boattopping & Hardware Viny l  Car Tops 
Headliners- Tonneao Covers - Auto Carpet - V.W. Seats 
7E BUYAND SELL  recovered In original color and material, front& back 
S ED BOOKS. s~25. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather- Complete 
• I 92 B Old Lakelse Lake Road Corvette,, s~pplles. 
•., Antique Auto Restoration 
tone  635.3081. R.R. 2 Johns Road 
.- Phone 635.&148 . 
I 
i i i 
SPeO'Doo 
• Hales Cabinet luff len-Lid,  
• and Millwork . . , o  G Katum St, 
L Terrace; B.C. 
Custom Kitchens . . . .  PHONE 638.1991 
Residential and Commercial Exhaust Systems - 
• Shocks 
5110 Keith . Phone 635.5455 Jstom Pipe Bending. 
I I I ' 
MR, BUSINESSMAN!, 
This Span Is Reserved 
i For Your Ad, 
, Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
m 
 GORDO 
,,,,,,0,,'='.!!,.,.,....,.,,... 
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iTHUNDERTRAIL 
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~!i n,, F,.=., 
Morn I spied, 
=139,0' 
N 
"'""i's. °° 
i Sinai 10 IIpoId| 
~i r Imop 
31" d ido  
• ~ ,.',do.. 
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Band director and music teacher Brian Bellleads the Skeena 
Junior Secondary School Gold Band Into an up-beat. 
Trumpet player Dave Farkvam tries pere~sslon for size. 
I 
A's need owners !help 
OAKLAND (AP) -- Major pay to help the A's out of 
league baseball owners their lease at the Oakland- 
might be able to provide the Coliseum.- 
"I would think we'll have a key to unlock the snafu 
which has prevented decision by tomorrow 
Oakl~dA'sfrom ovingto (today)," said Kennedy, a 
Denver, a team general 
manager said Sunday. 
Bob Kennedy of the 
National League's Chicago 
Cubs said there is a 
possibility the owners might 
kick in more than the $1 
million they have agreed to 
former manager of the 
Oakland club. 
The Oakland Coliseum is 
reported to be ~cok~i~ n. 
million to allow the A'e out oz 
their lease. In addition to the 
$1 million already com- 
mitted by the owners, A's 
l 
, . , ' : ? ,2" .  ' .  
The fifty members ofthe Skeena S.S. Gold Band and director 
Brian Ball. 
Gold Band dears 
throat for festiival 
by Anne Davis 
Left toright, Mlke 8andyke Alto saxaphone player nt¢~ 
MeKinnon Tony Appels, trumpet player Dave Farkvam. 
Starting on April ~d, the 
Bands in Terrace will he 
selling tickets on a first of its 
kind, Yamaha lotto with over 
fifteen hundred ollars worth 
of prizesttt There will be: 
four prizes for first. Prize 
winners who will receive a 
brand new Yamaha organ, 
one second. Prize will win a 
Yamaha guitar, and a third 
and fourth, who will receive 
headphones. 
The Skeena Gold Band will 
be selling the Uckets which 
are $I a piece, and by selling 
these tickets we hope to raise 
enouSh money to pay for our 
up-coming trip to the 
Okanagan in May. 
So far we have raised two 
thirds of the money required 
for the trip. Each member 
of the band nitmt raise 
(.thro.ugh fund raising ao. 
tiviUes) SIS0.00 to go on the 
trip. The whole Band is 
looking forward to t l~  trip 
as it is one of the biggest 
band4ripa that many of our 
members have • been Ont 
During the later weeks of 
April the Band atai|e-bend, 
and thek members will be 
competing in the Terrace 
Arts Festival and they are 
working hard ea theh" en- 
fries. Last year both our 
Gold Band and Stage-Band 
won firetplaee in their 
events, this year we hope to 
do as well.. 
Our thanks to all who have 
supported us up till now, and 
we look forward to yGur 
continued support in the 
futu~. 
Many more thanks, 
The Skeeaa Gold Band 
catches her tn motion. 
Jays pl 
new pitoher 
PlttsburgL Pirates of 
baseball's National League 
have aas/gned the contract 
ofopitcher Larry Demery to 
Toronto Blue Jays of the 
American league. 
The 34-year-old right- 
bander was put on waivers 
by the Pirates, with whom he 
started his major league 
HOT DOGS AREN'T 
JUNK 
Abet do~ isn't Jlmk food-- 
one wiener on a bun contains 
as much protein as two eggs, 
says Agriculture Canada. 
statement Monday said. 
Flynt and his local lawyer, 
~ene Reeves, were gunned 
down March 6 in Lawren- 
eeville, Ga., as they returned 
to the courthouse during 
Flynt's trial on distributing 
obscene material. Police are 
still searching for the 
unidentified gunman. 
A brief medical advisory 
iusued Sunday said Flynt had 
developed a small opening 
between his colOn "and the 
abdominal wall. The 
statement did not elaborate. 
owner Charles Finley has career in 1974. 
said he will pay $1 million CHALK UP  ANOTHER FIRST Demery has a lifetime 
Hustler sick , ,~t not one dime more." Chalk up another first for first time a woman has held major league record of 29 
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) -- Kmned~'e idea, which he Alma Walker. Her ap- that position in 122 years, wins and 23 losses and a 
said he has discussed with pointmmtasprssldontofthe She was Markham's first lffetimeearnedransaverage 
Marham Fair marks the Hustler magazine owner Larry Flynt continues to Buzzie Bavasi, general woman mahor, too. of $.~ 
have an elevated tern-manager  of California plane flies Georgia S t r a i t  perature but his vital signs Angele, is to have the 26 R 
are stable ahd he r.emains in owners contribute about $7,- 
000 each for seven years;to • • 
serious condition," on Emor.y make up the differeece. 
"Whether it's today or NANAIMO, B.C. (CP( - -  knowledge it was the first (~amplon, with a two horas- 
thne ever that a model plane power two-cycle ngine and 
has been flown actousthe a ulnn-fcot wing span, flew 
Strait of Georgia," Stephens about 200 kllomstrss. There 
later this week, the thing 
could still go through," 
Bavasl said Sunday. "Finley 
Just called me an ho~ a~,  
asking how the 9a .serum. 
people felt about helping nun 
out, and I'told him it looked 
good." 
Finley, however, said in a 
telephone inter~ew Sunday 
night that there was  
"nothing new" to report on 
l~s efforts to sell the A's to 
Denver oilman Marvin 
Davis and the club's transfer 
Two Vancouver men salded 
a model airplane across the 
Strait of Georgia from 
Vuncokver to this Vancouver 
Island city SIhlday. . 
Fred Stephms, a marina 
manager, and mechanic- 
G~ard McHale took turns 
guiding the resnote-contrul 
model pleaefrom a cruiser. 
The plane, wklodof'carried 
about 120 ounces o regular 
furl on takeoff,: ~:wci~hv~ahed 
about 30 pounds. '~ 
"To the best. of out 
to that Colorado dtv. ........ ::. 
said. 
It took the cruiser about 1 
3-4 hours to cover the 60 kilO. 
metres, 10ot he plane, flying 
16 kllometree an bout faster 
than the cruiser ~avelled, 
flew about hree times'thai; 
distance because it had to 
were only about ~0 ounces of 
furl left after the flight was 
completed. 
The plane has a top speed 
of about 100 kll0metrco an 
hour. 
Stephens said it took him 
about hree months to build 
circle continuously around the pinne.,n .. 
the bqat . ,  - ' : Both~ men bci~ng to the 
McHale estimated that the Radio Control Flying Club of 
One-quarter. scale A .mca British Colmnbla; 
--;-- f"~ii ~ iiiili 
"~' . . :~ y .  
Field hookey vet. dies 
- K. D. (B~bu) S~,~. tbe ~,no,,~omap~ent'~f'~ 
~w~ behind:'India a Ylc- inflictedgm~h~_w.°unda'He: 
toriom field hockey teams of was 55 /A fh~l  Kumar, ex-~ 
thelate 1940s and 1950s, died president o f  the Cndla~ 
Monday Ft  his home in Hockey Federation. ! 
l ii 
WEEKEND SPEOIJILI 
at the 
SLUMBER LODGE MOTOR INN 
Prince Rupert 
(909 3rd Ave. W.) 
Travelling to Prince Rupert for the Weekend? ' 
We have a "DEAL" for you I 
Two nights for the price of One. . i 
Reserve your well appolntecl 
• 2 bedded (I queen, 1 double) 
room for Friday and Saturday for the 
regular one day rate. 
Two people S30.00 plus tax  
Three S35.00 plus tax 
Four  $39.00  plus tax 
Dining room and lounge 
Cable - colour TV 
Close to shopplng 
For free reservation call any Slumber Lodge or 
Terrace - 635-6302 or Prlnce Rupert- 627.1711 
If you reside in Terraoe or, 
Thornhilland do net"have 
a paper oanier - - 
t we have a . 
SPECIAL OFFER 
~ ON SUBSORI~ONS 
FOR YOU!, 
PHONE DAWN: 
636.6367 
/ i/ i i  / ]. 
.q : 
i 
, ,,. , . .  
n s  .-, ~ , Bridal Gow 
- L 
, ':,.~ 
) E 
0 
't +' I 
f / '  ' / '  i %.  
Short or . '  F 
• : • . .  . .  
Long.Veils, 
• 
Headp,eces, 
Gloves " :  
• . , , , . ... , .~,~.o....  
ing Cushions ' R ' f' ": '~:. ' ' . . . .  - ' "  
a.: , .  ..... ",,\ 
Phone 6364403 
. , , .  
t 
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I . . . .  " • ' PWA • Two g l ider  p i lo ts  PI d" put d ' ckets,  weather, ]s e on t s ic P 
: ,.. i n  two  hour. s v Thecompanyhashed Tmeunionatatementsald 
i eq ey gag Pacfic Western Airlines ennnnmb, netinn tn ~t - -  ---- al . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  dlaru,., of discussions between the locks changed at some of the company. .has .been 
mamtame~ norm ~ airline services, union's l~al counsel and the their offices to e~.ure era- reluetant to.call its acuon..s.a 
. . . . .  . - operations . . . . .  today despite The wo_rk__~,, h~an__.__ director of PWA's legal ployees cannot gem access,, toc,~out oecause r W~.a 
of encouv Canadian As,. Line Era- after contract alks broke determined the union that union said. "Additionally, mass an _ earli.~ ~m- 
IByTHECANADE9 Osoyoos RCMP ~dd . .  Ra having memeers o tm rotating strikes March Sl services "it has been to their work locations, the president 19zys Eyton na 
'I_Two hang glider pilots l)ennts Richard Martin, ~, island fer William. le  , l~oyee~, tCAL~A~ w~re dawn. They aiso have bean the employ'bYes ~ of CALEA the employees have been mltmmt.~thewo.rk.~s.t~at 
Ifn~ntheceastdiedinEauter of Vanoouver, Jumlml off Arthur, 40, oz  uemeet o-the~ob, workin~toruieundre/usin8 have in fact been locked out asked to return their idm, ~wo~an. .ut~loc~eaom 
lweekendaecidentStwohours Anarchist Mountain nee m 
~aed 30 kliomstres apart in Osoycos and fell 165 metres drowned a f te r  fallin6 PWA spokesman Ruth to work overtime, by the company." tifieation cards and keys. during the Repute. 
Ithe Okaus8an. to his death. . over,Rata ~rom a pteasure Cowan said there were no Union spokesman AI 
| They were among nine Po l l .  had n0t determined bout on Satta'day. '. flight cancellations and Wouters aid that since the f p I p ' " 
IPersmns who died no. theeauseoftheaccidmhbut _ArchibeldGllchr~,.69,.o~ some delays were ex- company had stated that Eleven days o etro ollutlon 
[cidentally ill British, said it wan probably s Vancouver was fatally m- perienced because of employees who have take 
[Columbia during the holiday combination of pilot error ~ Sunday wh.co he fell weather conditions. " economic acuun are not BREST, France tAP) -- columns of oil surging rote Storms have prevented 
[weekend. Six others were and the glider, unoer me rear Wheats o te  Uncon pickets were pieced required until the dispute is Geysers of crude oil spurted the air as waves at high tide attempts to pump out the 
Earlier, at Karemno|, bus near Vancouver's at most brid~e approaches to resolved, and all the union from the holds of the shat- pounded the sidesof the U.S. remaining oil. 
Vancouver International members have bee~l in- tared supertanker Amoco tanker. As strong winds blew out of 
May 1933 
revisited 
MONTREAL (CP) --  The 
Canadian dollar tmobled to a 
new 45-year low on New 
York maney morkcts 
Monday as commercial 
demandfor U.S. dollars put 
the currency under heavy 
lXeemre. 
At the dose Of trading in 
the interbank wholesale 
market, the dollar was 
(~Mr"  
• • . . . .  L 
cham[ln~ leads at 8.a8 U.S. 
centS-JM-own early a third,, 
of-a-cant from last week s 
close of 88.68 U,S. cents. It 
was the dollar's lowest level 
since May, 1933, 
The dollaropened at~ 
UkE. cents and continued to 
slide downward for moat of 
the trading eeulon, At one 
point It touched M.~ O.S. 
centL 
~raders ~d the Be nk of 
Canada intervened to 
• prevent the dollar f rom 
too rapidly. "B~ the 
intervention obviously 
Wasn't large anongh," said 
one trader. 
They attributed the decline 
damainly to end-of-the month 
mend for U.S. dollars. "It 
was a very c~e-gded market 
.with few buyers of Canada," 
said a trader for the Bank of 
Montreal. 
l'~dore eaid the dollar 
was alan hart b7 recurr~ 
rumors in the money market 
that a rise In the han]mrate in 
planned by the U.S. Federal 
Reserve Board.n . 
a move would cancel 
out reee~ interest rate in- 
creases in Canada which 
were intruded to make in- 
The dolhur hu  hovered 
~sround the mark of 89 U.S. 
cents since the Bank of 
Canada raised its bank rate 
on March 9. 
A dasler for the Bank 
.Otmdim Natiomd aald the 
,coutinuing wea]mees of the 
.U,S. dollar, which plum. 
meted to its lowest post-war 
rate J~alast he yen un the 
*Tokyo foreign exchange 
market Monday, was also a 
/actor bchind the Canadian 
dollar's decline. 
' "H the ifoversmant do'een't 
i da something we may sso the 
dollar at 88 (U.S.) ce~ts in 
.me very near future," he 
Money markets in Etmopo 
were closed Easter M~day. 
The lowest level the 
Canadian dollar hu ever 
traded against its U.S. 
'.:coantermm was e0.06 U.S. 
~ - - ' cos ta  in December, 1931. 
~: In June, 19~3, it hit a low of 
'88,5o U.S. se ts ,  while in 
;.May of that year lln..lowest 
Value was 6.77 U.S. cents. 
Hockey 
violence 
WINIPEG (CP)- 
,., Manito~ Attomey-Gm~al 
:/Ge~ Mercier aald Monday 
~!that no charl~ will be laid 
!ima brawl betwe~ mem- 
i-hers of the Winnipe~ Jets 
:.nod Birmingham Bulls 
/during a World Hockey 
>Association game here 
Marne  ~1.u 
"the incident has been 
~.t~m~ ,,r~, e~ by my 
[=..:ci~[t~unt; Marcirrnasid 
~"in'the l¢~laiatta'e, "and I 
i~heve decided that no arc- 
minal charges be an- 
i "Tufa includes the fact 
~that no injuries were 
~. :~ed by Mr. (Bobby) 
~ HuH md he has asked that no 
~p.oceedi~___. take place." . 
:' The WHA i~une turned 
~/into a bench.clenring brawl 
~:v~n Steve Darbeno of the 
~' Bulls race~ aurora the rink to 
.~ 8hun into the heek of Hull of 
:~ theJatsu Hull wan trying to 
separate some l~  playere. 
: ~mES GAVE NAME 
i',, Boise, Idaho, takes its 
i~name trms the Frmch term 
~.las b0igs, or the  trees, a 
.t'deserJ .p~n f~ the H used 
glider Peter Rogers, ~1, of Chinatown. 1 
Georse Jmeyoff, 17, of: Victoria, was dead un arrival 4 Lytton, was killed Sunday at Pantietmho~ital after he landed on hiah-tensien whe~thevehicleln which he electric wires, was riding messed a curve 
Companion Lloyd Mat- nearnLytton and flippo 
thews, alan of Victoria, said Betty Marie Butcher, 14, of 
ha and Rogarn ware p lam~ Surrey, died Thursday night| 
to fly off Fairview Mountain when she and a companion I 
to Hadley, about 20 were struck by a ear while J
kilometrea away. They hit waikingalongastrcotinthatl 
some turbulence in eth~- Vancouver auburk I 
wlne good weather, and Her companion, Lisa Lynni 
found themselves in a Larsoun, 13, was treated in| 
downdraft. Rogers. hit e hespltal for injuries ann 
power line and than fell to released. 
the 8round. Mstthews was Pelion said James David 
not iaJm'ed. Jones, 19, of Surrey, was 
FIRST THIS YEAR 
The deaths Saturday are 
the lath and 14th ~d in i -  
related eaths in B.C. in the 
past four years, and the first 
this year. 
A search was under way 
Sunday in Barclay Sound oa 
charged with felling to 
remain at the sc~e of an 
accident. • 
Werner Herbert Gressel, 
4?, of Kitimat was killed 
Friday night in a two-vehide 
collision on Highway 35 at 
~t.  
DISI1110T OF TERRAOE 
NOTIOE 
REZONIHR 
Notice Is hereby given that a Public 
Hearing will be held on proposed Zoning 
Amendment By-law Project No. ADPo02. 
7804. 
The proposed amendment is as follows: 
.. (a) Rezone the South half of Block 32 of  
D.L. 362, R.5, C.D., Plan 967, being 370S Eby 
Street from Rural (A1), to Single Family 
Residential (R1). 
..(b) Rezone the remainder of the North 
half of Block 32 of D.L. 362, R.5, C.D., Plan 
967, being 3712 Munroe Street from Rural 
~(AI), to Single Family Residential (R IL  
The proposed By.law may be viewed by any 
at the Municipal Hall. 
The Public Hearing will be held in the 
Municipal Council Chambers, 3215 Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C., on Monday, April 3rd, 
1978, at 7:15 p.m. 
Any and all perso~s having an interest in 
the proposed Zoning Amendment By-law 
Prelect No. ADP-02.7004 shall take notice 
~and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk.Administrator 
Only 15 -minutes 
from downtown 
"Vancouver 
Enjoy the beet in hospitality atthe Sheraton Vllle.,,n ~lnxln8 
mini reeod,..Juat 18 minutes from downtown Vancouver, Each 
comfortable room has colour T.V. end music: some rooms offer 
c euany b.elcony overlookin8 the lush 8roonery of the garden 
courtyard and 5edted swimming pool, (~'ve sot an indoor 
pool tool)There's nightly entertainment In the Caetde Lounge 
end a superb menu in our dining room. Pull facilities Ior 
business meott~ge~ banquets and seminars, Parking to 
plentiful and free, Ask about our Weekend 8uper.Pscksp, 
~ See your hovel esent or call toll • ~'~"~k / '~  ,sberaton-  
4331 Dominion Street, Bumaby VSC 1C7 433 9311 ( 
Airport in nearhy Richmond, volved in such action, they Cadiz on Sunday as More than 50 million 
at the PWA ticket counter have all been locked out. blowing up the wreck to free gallons already have leaked 
and cargodepot. SHIFTS OVER more than nine million from the vessel that ran 
The $50 members .of the Tee last workers still on 
association were advised by theJobfinishedtheir shifts at gallons still in its ruptured aground and broke apart tanks. March 17 off France's north- 
the company Sunday that I a.m. today. Observers who flew over west coast at the southern 
their services were not A union news release the hulk in e helicopter saw cud of the English Channel. 
THE EXCLUSIVE Heavy Duty G.M.¢, 
Truck Dealer In D.0,'S Northwest. 
, " ~ ' . . . . .  " / i  =L ~ ' '  
~ ~i,i'i 
THE EXCLUSIVE i)adillae Dealer 
in B,0,'S Northwest 
LEO 
DE JONG 
Sales 
LARRY SHERMAN 
SALES MANAGER 
RALPH TRELEHBURG 
SALES 
Buy Now at '77 Prices~! 
!977 FRONTIER 
23' Motor Home 
$18,8860. 
the west, a fleet of British 
tup with chemical 
dispersants went on stanby 
to protect the Channel 
Islands, a British tourist 
mecca in the English 
Channel.. 
GORDON HAMILTON 
SALES 
1977 FRONTIER 
23' Motor Home Air-oondHionedj swivel seats, 
tilt wheel, cruise control, flouroooent lights, 
...o.,.,,, $20,000o o 
mMc j,! gw n 
Number 1492A Teleph°ne Terrace, B.C. 
• . ';, 
I" 1 , ' 
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II I,~IR: ~I'Z3 F,~ I 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore end to 
determine page tocatlon. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, clssslfy 
0r relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
.the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement end 
box rental. 
~, Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
.#lthin 10days of expiry of en 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
• Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
~NI  claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
rp:elved by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
• publication. 
It is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser i'equestlng space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publlsh an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as publlshad 
shell be limited to the 
amount pald by tho ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of tho adverllllng 
Ipace occupied by the In- 
corred or Omitted item only, 
bad that there shall be no 
liability to any event greeter 
CLASSIF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
30 words or less 13.00 per 
;.,mlrllon, over 30 words S 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
serllo~e $1.5o par Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion oharged for 
whether run or not. 
AbsolUtely. no. refunds after 
ad hes been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2rid 
Inesrtlon. " ° 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cants pick up. 
Sl.25 moiled- 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available" upon 
requesh 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATEs 
22. cents per agate line. 
Minimum ct~rge aS.00 par 
Inesrllon. 
LEGAL.  POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISINGs 
SS~0 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALSs 
M.00 per line pe r month. 
On a 4 month beads only. 
DEADLINE""  
on the emoont pald for : :DISPLAYs ' • .... 
'~dvar t l~  " ' " "' """ • ' '  " us ~:00pmiSdays W.lor. 
:..'Advertisements m t -- bll~Ion.do"~ " " ' • 
comply with ~he British iN ~ . . . . . . .  
C~lumble Human Rlghhi Ad ea a¢cnmi=n, ...... 
which prohibits any ed. ; 'nT~' .~ ' '~ i . . .n . .  , .  
, '  . . .  • . . .  11  t l - - - - l - - - -  I :UV  ~ l l l l l  ~ . 1  p l l ~ l ' ' I V  
verflllng 111a1 OlS4~rlnlHflRITOI mahlneJtiSi day 
Ip lnst  any parson' because " ' "  . . . . .  : "" " 
of hls race, rollglon; sex, -ae:,.*.n..-,-..~..-';-'--..,al I 
• + . , , • . m I IW ~ p ~ g i i l l q~ I 
9ajar, natlonellty, anceMry . N.S,F..dlmm.•: ~:. : 
~placeoforlgln, or because ** . - - -~- -  ' ~ : 
~!| age Is behvesn 44 and 65 WEDDING DESCRi@* 
years, unless the condlflon is , TI~DNS:' '" . ': :: ' 
Justified by a loons ftda No charge provided news 
requirement for the work subnlltodwlthlnonmnmth. 
Involved. SS.00 prod~lan chorBe for 
wedding md~r ongqlem~ 
pictures. News of 
(wrtte'.ups) received ons 
PublishodatTerraco math or more aNer e~ent 
• B.C.  S days a week  S10.00" charge, with ~or 
Monday to Friday, of- without picture. SuNed to 
condensation. Payable In 
samoans advance.- " 
PUBL ISHER 
Don CromacK CLASSIF IED AN- 
: NOUNCEMENTS: 
SUBSCRIPT ION ,' "".. '  
RATES .. mr lha  ' , . ,  . s~ 
" l ;~k, - f lv -October  1, Fuaori is '. ' ' S,,~4 
. . . . . . . . . .  Cords' f . . . .  S~0 1977:"  ....... . .:. ...: . o .Than~:  
,.. : . / . : A~r le lNo ,  w , .  s,so 
sin,iicopy .c F~ONE,~ 
'By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year  34.00 
By Mail  3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth32.00, The Terrace ' Art 
By Mail year 40.00. 
.Senior Citizen year: 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
BOX 399, Torrece, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
- Telephone: 
.2~s7  
HOME DELIVERY 
Terroce & Distrrd 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 63F6~S7 
~keena District Girl L;uldei~ 
~. ~u ld  like to announce the 
OlXmlng of.a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
mla. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 10. who are In. 
hwested please cat! d3S~1061 
d' 138-1269 (c t t ) : " . :  ., 
Association b SlXmorlag an 
exhlbltlon of 7,1 pefntlngs 
m for sale, by le t  end 
regional artists In the 
Terrace LIIFary ~ Room, 
until April S. " • 
Entry forms are now 
available .for those who wish 
teenier emir otis, o l f to~d 
hobbles In the Terrace 
Annual Am end Crafts Show : 
on April :12 aed 23. ~They can 
be picked up af Tor.o Craft, 
Wlntarland, end 
Crafts, or by writing BoX lid, 
Terrace. . 
" i i i  
Catholic Wolnens League 
will hold thalr Sawing Tea. 
Bake and Plant sale.-on 
SaturdayAiPfli Nh from 24 
p.m. at Var i lu Auditorium 
Terrace. - -  
11ck~ are 1still available for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Winnlpag .Ballot. M~y 
.Stha*ndBthet the R.E.M. Lee 
.Theatre In Terrace. . 
• . Tl.¢koto cost. • 18.00 -' 
Riduced Prk:e of 14 for 
~l ldren for Saturday 
- - . . . . . . . .  et Matlme'Parf0rmanCe only. 
e:*~...~..,.a "k~, 0h~. Klnethl wr0m, wu~m.~m~.mqm, 
w, , ,~-"  '.-! ..... " .  a.~,..,_ ~, ~,a Terrace and ~ ~rda  ,'-~.-~'~ . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
pm. Skeena Secondary . . . .  ? ' ' . 
'G,~m War 30 In- nm0rmtim: ~ .piilmno' d3S-3101. 
dlvMuals and-groul~l., hove ~,-TerraceArt~mctal lon 
. . . . .  • macrBme, . . . . .  Ioouths..,, ., . . . . . . . . . . .  ara-e is spmsarln0 I Ilfe.ck'mviNI 
ceramics, craTvs, v . ~.,.~.,;,,,*k,, =n,.k.~i v , t , ,  
~i | . .  ~ , |ok  I ~namd'~Rp! th l  W41qh~t l lV~ Iw•  ~q~,~m,  te  l~amm 
mnma .,,,, Iv,,- ;-- -.-- n~ PnHS mnwfl, March a I on 
children, bake SOleS, : :  ".-i_"2: ;-- ,: .- - :.-- .- 
' . . . .  ' ' " "  r ~ I I ,  .~r j |  , i  'al~ 2 111 I N  
¢on~lon  and.varlom ~he ~.~;;,~..th...v ~ ]nn,v., 
i'ntM'S~Ing, Ix)ethel L""  To re" ' ' i s  ~'~-~" ",~'~;~,,,,k'--~',. 
' " A A i ' I ~- '~  r ,~  ~ 4 t ~ c h  v M .m ,~p.~,~,~ umr  ~,  
. ,~..m,as,,~ ~ ~ .w ":.'",~T- ~ .:wrlto~. 4711 Tucks- Ave,, or 
ChlMmn unoer e-. r rw ,  : 'ph0M 435-2964./' Limit of IS 
'HEALTH ' )CARE ' .FOR' I~, "r!m~'. '~ , ' : -  
SENIORS A St. Jolin Am- . . . . .  .' , 
bunonce' Course Y~u.am..W_eht W.t_.~e mmlnB 
. nevlr, too old toJearnl: For  heldevery:T(~ue~kl/y, M7 pz~, 
i': more Information, please. ':M tlt~ 'Knn~ Q~dted.C l~ 
Mre.Cerol Harrison/"*Hllb 4N~ Ludle,  A'd~nuo, 
I 
Picture Loan will be held 
Wedhesday, April 5fh, from 7 
• p.m. to 9 p.m.'In the Terrace 
Ubrery Arts Room. All fines 
will be waived on overdue 
paintings. Newcomers 
welcome. For mor(~ In- 
formation phone 635-2325 or 
d,15-2000. 
B.C.O.A.P.O.. Annual Fall 
Bazur. H~vemher lath 
197~./Ar4H18 Banquet Room 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starling at 1:30 p.m. 
:.Tharnhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 41h Frlday at the 
Community Centre from 1:3¢ 
- 4:00 p.m. 
• :Adult Clinics - Ak)n. Wad. & 
Frh, from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
~.  & Thurs. 
'ItAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL &IB.7~Ltl 
OR 
i~S.T/21 
(ctf)" 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, SwIngtime News, pl-tu J -y,,= 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control yo,r angry feelings ads, dances, for Swingers'In 
toward them? Wash. and Western Canada. 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you Est. 1969. S3 per copy or free 
become the- loving con- details. CY Club P.O. Box 
structive parent you rosily 2410, New Wesfminstar, B.C. 
want to be. ~ - V3L 5B6 (!)0-21) 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday nlgM at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. THE HOBBY HUT 
For more Information phone Ceramic supplies & 
63S-3747.or 635.3823. ' Greenware, air brushing 
MILLSMEMORIAL available • custom firing. 
THRIFT SHOP 3936 McNeil St. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 635.9393 
Auxiliary would appreciate. / t 
any donations of good, clean. ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
clothing, any household EI4ctrlcel end Refrigeration 
ifems, toys etc. for their contracting. 
THRIFT SHOP. • "l~use wiring. 
For pickup service phone 4,15-5176 
635.5320 or 6~.S23,1, or leave (ctf) 
donations at the Thrift shop FULLER BRUSH 
on Lazelle "Ayenue on  
Saturdays between 11:00' Order now by phone. Phone 
a.m. end 3:00 p.m. Thank or make an appointment. 
you. (nc) Morale 635.9721. 
" - I 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Iobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
STANDARD MAN 18 HERE 
JO I~URG (CP) dardizatiun (]SO) has for- 
- Standardization has ~ a technical committee 
ceught  up  with the hmnan to standardize the mink-  
body. The International fac tm Of artificial body 
Orgenization for Stan- parts througho~ the world. 
New Business 
Not l isted in our 
B.C. Tel Directory. 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITA.L - S35-2040 
We "re 
Listed 
Here! 
BOYD$ BODY SHOP.  635-9410 
% 
TERRACE OIL  BURNER SERVICES -.635-4227 
THE HOBBY HUT -d3S.trJg3 
THREE R IVERS WORKSHOP - 6354238 
GEMIN I  EXCAVATING - 635.3479 
Free - for. ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
| I f  yOU wish your Business lmu ,~ , ,  . . . . . . . . , !  
whatever 
your 
STRIKE 
~ ¢ :,: : .  
: eHt 
W, 
TAKE A LOOKAROUND YOUR/ 
, • • . • . .  
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM 
Ir "~,  ~T~._  ~ 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
, i  . ,*.  
Ill AT TH!!S SPEOIAL RATE 
"6 - LINE S'6 DAYS'6 DOLLARS 
" . , -  , 
I . . . . . . .  - . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "I Print your ads in 1the squares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
I H I I¥  I IR | ln  Mail  .coupon with $5.00 cash ! your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
| " " ' "  " ' " ' "  • Cheque or Money Order to: : , 
i ' u21111KE IT RIGH" :" : ;"Str ik'  It Rich" Ads i Items may not exceed $350 in value. Price must be included in the 
I _ . . . . . . _ i . . . . . _ . ,  • :ThoDaiiy Herald I advertisement. 
II ' nn~ • ." 3212 Kalum ' ' I 
l Please allow o'~e s~ce batweanwords Terrace,  B.C, VOG 4B4 ~ Your  adver t i sement  w i l l  run for  f ive consecot ive days  upon 
i I I t l i  l i i j i  I I  i i i J J J J i  I J l l l  .I receipt of coupon and accompanying payment . .  ' 
! I J I I i I I i I 1,1: I - I  I / :1  I I / i I i i J J I I No cancellations or refunds. , " 
S . . . . .  ' I 
n I I I I I I  i i  I I I  I / I I  i i  I i i i  I I I I I  i i No busin;assadspleese. . . . .  , , 
I i i I*1 I I i i'1 / I  I,rl ' I i t  I I J i I I I I i t I Advertisements must meet  the l l~ l l i l y  Herald advertising sten': I - ' I 
0 I I:J I I I~11 I I  I I I  1,1'1 I I i I I I  I I I I ":l UBrds. , : 
I , , .  . . . .  , i  I 
I Name; . . . . . . .  - - . - - - - - - - -  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  I Strike It Rich ads cann0t be taken over the telephone. . : 
,"'"'-"---"-'----- .......... --' - u, m. .  m "  • ~',t,, Code . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . _ . . _  . . . . .  l 11SMS I Classification . . . .  . . _ __ .To lep .o . .No  . . . . . . . . . .  "I  FOR I IN  V i I: 
' . . . . .  ~ : ' ntap'] d tide Speeia,. Rate TMay'*--t , TumYour Deny Wands into Into Instant 0ash u TakeAdva m k ~ I .  . . .  , ; ; , _ _ , , . _ _______ . . . . . . ,~ .  . . . .  . -  . . . .  j 
\ 
? 
, r  
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:! 
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Am fully experienced on 
Skidders, Cat and Rigging 
Crews. Phone 635.2771 ask 
for Ed anytime. (p5-22) 
!9'HELP WANTED 
COUNSELLOR 
Kitimat, B.C. 
The Terrace 
and District Community 
Services Society requires a 
Counsellor 2 for the Kiflmat 
branch of the North West 
Alcohol and Drug Coun- 
selling Services program. 
Candidate must be able to 
work with a minimum of 
supervision with both alcohol 
and drug dependent persons. 
The Counsellor will be 
required fo perform client 
assessments, referrals to 
epproprlate professional and 
treatment services, par- 
tlclpate In case conferences, 
complete client case 
documentation and statistics 
and maintain a high degree 
of community liaison. 
MINIMUM 
QUALIFICATIONS: 6SW; 
or RSW; or University 
Degree preferrably in the 
Social Sciences, plus two 
years related experience; or 
completion of secondary 
school or equivalent plus 
eight years related ex- 
perience. 
SALARY: $1,300 per 
month. 
APPLY TO: The Chair- 
man, Alcohol and Drug 
Commit tee ,  Terrace 
Community Services, phone 
635.4554 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lS2. 
Further information can be 
obtained by phoning 638.8488. 
Closing date April 12, 1978. 
(C20,21,22AO5,6,7) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD, 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
22 cal. S&W revolver $125. 
Air pistol S25. Component 
casette deck $25. 2 piece 
dinghy $150. Bike $5 Drink 
Mixer $10 635.5407 (p5-21) 
2 used 15" radial summer 
tires Cheap and 1 pair 15" 
mags, to fit 6 hole Chev 
pickup 635-9741 (p3.19) 
H.D. Snap-On Tool box, 
Industrial roll away work 
bench type. Like new Con- 
dltion $800 or best offer: 635- 
9638 after 5 (c3-18) 
FOR SALE: Sliding storm 
window with screen; tollat~ 
bath tub; tub enclosure; tea- 
wagon; boys skates, size 4. 
Phone 635.6612 (p5.18) 57, AUTOMOBILES 
/ 
Legal Secretarial Position 
open in Prince Rupert. 
Experienced preferred. 
Salary negotiable. Apply In 
writing to Miss Armstrong 
care of Clendonlng, Johnston 
and Hunter P.O. BOx ¢%, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. (c3-21) 
HOMEs i :  
FOR SALE 
NORTHWEST COLLEGE 
requires a Security At- 
tendant. 
DUTIES: 
Patrol of the campus as 
specified; supervision of 
residence students; main- 
tenance of residency 
records; submission of 
reports as specified; other 
duties that may be assigned 
from time fo time by the 
Supervisor of Residence. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Secondary school graduation 
or equivalent preferred; 
experience In dealing with 
people; supervisory ex- 
perience; an Industrial first 
ald certificate. 
SALARY: 
$1,152.50 plus shlft dlf- 
ferentlal & $35 for first ald 
quallflcatlon per month. 
APPOINTMENT DATE: 
1 May 1978. 
The successful applicant will 
be required to work shifts. 
Persons who have already 
applied for this position need 
not reapply. For further 
Information, phone Mr. 
KIIborn at 635.6511. 
Apply before 5 April to: 
The Principal 
Northwest Community 
College 
Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
(A4-22) 
FOR SALE: 1975 Honda 
motorcycle. 400 CB Super 
Sport. For Information call 
635-5773. (p3-18) 
Would like to buy second 
hand motorcycle. Between 
100 and 250 cc. Phone 635- 
3067. 
(P5-22) 
Suite for Rent: 2 bedroom 
basement suite, unfurnished, 
fridge and stove. Available 
April first. No pets. Good for 
working couple. Phone 635- 
5738. 
((:2-20) 
For Rent, furnished one 
bedroom basement suite. 
Close to schools, within 
walking dletanoa of tewn. 
Phone 638.1937. 
(1=2.20) 
FOR SALE: 9V, acres V, 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek on property. Power 
available. Road starter. 
Phone (after 6) 635-4094 (ctf. 
t&f) 
For sale,' 1974 Datsun. 62.10, 
very good runn!ng condition. 
Phone 635.5832. 
(P5-19) 
' FOR SALE: 3 bedroom, 1V= 
bath, full basement, older 
home on large lot, good 
residential area. Close to 
schools, fruit trees, large 
garden area. 4823 Scott 
$35,000 635-3175. (ctf16,17 
FOUR plex for sale by 
owner. Centrally located in 
Terrace, full year round 
occupancy, excellent in- 
vestment potential. Phone 
635.9471 for further In. 
formation. 
(CTF 10-.18) FOR SALE' 12x,16 two 
Stuff Envelopes $25.00 per bedroom mobile home. 
100 (passible). Information Located on tully serviced lot 
send Self Addressed in Thornhlll. Asking $13500. 
Stamped Envelope to J&G Financing available. 
General Agencies Ltd., Box Contact Gerry Warren at 
590, Peechland, B.C. V()H Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
1XO. (p20.1) Phone 635.7117 (dr) 
1966 GMC Van. Phone 635- 
7658. 
(P3.21) 
1975 Vega Hatchback. Good 
condition, low mileage. 
Phone 635.5380 after 6. 
(P5.1) 
Gne 1939 Chev Coupe in very 
rough condition. 
One Elderblock tunnel 
ram for a small block chev 
engine. 
Complete linkage kit for 
two tour barrels hollies. 
Open to offers. Phone 638- 
1849. 
(P3-21) 
74 Pontiac Venture, sprint 
package ,l.speed. Ps, pb, 
~radlo, mags, Wlhter fires. 
View 2771 Queensway or 
phone 638.1401 after 6 p.m. 
(o-21) 
FOR SALE: 1974 3/4 ton 
Dodge Club Cab, P.S., P.B, 
auto trans, radio, oanope, 
only 31,000 miles, after 4 
p.m. call 635.5187. (p5-20) 
1969 Ford - V2 ton 360 stan- 
dard. Asking $3,500. Phone 
635-6511 ask for Donnls (p5- 
20) 
1973 Toyota Landcru~ser FJ- 
40, 4x4, new brakes, reset 
valve Job, moving. Must 
sell. $3,250 or best offer. 842- 
' FOR SAt;E; By owner, 3 i 6352. Hazelten; (c7,22) 
bedroom duplex dwelling. 
Full basement, oak flour, 
double lot, landscaped, good 
locatlon. Low taxes. Phone 
635.3463 after slx p.m. 
(CM&F) 
FOR SALE: 1972 Pontiac 
Venture in excellent con- 
dltion Can be viewed at 3921 
Crestvlew Ave., Phone 635- 
Must sell: a clean 3 bedroom 3782 (p3-18) 
home. Cement foundation, 
w.w carpeting, fireplace, 1969 Mercury Cyclone 428CJ 
attached garage on a fenced 4speed 60,000 miles $1,000 or 
lot 85x200. Asking $33,000. beet offer. View 635.6511 
View at 2552 Penner or phone Loc. 262 Ask for Brad Gray. 
635.5172. . (c3-18) 
T 
(CI0-191 )970 Flreblrd PS, PB, 8 
For Sale, 3 bedroom home. track, good condltlon 638- 
Reasonably prl.eed. Large 1541 (p3-19) 
storage shed. Fenced yard. 
Near schools. Walklng 
dlstance from town. Phone 
• 635-2744. 
(C5.1) 
Owner transferred. Must 
Sell. 
Exceptional family .home, 
close f. schools and shop- 
~lng. Sunken living Room, 
dth fireplace, sliding glass 
doors to covered patio; 
[ormal dining room with 
fireplace are two of the 
features of this outstanding 
home. Large kitchen with 
built-In chine cabinet In 
eating area, mud room, 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, rec- 
",ore, workroom, and ample 
dotage areas. Complete this 
home. Large lot has fruit 
trees, garden area and 
greenhouse. 4840 Walsh. Low 
~0's. Interested parties only 
please call 635-3175 after 5 
p.m. 
(CTF) 
For Sale, 1 mini-bike. 1975 
Rupp Roadster II, excellent 
condition. Phone 635.7068. FOR SALE: BY Owner. 3 
(P1-20) bedroom home. Quiet 
resMentlal area 'close to 
75 Honda motorcycle. CB 360 downtown and schools. 1150 
twin. Low mileage, good sq. ft. Up, and_ umd°Wnus 
condition. Phone 630.1,101 fireplace. Lsrgu r p 
room. 1V2 bath upstairs. - 
after 6 p.m. Full beth dewnstalrs. 2 
(C3-21) additional bedrooms in 
72 Suzuki motor bike. RV50 basement. Fully landscaped 
In good condlhon. Phone 635. with garden area. Fenced 
5293. yard. Carport. Phone to 
(P1-19) view 635.7628. (A5-21) 
For Sale: Girls Junior 
Phillips bike. Asking $60. 
Phone 635.5226. 
(0-21) 
FOR SALE: 74 Dodge 
Coronet Custom, 8 cyl. 
deluxe Interloi'. PS, PB, 
Vinyl roof, 1;1600. In good 
condition phone 635.6394 9.5 
638-1003 after 6 (c5-21) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Datsun 
Club Cab pickup, has 7500 
miles, 1976 Datsun F10 
station wagon, 7800 miles, 
1970 International 4x4 
Travelall Phone 635-2315 (c3- 
19) 
Moving must sell 12x68 
trailer and lot. In Thornhlll. 
Has 10x50 addition with wood 
heater, wired and Insulated, 
woodshed, greenhouse lawn. 
$19,000. Open to negotiations. 
Phone 635.2641 Tuesday, 
Wednesday or weekends. 
(P3.19,20,22) 
12x60 Monarch Mobile 
Home. 3 bedrooms and 
partially furnished. 8)(25 Ioey 
shack. Asking $8,000 Phone 
635.35,12 after S on weekdays. 
(6.19) 
FOR RENT: Trailer spaces 
available In a treed setting 
within 3 blocks from In- 
dustrial Park In Terrace. 
For further Information call 
635-6611 (p5-21) 
I I im 
RETIRING? 
Adult.oriented, factory. 
bu i l t  hous ing  
developments  on 
Vancouver Island --  
Lower Mainland and 
Okanagen Valley. Into. 
.~x 40O2, Stn. A, VIc. 
!.a, B.C,; or Box 882~ 
Summ~rland, B.C. 
CTF.M31 
I I  
FOR SALE: 40 gal. hot 
water tank (cascade), 1 tub 
enclosure (5 ft.), temper 
glass. 1 steam Iron. toaster, 
1 deep fryer. Phone 635.3864 
.or 635.5775.. (p3.19) 
I (~) ~-- ~°' I 
Sealed tenders for the 
following tree planting 
contract(s) will be received 
by the District Forester, 
Ministry of  Forests, At- 
tention Reforeststlon Prince 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
1. Contract 103110-23 
Located Goat Creek Ranger 
District Terrace Number of 
Trees 15 thousand Viewing 
Date April 3 1978, leaving 
Ranger setton at 0900 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
planting site prior to sub• 
mitring a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Oeadllne for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. April 13 
1978. 
I I  II 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SI DING 
RENOVATIONS 
t;bMENT WORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
63~.4094 
I 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale: Very reasonably 
priced, attractive" looking 
pre.fab. Greenhouses. 4 mll 
poly or flbreglass covering. 
Phone 638-1768 or vlew at 
3961 Dohble St. (I)10.1) 
NOTICE OF APPLICAT(ON 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
an appllcatlon will be made 
to the Dlrector of Vltal 
Statistics for a change'of 
name, pursuant at the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me: -  
Teresa  Agos f inho  
Cavalhelro of 19-3624 North 
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) 
- -  The Prince Edward Island 
lobster fishery will be the 
benefactor of a "buyback" 
program launched a year 
ago by the provincisl 
government. 
The project began Feb.3, 
1977, as a means for up to 400 
lobster fishermen to with- 
draw voluntarily from the 
fishery by selling their 
lobster-vessel certificates 
• . . . .  - , , - '  .:~ 
Lobstermen 6ive . up Lioenoes: 
men from lobeter-fishing privileges. 
back to the government. 
Fisheries Minister George 
Henderson says If has been a 
setisfyin8 year. ' ~ 
Before the program mere 
were 1,500 fishermen in a 
flshew with a'resourco base 
of 8.5 million pounds an- 
nually, resulting in bw in- 
dividual incomes because 
too many fishermm were 
chasing too few Iobstcr. 
The lobster fishery ac- 
counts for 75 per cent of the 
total income of island 
fishermen, and this, said 
Henderson, made it essential 
to restructure the fishery in 
a manner which would 
adequately snpport those 
who prosecute it. 
The first year of the. 
buyback program showed its 
benefits, Henderson said. 
Katum Street, Terrace, B.C.. 
In the Province of British LANDINGS INCREASED 
Columbia, as follows: "Total landings .... in- 
To change my name from 
Teresa Agostlnho Cavalhelro 
to Teresa Agostlnho Fisher. 
Dated this' 22nd day of 
March, A.D. 1978. 
Teresa Cavalhelro. 
(C1-19) 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part.ttme; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our tra!ning. 
Write Ful ler Brush Com- 
pany, C.O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B ]H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(ctf) 
r PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail• Send $1.00 for our 
latest ful ly Illustrated 
Tenders must be sub. catalogue of marital aids for spread among many island 
mlfte:Jontheformand Inthe both'ladles and gentlemen, ports, "thUS ',ma~Lng that 
envelopes supplied which, DlrectActlon Marketing Inc. Lhe benefits of the prngram 
.with particulars, may be Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, .will aiso be felt in ail areas of 
obtained ,frame,the Forest, Vancouver, B.C. VBB 3X9. ourlobatcr flshury." .... 
Ranger(s) indicated, or (ctf) 
from .the Dlstrlct Forester, 
Ministry of Forests Attention 
Refores tat ion  Pr ince 
Rupert, B.C. BERNM~,D RUNS SHOW 
The lowest or any tender Dr. Chrlstlean EemlL,~, 
will not necessarily be ac- famoushcert surgeon, into 
cepted, rtm a six-hour TV sequence 
(A5-18) on surgery telling the 
magnificent story of 
medicine. 
FOR SALE: Camper for a 
small pickup. Asking $1500 
Phone 638-1239. (c5.20) 
FOR SALE: One 25' 
Stream line. Aluminum 
trailer, complete self con- 
talned with air conditioning 
and complete bathroom. To  
view call for an appelntment 
at 635.6672 (p3-18) 
FOR SALE: Empress 20' 
Motor Home. Sleep six, 3 
way frldge, shower etc. 
Excellent condition. Phone 
635.9561 (A5.20) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Thun- FOR SAI-E: 11' Vanguard 
derblrd, PS, PB, sunroof, Camper. Excellent con- 
electric seats, lots of extras, dltlon. Phone 638.1547 
beautiful car, must sell. anytime. (p3-18) 
phone 635-6611 '(I)2-18) 
1973 Ford Ranger 4x,I. Flat BR IEF  
Deck with tape deck. 52,000 
miles. Phone635.4798 or view 
at 4840 Sunset Drive. 
(P10.21) 
LOS ANGELES, Calif. 
(Reuter) - -  English 
comedienne Judy Came, the 
sock-it-to-me girl of the 
Laugm-in ehow, wash..in 
hospital Tuesday aoffering 
from an apparent drug over- 
.dose, police said. 
MISs Came, 89, who had 
two recent brutes with the 
law over alleged drug 
poesemlon, wasfound un- 
consciom and foaming at the 
mouth on the floor of her 
apartment, a police 
spokesman reported. 
1974 V.W. Station Wagon, 
good condition. Phone 635. 
3990. Ask for Joe evenings 
and weekends 635.9647 (p5- 
18) 
1974 1 ton Ford series 250. 
360.V-8, auto.trans. Good 
condition. Phone 638.1682 
after 5. 
Do it NNW 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 ,hut, off,- 3,75 
creased by some siz per ceat 
ovcr 19"/6 even thoush at)- 
proximately 110 fewer 
fishermen took part in the 
flshew due to the buyback 
program. 
"Thin clearly indicates 
that the evernge landings of 
those remaining in the 
lobster fishery have in- 
creased uring the last year 
and I feel the comisg season 
will show further evidence of 
the increased monetary 
benefits to the fLshermen." 
Wlih two years till to goin 
the program, the govcru- 
ment has purchased lobster- 
vasari certificates from 178 
fish.men and is dealing 
with other applications. 
So far It has coat S815,000 
and Henderson su88eated 
there will be 50,000 fewer 
lobster traps in P.E.I. 
waters during the 19'/8 
season. 
The minister said the "re- 
tired" fishermen were 
Thepro~am opcrates on a 
volunts~ basla,nwith com- 
pansation paid to a retiring 
fisherman depending on 
average lobster landings. 
The minimum eompematlm 
is~,000 and the maximum. 
16,000. 
At its beginning, the 
pro|ect had a $2-mllllon 
budget aimed at retiring 400 
Jill 
INVITATION TOTENDER 
Sealed Tenders, addressed to the Works Superin- 
tendent, Village of Burns Lake, B.C. and marked 
"Tender • Sanitary Sewer Upgrading 1978" will be 
received at the Village office untih 
2:00p.m. 
11 April 1978 
This prelect comprises construction of the following 
works: 
. approximately 2,300 1 ft of' 12" diameter AC Sewer 
Maln complete wlth manholes 
. approxlmately 2,200 1 ft of 8" diameter Sewer Force 
Maln 
• two railroad under cresslngs 
• one creek cresslng 
Tender submlsslons must be accompenled by either a 
Cortlfled Cheque together with an acceptable Consent 
of Surety, or 61d Bond payable to the Vlllage of Burns 
Lake In the amount of not less than ten percent (10 
percent) of the total Tehder price. A Performance 
Guaranty Bond inthe amount of fifty percent (50 
. .percent) of the total Contract Sum and a labour and 
• materials Payment Bond In the amount of fifty percent 
(50 percent) of the total Contract Sum will be required 
from the successful bidder prier to award of the 
Contract. 
Contract Documents may be obtained from the Village 
of Burns Lakeofflce, 110 Park, Burns Lake, B.C. or the 
office of Stanley Associates Engineering Ltd. 502 - )488 
4th Avenue, Prince George, B.C. commencing 22 
March 1978 upon dePOsit of fifty dollars ($50.00) cash or 
Certified Cheque. Such deposits will be refunded upon 
return of the Contract Documents In good order within 
seven (7) days of Tender closing date. 
The Owner reserves the right to waive any formalities 
In, or reject any or all Tenders, or to accept the Tender 
meet favourable in the interest of the Owner. 
'Tenders will be opened publicly at 2:00 p.m., Tuesday 
11 April 1978 In the office of the Village of Burns Lake. 
Tenders received after the above time will be returned 
unopened. 
THE LOWEST OR ANY TENDER WILL NOT 
NECESSARILY BE ACCEPTED. 
Consulting Engineers 
STANLEY ASSOCIATES ENGINEERING LTD. 
No. 502-1488 4th Avenue 
PRINCE GI~ORGE, B.C. 
V2L 4Y2 
Phone (504) 5~4-7258 
Owner 
VILLAGE OF BURNS LAKE 
P.O. Box 570 
110 Park 
BURNS LAKE, B.C. 
Phone (504.) 692-7224 ... 
(A3.21) 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Torraoe 
DISTRIOT OF TENIIAOE 
NOTIOE 
LAND USE NONTBAOT AMENDMENT 
Notice is hereby given that  a Public 
Hear ing w i l l  be held on proposed Land Use 
Contract  Amendment  By. law Project No. 
ADP.02.7809. The contract  is concerned 
with  the fo l lowing area:  
The most norther ly  36Y feet of Lot 3, DL  611, 
Range S, Coast Distr ict ,  Plan 3067 
The general  intent of the proposed amend-  
ment  to the Land Use Cont rad  between lhe 
Dist r ic t  of  Ter race  and Madig  industries 
Ltd. is to a l low for  the construction of an 
add i t ion  measur ing approx imate ly  6S feet 
by 70 feet  to the bu i ld ing situated at  S003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace,  B.C., and for 
future  addit ions as may be required. 
The proposed Land Use Contract amend;  
meat  may be v iewed by any and a l l  persons 
requ i r ing  more  specif ic in format ion,  dur ing 
regu lar  business hours at  the Munic ipa l  
Hal l ,  3215 Eby Street, Terrace,  B.C. 
The Pub l i c  Hear ing w i l l  be held in the 
Munic iPa l  Council Chambers on Monday,  
Apr i l  3rd, •i978, at 7:30 p.m. 
Any and a l l  persons having an interest in 
the proposed Land Use Contract Amend.  
ment  By . law Project  No. ADP-02-7809 shal l  
take  notice and be governed accordingly.  
E.R. Hal lsor  
C le rk .Admin is t ra tor  
a ingrmaaon slip 
(T4U) hlthe mail. 
I f the slip hasn't 
arrived... 
• If you didn't get a T4U 
from us, go to your local 
post office. Pick up a postal 
reply card to apply for 
duplicates. Fill it in and . . . . .  
mail it. You'll get your 
duplicate T4U in ttme to 
file your tax return. 
If the slip has 
arr ived.. .  
If you did get a T4Ubut 
needa replacement for any 
reason, also use the postal 
reply card:/Mark ".r_.ep~ 
merit" onthe card m the 
_up~r fight hand comer. 
the slip has arrived. :~ 
but .you need more in fo r '  
marion... ' ' 
If you did .get a.T4U and 
still need an iten~ed state. 
ment, fill inthe same Card. 
You must Write thetotal :: 
UI.benefitS you got in 1.9~.: : 
somewhere on the card. . . . .  
This is important. It w i l l :  
help.us get your statemmt to 
yoti in time. You'll f'.md the 
total benefits figure m 
Box"B" ofyour T4U slip, " 
Canada's Unemployment 
Insurance Program 
WOrking with people 
Who wantto work. 
I q~ Employment and Emplolat 
!mmlgration Csneda Immigration Canada 
Bud Cullen, Minister Bud Cullen, MInlstra 
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the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
I ~ t~A~/.~Y t./A,~PER.,. ~ FOR YEARG I I ~PIO~R-MAN HAPN'T I ~  [ IT" P ~ 't,441~rdMVO~Z'LL ITHE VI I . LA IN  
' _ _...~:T.'VE tEEN AN i IAPP~ARE(~, HI~ K~OLE I ~|  LON( SR ]WIN Lmi /E -R~TIN~ J WILL WIN.- AN~ 
. _=r_n_ ,v , _ua  , -----.:. 
P e t ?  - .. .... , . ;" 
"~. . .  What kind of day will • ~ ~ I W  
- By Abigail Van Buren tomorrow bo? To find oul what (Oct. 24toNov. 22) ,t'7"fl" 
• . ' .". the stars ay, read the forecast Much deep thought should go 
• Ot9781ffCMca0oTdbune.N.Y.MewseY~l.l~g. given for your birth Sign. into this day, There will be 
I] 1" " ' : • " " • ARllr.q • proposals and counter- 
t , ~  proposals. Do not he swayed by 
DEAR READERS: Although thls co l I  denis With (M.ar..r-'~-2_l toApr. 20) . . . "  - emotionalism or bias. Let good 
people and their peoble--., rd like to devote • uttle q~ ruled nm. uers., ~e ~ec~q.u~ judgment be your @lde. 
t0"anIIds, who are unable to spuak for themselves: ' prov.en pou~.t m ~ne .p~.. c, o uc SAGITrARIUS ~ 
'.qPIkam, de. *.emmrlmmblv 85 tn 40 mmisn 40~8 in ~ alSO De renay m constaer new (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ~"(~t~'J F
~ and ~to  ~ .~an cat., but the problem ~ the sugLes., moth~, etc. Co~!e Note ~urpio. Your ou,ook 
_.:.- , . :__e_ -:-'---~--ne-lecttheiranimule Tshe"~'s for resom~coens w:m a certam similar. Be careful not to 
n IOUr  uilmUlpm wuu B . .' "~  ' amount of flexibility, misinterpret others' meanings 
CATFISH fdop  are destroyed every dsy st the pound TAURUS ~;~ and not to be misunderstood owners don't esure. Pete are ~=~f lo ,~m (Apr. 21 to May 9-1) yourself. Shun mere gossip, byRo~erBollen & GaryPeterman 
~0M~MUM~ ,they .Mre fodimproperly--ur not at all. ' (Dee. ~ to Jan. 20) '" 
.A few quest/am and rules for do8 owners should be 
couJdured before a do8 is made part 0f • household: " 
.~  ~ ho reel~Hble ~ foedl~ and .~g the 
Pe '~ r 'WUl  wulk the ~ iemil inrly, on a islish, for 
e ~ ?  ~ 
Wh0 will see that the puppy Sets the necessary ~o~? 
is to ho ihreak  the doI, teach It manners and 
l~0vide s fenced-in place fo~ It? 
' , ~  a dog to breed accidentally is cruel. Have your 
r~.t s~d (ur neutered! if yon d~% Want her tr ibe to 
• Ow~ a pet san be • mutunUy loving a id  rewarding 
experience-if the owner wm accept his rasponnibmty 
De~ud~. To do less is • dirty trick on man's best friend. 
And that goes for cots, too, 
Love, 
ABBY moments. 
An unexpected Invitation to 
an evening et.together holds 
someinterestin~ surprises. Just 
what you ~dl  
G.~n~ lm~ 
(May 23 to June 211 
A good day for launching 
constructive plans and 
presets; 81so for developing 
belidul contacts. Just one ad- 
monition,, however: Don't let  
emotions influence your 
decisions. 
CANCER 
(~nae 22 to July 23) ~. -a  
Small things may try your 
patience, but you have the will 
power to overcome 
8gsravation. Use itl Keep your 
mind dear so you can act ap- 
propristely at strategic 
Don't shift from one plan or 
act iv ity to another without 
reason. Don't make promises 
you can't keep and do not aim 
• for the unreasonable. A day for 
caution. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Review finances, domestic 
situations, future needs. There 
may be room for improvement 
in your plans. If one idea proves 
unworkable, try another. 
. 
e, 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Overcome any hesitancy that 
could prevent you from 
producing in your usual top 
form. Aim for.  special 
achievement rather than ae- 
compllsinDent byvolume. 
Glen  . . .  
LEO ~ 
~IDEAR ABBY" First let me • that mine is not a (July 24 to AUg. 23) J~  vn ,  nnsa~ . tansy  o" = o 
'~ave to" Wedd~.  " rony"  (~s~a~ name) and I have ' A usplelo.us, influences favor e~r~el'~'O."[go'~g.'il'va'y'a~i 
been engaged since last Christmas. The problem is I just par~ne.rsn}ps,., prom:se 1 ~ C  ~ ;  always 
found out that l~n three months pregnant and my wedding coo pera.u~ m...I~..~g over.new active andenergetic, with a real 
i8 four, months off. I know I probably shouldn't wear a pro~;fl_,ap~zmg.onu~que zestforlivingandglvingallyou 
loea~ uon ~ procrasurmte wld~Ko~m and veil, but Ialready bought mine and if I can ~ • have to tbe world. Yeu act with 
@t-;~to' i~ l plan ~ wear I t . .  , t 23 " ~L~ impelling force, ~whlch 
!is lmventtoldanynoayexceptTony, but lmayhaveto  (Aug. 24toSep.  ) ~ sometimes results in an- 
tell my mbtber becanas l feul rotten in the morning and she . Actl~ttes pe~., up .now~. tsgonism. Be watd~ul on thls 
m~sp'esk the reason. Abby, would l tbe oknyto So ahead especially m..me, early .- point. You are creauve m your 
a~[l~vo a blm, church wedding like I planned? (We would te~noon. ~,arucumny tavoren: tendencies, could succeed in 
t~l[~n~nnln later that the babywas premature ) personal relationships, com- almost any of the arts - -but 
~'~n~e":ru~h your answer t~me as I am nervona and munieaUoas ofevery type. haveapracticalMde, toowhich 
C ~  ~. .S -~e ' . .  • " i. L IBRA m,~ could make you an outstandisg 
>~,.>,~...'.:,.,  " " "  • " ' ~ ." . (SepL 24toOct. 23) .,a~m m business executive, ~,a len  
: ' ~  '~ ~ ' : :" 1 ' " BI~)WlNGUP Look for better ways 'to or selene|st: Blrthdato f:John 
~::'~':~ <I : !~ ' , '  "~ ' ' i ' , .  , ... . handley0twobllgaUons::Tbere Tyl r, lOth Pres., U.S.A.; 
~;~ '~ 'A 'R~W~G.  Under the ek~coe. ' l  would are always imlroved methods, Eugene • .'McCarthy, U.S. '~ 
~.-S,.ad-I~mpI;~weddisg~-m-nd ' oeoal ]Don't ~ant  on ___~= ,~.~m~_~YO.U Sstat:man; , Pear !. Bailey, 
• :• . . . . . .  ~'-' •-',- , an  to Ih le i le i i l l ;  of  i l l  t i le C~I IU~M)ouIa~ioO~VU~I .  uqS . ' ' ' ' f ~ , ~ w h 0 I c o  t,. . • . . . . . . .  . . • . . . .  
dersYmi  w officiate at y, g ur wed will ~ . . . .  " . . . . . .  " " " I 1 I d ' " I . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. : , .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , , ,  . . . ,  
amain  e~'en~ heath andown ~ t b ~ e e s . 4 7 ,  ; .   . . . .  d good . . . . .  ' ' '" : . . . . . .  • - • . • " ACROSS 41Fate . • DOWN . 18 Abbr. on ' ~, This woman m barely ptt~n~ by between her job and . . . . . . . . .  ,. . . . . .  ~..., .~ ""-~hine '- ~' -- . . . .  
" • • ~J|IUU|J.~q.;iOLI~ 1@ OJJqlllLt."~B| • AV~A~q~ | |U l  F " 
• ~the little support money she gem from her e -husband. .,o,= . ~=..~. . .~o ,] ~ . . . , . . , . . .  
" ~i:. I want to marry her, but X am not having much luek. She 5B~h 46~o~u'~tton.S~ln'~of ' ,  ,~S-"~eun"~l 
! says she likes my. compm}y, bu~. for a..busban, d she'd, prefer air a~ 59 M~icm exam 23 ~'~ar 
a younger man. i've tried to ~u nor t , s t  with five ooys co 8 Mo,,,aaser instrument 3 Lion's ,,fide vc S'-ck 
I ,, dsou Sl cows* 4 e,f r  .o%oreard 
like children, ~noy, ann ~m nonesc, conar aria sowenc. 19 Wrath 54 British turners " ~1 Pretentious 
Can you think of some other ur~uments inmy favor tha~ I 14 Be con- queen 5 Narrow inlet houses 
could use to win her? . ' :; esrned 55 ~ 6 Cla~y beat 29 Set of nested 
. . . . . .  • r , ,  • ~T, l~ The May 58 Actress ? Nourish boxes 
nu.  u~ - ,~us~u~ • apple. Ralse.q 8 Fragrance 3LBltter vetch 
17 Sicilian city 57 For fear 9 Injunctions 
18 Weather that 10 Sea bird 
word 58 Social 11 To display, 
19 Temper gathering as. 
(coUoq.) 59 To scorch a smile 
31 Tear Avg. solution time: 26 min. 
PA Greenland 
25 Beaver 
structures 
30 Asian festival 
Woodsorrei IL.~I~NIT~I~!~!S!A! 
34 Godd~s I~It.I~I~I~I~IOIUI~I~ILI 
peace ~OI~I~IAINH IO IN IS I I I I  
• xmr  than I~L IE I~ IL IE5 I I  I~NI 
~ I~NIE i  I ILIEIEIRILIEI 
Jewish I E ID ID IA IL IE~IL~IL~I  
month [LIE IS IT IE I~NIS IN IA~I  
39 Droop Answer to yesterday's pnssle, 
THE WIZARD OF ID b~ B i t  pe1"kor told Johnny hmrt 
H 
F ND B~D 
[! ~ ~L l l / l l 4e  H/~ /V  . . . .  ;/ 
~ I !  ~ i ~  
TERRAIE "REGISTER " 
q, ,  , o , ,o . , , , , .  
• , , , ,  . 
, , . . , ~ .  P Iq~N~ A NEW Re~oRP T~ - 
• DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
~ o ~ v  DO BUT V/eT0e ~r /  
}t~/~=7~7/~ M0~ g4T/Ve I .YOUg0~ )'z~/~,'fl~ Y0U ~ ~V/D</NT0 Bd~S~/ 
REPORT RABIES "- el animals branch as quickly REGINA IS SALUTED potion das~s to carry out 
QUICKLY r as possible. Residents who REGINA (CP) -- The the theme are: a ncod]ework 
• OTTAWA (CP) - -  Anyone 'can*t reach a district health homecraft department of IdCtUm or  walIhan~in8 of 
suspecting that hlspet has of animals office should Rq~ina Buffalo Days Ex- or/sinaldesifpmdepictingan 
come into contact with report suspected rabies mibition July 3t-Aug. 7 will historical eventduring the 
rabies should notify cases to a local Veterinarian salute Regina's 7~th an- period, and a decorated ?Sth 
Agriculture Canada's health or the police, nlvorfary in 1978. New com. anniversary cake. 
| 
DEAR NOT: Fore  marringe to succeed there mast be 
mutual w i inpeas ,  If you were to "win" her beconae you 
had more "pro" argumente tbn  she had "am," yours 
would be a very eorry union indeed. If she thinks she am 
dobet tar - le t  her try. But if you  change your phone 
number, let her know. She mgy want it. 
: DEAR ARBY: This is in response to REALIST who's 
tired of hearing women gripe about unpleasant eurpriase 
after marriage. She wonders why these thinso aren't 
noticed before marriage, 
Hew on earth is a woman supposed to know how many 
showers aguy takes before she marries him? It's not your 
everyday lo l~ of cm~/erastio_n w l~il e So is~ toge. mer. 
No way ceuld I have tmown that the guy ~ marrma woma 
enore, thrash around and grind his teeth in ldS sleep., or 
that his bee.r intake would trlple, and h/s cigarette mol~ 
double. 
Hew could I know beforehand what kind of father he'd 
make-.<md for tho~ matter, how could HE know a lot of 
things about ME before we Sot married? 
.When we were going toge~,,er he was Into sports, Now 
he finds them"~o strenuous. He used to love the beach. 
Now it's "toocrowded," He used to like to dance. Now it's 
"silly." And ~ is '~co boring." I wonder why men 
"slow down" eomu~ earl/or than women? 
NOT PERFECT EITHER 
DEAR. NOT PERFECT: Maybe when there's a 
comfortable home to come to,. a mi  flndp, ~ fewer reasons 
for :lea v i~ It. But apropos "surp~.  s ed~er.I~r..ring, e: 
While go/ms topther ,  both men and women ~e.m.c~..ed to 
been their"best behavfor., However~ zarac~rmuoe as 
bmde as violent tempers, phys/e~! undegnl/nese and 
"me.first" attitudes rarely, 8o undetected,even in the 
courtinS rose. 
DEAR ABBY: i~e been going with Kur~ for a year, He'e 
80 and has never been married, l~n 39, divorced, with a 
child who 8~ye w_ith n~ymoth.or moe~ o f~e t~. e:, ." 
• Maybe l~n old-fashioned, buc x aon c Daneve m uwng 
together before marrisge,'an When Kurt uked if.he could 
move in with me, I said no, l tm.  was navm~ ~anam 
problems.) '";~ ' 
Next thing I knew, Kurt told me he wee sharisg an 
apartment with a'guy..He didn't say wher e, buS he gave 
me the phone number, " . : . 
' 1 " I  c~ed J~ J~ UP  an~ n g i r l  anewered! ,~ exp . .  e,d ~ut  
he's ttvingwith er only ' .q.;emporurliy. tm saySane m J,ec 
afr iend, . . .. , ,  
I was furiOUsand guve him ~ ulthnatum-move out of 
her apartment and into mine immediately, or zorgec me 
¢0mpfetely. He said, "I~1 ~ about it." Do~s this sound 
like he loves me and,intones co marry meY , / / '  , 
I don'~'~want;to lose him, but I can't let hini live with 
another #rl,,even. though he claims she's only. a friend, 
' Hurry y0ur~nnswer. ~ 
BOSTON MESS 
.DEAR NESS: Kurt sounds like a loser tome. If you're 
wide ~iu-wlll,furi~et ldm.'L ~ ' "h ;Y>" .::: *'.'~:~ 
mMMI 
®mMi 
mIMI  
mI I I  
®IMH 
CRYPTOqUIP  
Z , 
m 
m 
| 
Z6 • 
i 
| 
i 
m 
m 
i 
3S Golfer's 
gadget 
34 Cbo[-actor 
in "Othello" 
38 Overacts 
40 Metal tag 
~ Harem 
chamber 
43 Grund. 
parental 
/,l P, inh source 
~ COal dust 
4? African river 
48 Bartok or 
I,ugo~ 
49 Former 
Russian 
ruler 
5Z Consumed 
r~EduuaUon 
ors. 
I' ,o ,/ 
I " 
I 
g 30 S2 
|"1 . 
I 
I 
I I .- 
I 
-:t-8 
GHJEKX GXCJGPNX~G TCYTXKG 
HYPNHTCPX ECPPXNYG 
Yesterday's Cryptoqalp--VINTAGE WINES FINALLY DE- 
GENERATED INTO AWFULLY SOUR VINEGAR. 
~)19q8 Kins Features Syndicate, Inc, 
Todsy's Cryptequlp clue: J equals M 
The Cryptoqulp is a 'simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another,'If ] ou think that X equals O, lt 
will equal O throughout he p l le  Single !ettera, short ~words, 
end words using an 8 mtrophe m ~ give youclues to ]oestin8 
, / 
- .  
. . . . . . . . .  ' ' ~ 1'~ . . . .  ' . . " i f  you don ' t  bel ieve men cmfle | roe :  monkeys , ,  
"Wel l ,  the  w indows open. I hope you  re satisf.ed, go  and take • good  look at your  father ."  
• , . {: 
),c' 
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KHimat-Roforondum 
Peoples ohoioe for Kitimat, reoreation 
by Scott Browes 
For the ucond time k five 
yea~ the Kitimat recreation 
department hu  brought he 
proposal of a new recreation 
facility before the people, in 
the form of a reterendum. 
In 19~ the proposal was 
downed for s~eral reasons, 
according to Kitimat 
reareation director John 
Gurben. "Peoplo Just didn't 
want to spend that much 
money on new facilities. At 
that time the cost was 
around 2 million, the new 
~rOpoea] is fo~ a 3.9 million 
~lisr fadUty." 
l~o_p~ the CBC report 
~ '  Kitimat and the area 
'~'~eh depicted the area as a 
":~st resort" will be 
,,,,xridden, says Gurban. 
;"=op]e are now ~)esktng 
out for our community. We 
not only need, but we nnt  
the best recreation facility 
this side of Prince George." 
Gurban went on to explain 
the need for a new arena in 
particular. "The exist.sag 
tee rLuk has sea,t~, mr 
spect~t,,rs who ¢~ t mind 
the ~ol air .and,poor eou- 
;,~ition ot the benches. , l 
'Ene ice in now being 
scheci~..'.~ ,.~n a twanty-four 
basis. ~". almost em- 
beras~  :q~ t~,. ~md a vi~in~ 
• ~:~team out on the iceat five 
or six in (he mornin~." 
Yet in the midst of all this 
JustUlcatian there are other, 
Just an relavent .questions. 
Why now?. Gurhan says the 
inflation of building costs 
and the demand for more 
recreational room ur5 the 
m~ reason s for buildin~ 
oow. 
Secondary to the actual- 
cost and demand is the fact 
that some people "seem to 
be waiting for Alcon and 
other corporate taxpayers to 
dish out for a new fadlity as 
they have done in the past. 
'/he days of Alcan pumping 
large sums of money into the 
community are over," 
Gurban says. 
Hestatesthat the people of 
Kitimat have come to a time 
when they should speak 'out 
.and get things done for their 
community. "If we don't do 
it now. we fear it will never be 
done." 
The proposed facility will 
include squash courts, 
something Kitimat IS ineld.g 
now, a sauna and general 
flinesa rea composed ofone 
usiversal gym. 
The largest and most 
costly portion of the entire 
pro~ct will be the arena 
complex. Seating for 3500 
(persons plus a multi-use 
floor will be i::cluded. 
Lacrosse, te~s  (indoors) 
a~id any other sport fit for 
spectator enthusiasm could 
be played/n tho arena 
Gurban says an arena of 
this kind is sometht~ that 
Kltimat has never had. "The 
old rink is actually just a 
covered sheet of ice. The 
proposed complex would be 
a place for all kinds of m- 
tertulamcot; Ml=ur hockey' 
and 111~ro sharing could be 
practb~g simultaneonsly. 
,as the fadlitiea re now one 
mmt wait for lee time." 
Outside shows are  
something that Our~=a is 
hoping for if me new co,,,- 
plex passes public vote. 
"One of the maJc¢ rlmso~s 
for placln~ the new 
recreation centre in its 
8 pm.m. 
orPosmo.. 
Ourban explained that 
there are definitely opposing 
~;y to the ,new com- 
me people in town 
don't . t idnk the taxpayers 
will bcoeflt from thepro|eet, 
others wish for a theatre, 
and still others fell that' 
Kit/mat already has enough 
in the way of recreation 
facilities." 
" l '  CASAW business agent 
Peter Rurtou commented: 
proposed site i s  the .1 thtnX the proposed 
proximity. City centre is the recreation compl~ would be 
place you would most good for the town. In a 
probably go for dinner if you climate like ours the need for 
were in town for a hockey covered recreation facilities 
game or other went. Why .is great. You Just can't have 
then should we try to put the eaouSh." 
arena separate from this What about he cost to the 
core?" taxpayer? On a F.0,000 home 
Also on the placement of the mo~ ~[~cre~u~e du to 
the new centre, land is not the com]dez would be ~.75, 
available in suitable The dedulon whether the 
quantity or quality at any almost thres-delisr-a-month 
otherloeatinninKitimat.The outla:,'wouldbeworthwhile~ l 
land for l the proposed again, up to you. . 
complex was purchased President of the Kltimat 
yeas. back," Ourban says. ArtsCoundllJoanMonaghan 
• t~m vote will decide the says, " I 'm:  not anti- 
future .of recreation in recreation complex, l'mJust 
Kitlmat. Referoudum voting 
take8 place on Saturday 
March, 31 at. ,  various 
locations. 
l Kttimat ~neral  Hospital 
and the three chw~hes used 
for "any election" will be the 
polling spots. Time for 
wring wilh'an ~'om 8 a.m. to 
prg.theatro." 
In total the proposed 
complex would cost 3.9 
million dollars. On a regional 
scale the decision must be 
made whether Kitimat is in 
need and has the resources 
to fulfill the ¢4 million dollar 
questlea. 
FederaiBusiness Development Bank 
assists businesses 
in British Columbia 
• with financing: 
in 1977, FBDB authorized $115,000,000 in loans to 2,600 businesses in British 
Columbia and currently 9,000 businesses in the Province have a total of $443,500,000 
in loans from FBDB for purposes such as: ~ 
To help improve management skills in small business, the bank conducts management 
training seminars. 
with information on government programs 
for business: 
At the Bank s branch offices, operators of businesses can obtain information about 
any assistance program available from the federal government and others and are - 
directed to the representative of the appropriate assistance program. 
Perhaps FBDB can help your business-Ask for our folder 
ABBOTSFORD (604) 853-5561 KELOWPIA (604) 762-2035 TERRACE (604) 6~5-4951 
• JRRABY (604) 438-3581 L~rt~LEY (604] 533-1221 VAH¢OUVER (604) 681-7484 
CAMPBELL RIVER (604) 287-9236 HAHAIMO (604} 753-2471 VANCOUVER EAST (604) 873-6391 
CHILLIWACK (604)792-8621 HEWWESTMI~STER (604)§25-1011 VERHON (604)545-7215 
COURTEfIAY (604) 338-6232 HORTHVANCOUVER (604) 960.6571 VICTORIA (604)385-3375 
CRAHBROOK (604) 426-7241 PRIHCE GEORGE (604).~53-0~41 WILU~MS I~KE (604) 398"8233 
KAMLOOPS (604) 374-2121 RICH/~OND (604) 273-8811 
FEDERAL BUS~HESS DEVELOPMEHT BANK 
- -  / ' ' 
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All Iistlnas sublect to cnanae without notice. 
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• :00 
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mummimmmli lm 
~l l  KING (NBC) 
The Newlwed 
;Game 
'News 
SesSile 
Tonight 
Name That 
Tune 
The Big Event 
• The Cops and 
Robin' 
r~t  . . . . .  
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
I 
NBC Reports 
Cent 
Cant 
.Cent 
News 
News 
~he Best 
of Carson  
I of Carson 
I The Best 
;,3 I of Carson 
n 
' Wednesday, laroh 29 
;~  Fortune 
U :I  ocko.t 
I Knockout  
' ~ T " ~ - - - - -  
1.1 ,-, 
the Least 
The Gong 
145 Show 
1 Hollywood 
Squares 
Cot LIves 
1 =.of Cur Lives 
2ii Another World 
vle 
"Go Naked In the 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
FIIntstones 
FIIntstones 
Mary Tyler" 
Moore 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 1 
'The 
Northerners 
Happy 
Days 
Rose Slmerd; 
Show 
Three'S 
Company 
The Fifth 
Estate 
The Fifth 
Estate 
Barney 
•Mliler 
The 
National 
90 Minute 
Live 
90 Minutes 
Live 
90 Minutes 
Live i 
S | .ml  to  midn t 
of Jeannle " 
Hollywood 
Squares .  
W-u 
BClrV ' 
(CI"V) 
i 
Star 
T rek  
The Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour , 
Stars on 
Ice 
Search and 
Rescue • 
Special 
Special 
Special 
Special 
Funny 
• Farm 
Soap 
Soap 
i Lou Grant 
Show 
£ou Grant 
Show 
¢TV News 
News Hour Fine 
The Late chow 
Cost 
Cant 
Cent 
¢mt 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
I Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
zoom 
Zoom 
Over Easy 
Cont 
Lehrer 
Nlne's 
Journal 
mmmmmmm 
National 
Geographic' 
- NMIOna l  
Geographic 
A Matter 
of Size 
Monty 
Python 
The 
Prisoner 
The 
Prisoner I 
Olck Caveff 
Show 
Book Beat 
Cent 
~dgn Off 
10 a.m, to'Glp,m, 
-e~r ic .  ,:, .... 
~ny ' " - -  
Bread and 
Butterflies ' - .~" 
Cover to 
Cover 
• Over 
Easy 
Company 
Animals end 
,Such 
Cog~ to 
Cover 
M Is 
for Music 
mi~MImmMmi  
Sterles of. 
• Amorlca 
,Making 
Music 
~ m  
Adams 
-Chronicles 
Adams 
'Chronicles 
esame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
• Western .... lea1_. 
Schools Show . . . . . . . . .  
Mr. Dotlniflon 
Dressup Definition • 
Sesame 
6.treot ,Yoga 
Sesame It's Your 
Street Move ' 
Bob McLean Noon 
Show News 
Bob McLean Movie Matinee 
Show "Gargoyles" 
m m N m m  
I Dream Cant 
s Cont 
Cont 
uares • Coat 
Ryan's Another 
' Hope World 
The Edge of Another 
Night " i World 
Take Alan Hamel 
Thirty L Show 
Celebrlt;y Alan Hemel 
Cooks Show 
The Lucy 
Lie Show 
Elecfric The Gong 
: Spring Oleanup 
: lont-a-Steamel | 
:S 
! . , ,00 
9 a.m~ - $ p.m. 
5 p.m.. 9 a.m. 
• (CiHner Optional) 
~mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm||mnmmm|mu . . . .  ' on~m i
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' i  • 
l 1 
",.: Weekends. : . .  
. i  _q~l~ ~!~ " n,, 
I - ~ , W  . I  
• m, 
Sa!urdny 1:30 p.m. , ~'. 
~= Tuesday 9 a.m. , ~m 
• (Share It with Your Friends) i 
U , r  l '  
hDllaMwlll_uu.uianU in inn l ln ! l imk l l ium mm!as |mmmnainn jO|~ 
GORDON and ANDERSON 
LTD, ~ ' SVO~ hours :  Tues. to SId/~.9 e.nl .  ~$-X  p.m :," Friday 9 a~m.tp 9 p.,m, i '  ' " 
; . ,, "~ 
